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Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

You get your first feel of the build quality of the Titan range of chairs when you lift the box, it&#39;s not a lightweight!<br><br>I&#39;ve assembled and extensively used two of the Titan range of chairs in the last year, the first in PU Leather, and the second in SoftWeave Fabric.<br><br>The Titan range of chairs definitely feel substantial, and go together really well. The assembly process is well thought out, components are substantial, and the finished item just feels good quality.<br><br>The frame of the PU Leather and SoftWeave Fabric chairs are identical, both feel firm, supportive, yet comfortable The built-in lumbar support really does help to fine tune the lower back support. However the feel of PU Leather vs SoftWeave Fabric feels notably different, and I&#39;d wished I&#39;d know this from the outset.<br><br>PU Leather looks really good, and with care (cleaned regularly) can keep it&#39;s good looks. PU Leather is great if you want the looks, and only spent a few hours in the evening gaming. It&#39;s comfortable, and feels great.<br><br>However if you&#39;re going to sit in the Titan for extended periods of time (i.e. you&#39;re using this regularly for long work days, as I am), my personal opinion is that the SoftWeave Fabric variant is definitely better. The fabric breathes, which is more comfortable particularly on hot days. One of the up-keep tips for PU Leather is to avoid contact with skin, and during the warmer months I tend to wear shorts, and after a while PU Leather can start to feel a little &#39;sticky&#39;, where as SoftWeave Fabric feels more comfortable. I guess the only possible downside of the SoftWeave Fabric, if you can call it a downside, is that it doesn&#39;t have so much of the &#39;bling&#39; about it, however it does feel a little more business-like. The Titan range of chairs feel substantial and go together really well . PU Leather is great if you want the looks, and only spent a few hours in the evening gaming . SoftWeave Fabric feels more comfortable, especially on hot days .positive

The user praises the build quality and substantial feel of the Titan range of chairs.
They appreciate the well-thought-out assembly process and the quality of components.
The built-in lumbar support is noted for its effectiveness in fine-tuning lower back support.
The user highlights the differences between the PU Leather and SoftWeave Fabric variants and recommends the SoftWeave Fabric for extended use, particularly for workdays, due to its breathability and comfort.The user mentions that PU Leather can become sticky with extended use during warmer months.positive

Good build quality
Fun assembly process
Good lumbar support
PU leather is prettier
Softweave is better, softer, more breathable

Yes, the chair is expensive, but you have to think about it as if you are investing in your own health! I am not a gamer personally, but I use my chair for endless hours of study. And it is without a doubt that I would recommend this chair to anyone who complains about their posture and their painful experience of sitting on other cheaper chairs. You really get what you pay for!<br><br>After hours of studying, my buttocks no longer hurt thanks to the quality of the seat base, my back feels straight again thanks to the lumbar support, and let&#39;s be honest, when you sit on this chair, you really feel like a king or a queen. It looks amazing!<br><br>The quality of the PU leather is excellent, the design is remarkable and the assembly of the chair is a breeze. The new and improved 2020 series is clearly a masterpiece, giving you all the multiple features you need, with more seating space and better comfort. Again, the chair is expensive, yes, but for that price, you will receive a high-end luxury product that will last well over time.<br><br>I chose the Titan chair, Game of Thrones - limited edition - House Lannister in red, black and gold colors. And each time, it is with pleasure that I sit on this chair, and with pride that I show it to my family with friends. The taste in colours differs from individuals, but the comfort is undeniable!<br><br>Finally, with regard to shipping and customer service, I had a satisfactory experience. The product arrived early, which was a pleasant surprise. But due to the shipping, it received some impacts that lead to an opening in the box and a cut in the seat base of chair. I contacted the customer service regarding the damages and they sent me a replacement as part of their warranty policy. It was so quick and easy, they did a great job on that. In addition, the warranty lasts up to 5 years, which is always a plus, giving you a feeling of security.<br><br>Besides this minor problem, which was solved instantly, the chair remains truly incredible and I recommend it to anyone lucky enough to afford it, to spend their money on a SecretLab 2020 chair. You will have no regrets! The new and improved 2020 series is clearly a masterpiece, giving you all the multiple features you need, with more seating space and better comfort . The quality of the PU leather is excellent, the design is remarkable and the assembly of the chair is a breeze .positive

The chair is seen as an investment in one's health, particularly beneficial for those who spend long hours studying or working.
The chair is highly recommended for its comfort, quality seat base, lumbar support, and posture benefits.
The PU leather quality is excellent, and the design is remarkable.
Assembly is described as easy, and the 2020 series is considered a masterpiece with multiple features and better comfort.
The chair is praised for its high-end luxury quality and durability.
The user is satisfied with the Titan chair, Game of Thrones - House Lannister limited edition in red, black, and gold colors, and they take pride in owning it.
Shipping and customer service are positively mentioned, with the product arriving early and a replacement provided promptly under the warranty policy.
The 5-year warranty provides a feeling of security.here is a minor issue with the product receiving impacts during shipping, resulting in damage, but it was quickly resolved by the customer service.positive

Comfortable
Good for well-being
Good features
Nice aesthetics
Fast shipping
Reassuring 5-year warranty

Whilst the build is of good quality and it looks very appeasing, the chair overall is a refund for me. BE AWARE IT IS AT YOUR COST TO RETURN THE CHAIR!! I am almost £100.00 down from returning this chair. Around a third of the price of the chair...I tried to wear it in and held onto it as long as they would allow before returning it but it was just not pleasant. Even putting the chair up and back to lean made a loud noise when I would pull the thing at the bottom to allow leaning it would jolt every time. Loads of unnecessary plastic in the box too. The new features are more annoying than productive. The magnetic pillow always moves down and you will find yourself moving it back in place too often. If it wasn&#39;t for build quality and looks it would be 1 star because I have got on better with £55 desk chairs than this for comfort.The magnetic pillow always moves down and you will find yourself moving it back in place too often . Even putting the chair up and back to lean made a loud noise . The new features are more annoying than productive .negative
The chair is praised for its good build quality and appealing appearance.
It is considered sturdy and well-constructed.

The user found the chair to be uncomfortable and unpleasant to sit in.
There were issues with the chair making loud noises when adjusting the position or leaning back.
The user was dissatisfied with the return process, which cost them nearly £100.
Excessive plastic packaging was included in the box.
Some of the new features of the chair were found to be more annoying than productive.
The magnetic pillow on the chair would frequently move out of place and required constant readjustment.negative

Good build quality
Nice aesthetics

Not comfortable
Reutning the chair isn't easy
Noisy backrest
Excessive packaging
Weak headrest pillow magnet

Where to begin, so for many years i have suffered at the hands of any form of chair be it a office chair sofa&#39;s etc they can look so incredibly comfortable or even on the firmer side everything seems fine you purchase the item you get it home about a hour later the pain begins and increases to the point that it simply is useable useless returns policies wasted money.... Until now having wasted so much Money in the past i can completely honestly say this chair is a absolute Game changer my only wish is that i had purchased one much sooner!<br><br>So to review this chair lets start with the basics:<br>1. the order process was very seemless and given the general order delays due to unprecidented demand the chair arrived super quick and the delivery experience was perfect,<br>10/10<br><br>2. what i was greeted with when it arrived was the most attention to detail i&#39;ve ever experienced in a chair unboxing experience, Everything was thought out to packaging to the tools that arrived to assemble the chair, to the instruction card everything screamed Quality! matched with perfect stitching detailing on the actual chair itself and the memory foam pillow is to die for i truly want one for my bed now! ^-^<br>(if your reading this secretlabs please make a bed pillow)<br>10/10<br><br>3. So the chair ok this chair isn&#39;t squishy soft nor is it super Hard, it&#39;s very much in the middle (titan 2020) but the sheer amount of support it offers to every single part of your back and bottom is unprecedented, i myself wasn&#39;t particularly a fan of firmer chairs until i received this chair which is a completely different experience, i&#39;ve gone from only being able to sit in a chair for 30 minutes/ 1 hour Maximum to happily sitting in the secretLabs titan chair happily for over 4/8+ hours consitently a day with no pain whatsoever because what a difference the right amount of support makes to your back neck etc from a decent gaming chair, the amount of functionality the arm rests have to from going up and down sliding the armrests to the left and right and then twisting the armrests purely to suit any need you have at any given time, i dont normally write reviews on products as much as i generally look at reviews however on this occasion i feel it&#39;s necessary and would be a disservice to the chair and to SecretLabs to not write such a review, if you&#39;re thinking of purchasing a secretlabs chair my honest advice is do it you wont be disappointed, and if your weighing it up based on price or considering something cheaper really consider a secretlabs chair instead because you cant put a price on true comfort! plus with a 5 Year warrenty it&#39;s a no brainer :)<br>10/10SecretLabs titan 2020 is a Game changer . The sheer amount of support it offers to every single part of your back and bottom is unprecedented . The memory foam pillow is to die for i truly want one for my bed now!positive

The SecretLabs Titan 2020 is described as a game changer.
The chair is noted for providing an unprecedented amount of support to every part of the user's back and bottom.
The memory foam pillow is highly praised, with the user expressing a desire to have one for their bed.None positive

Easy ordering process
Good unboxing process
Good seat firmness
Back pain relief
Good armrest adjustability

What an absolute nightmare. I would not recommend this company and believe me I have been very patient with support. I have sent emails back and forth for months now and replaced every part of my chair 2-3 times. With replacements taking 2-3 weeks to arrive this has gone on for so long and I am generally fed up.<br><br>I am nearing 80 emails now, back and forth between myself and their support and I still haven&#39;t got my chair fixed. Nothing they send me has fixed it. I&#39;ve tried and tried to be patient and hopeful that the product will be fixed but it never is.<br><br>So the issues I originally had was the chair was very loud in a way that did not sound normal and I believe it was coming from the backrest. I got a new backrest sent to me and it was a lot better but still slight noises. I can live with it though as it&#39;s a big improvement. Still not something I expect on a brand new chair from a premium range.<br><br>That aside, it also had a weird issue in that it was hurting my back, upon using the new replacement there was definitely a noticeable difference and I suspect the lumbar support was broken on the original backrest.<br><br>So, the good news is that got fixed but then I noticed a few more things and the list just kept growing but the major issue I have is the armrests. They are not even! They are always 1-2cm different in height to the other arm. It&#39;s actually caused my upper shoulder to get hurt as I used this for several months before figuring out the armrests where not the same height!! As I honestly did not expect that to even be a thing!<br><br>The product has been like this since day 1 nothing but issues and they are claiming I can not do a return because 2 weeks has passed...<br><br>At this point I feel like I have just given my money away as I have a product that is faulty and unusable. For these reasons I do not recommend this product or having to deal with this company.<br><br>I try not to complain, and I try to give companies a chance to fix things but in this instance. I just don&#39;t see how this can be fixed and it&#39;s taking up so much of my time that I am now just going to have to let this go.<br><br>If you got a chair and it has no problems, then that&#39;s awesome. If you are thinking of buying a chair then please take note of this and decide for yourself but I do not recommend! This entire experience has been horrible and I am now down £379.I have sent emails back and forth for months now and replaced every part of my chair 2-3 times . I would not recommend this company and believe me I have been very patient with support . I&#39;ve tried and tried to be patient and hopeful that the product will be fixed but it never is .negative
The user has been exchanging emails with the company for months and has had to replace every part of the chair multiple times.
They express frustration and disappointment with the company and note that they have been patient with support.negative

Build quality issues
Caused back pain
Unhelpful customer support
Regret buying

Went unadventurously for the black and fabric. My office space is in the corner of our small front room, so I wanted a color and style more discreet. But I can genuinely say the chair looks great. Far from a jarring eye sore of a cheaper gaming alternative.<br><br>The fit and comfort is absolutely spot on. The sponge is very firm but never feels hard. It’s the support you want when you’re sitting 8 hours a day 5 days a week programming.<br><br>Also love the magnetic gel cushion they include. So comfortable and cooling on the neck. Though I wouldn’t recommend factoring that as a buying point, just a bonus.The fit and comfort is absolutely spot on . The sponge is very firm but never feels hard. It’s the support you want when you’re sitting 8 hours a day 5 days a week programming . Also love the magnetic gel cushion they include .positive

The black and fabric choice for the chair looks great and fits well in a discreet office space.
The chair is not a jarring eyesore, unlike cheaper gaming alternatives.
The fit and comfort are excellent, with firm sponge that provides the needed support for long hours of programming.
Appreciation for the included magnetic gel cushion, which is comfortable and cooling on the neck.None positive

Comfortable
Nice features

Well all fine !<br>I got just a little problem with the delivery time, to be honest , with delivery in France guys please change company Fedex ar too bad at least in France just Google it and you can see by yourself. Well but who cares when you got one chair like that :) it’s my first quality chair before that was some first price from Amazon , and everything is so OP to be honest with you guys, and because I tried to find the little thing that’s not 100% for me of course, nothing severe, but the armrest move a little bit and make some noise, like if something broken or not tighten well but nothing dramatic. Otherwise I’m happy whit my chairFedex ar too bad at least in France just Google it and you can see by yourself. Well but who cares when you got one chair like that :) it’s my first quality chair before that was some first price from Amazon .positive

The user is very satisfied with their chair, considering it their first high-quality chair.
The quality of the chair is emphasized as a significant improvement over previous, lower-priced chairs.
The user is not overly concerned about FedEx's performance in France, as the chair is highly appreciated.FedEx's service in France is described as "bad," which may have been a concern for deliveries.positive Good build quality

Slow courier delivery
Shaky armrests

Unfortunately my secret lab experience wasn&#39;t pleasant with the courier service, however the actual chair was more than I could ever ask for.<br><br>The chair supports my back and is highly customisable to keep my posture when working. It&#39;s also extremely comfy that when I&#39;m gaming I can relax or even recline it so I have a nap!<br><br>Plus the DVA embroidery is absolutely stunning that it love to bits! Worth every penny!The chair supports my back and is highly customisable to keep my posture when working . The DVA embroidery is absolutely stunning that it love to bits! Worth every penny!positive

The chair provides excellent back support and is highly customizable to maintain good posture while working.
The DVA embroidery is described as absolutely stunning and highly appreciated.
The user considers the chair worth every penny, emphasizing its value for the cost.None positive

Improved posture
Styling
Comfortable Slow courier delivery

To order the chair was a simple process and I received my item quickly. Upon receiving the chair I was impressed by the packaging quality as everything was packaged perfectly with lots of care and attention. The instructions were easy to follow and I managed to set the chair up in 30 minutes by myself.<br>Upon first sitting on the chair I found it very comfortable and there was a lot of support from the titan especially as I am 6ft3. The built in lumbar was also great along with the adjustment options allowing for a relaxed setting when using the computer casually and more upright for more intense gaming. The only thing that could be improved on with the 2020 titan in my opinion is the armrest adjustability, as they only go just low enough to fit my desk, if they could be lowered more it would allow for further practicality for shorter users as I would not be able to raise the height of the chair without the rests hitting my desk, although, for me at my height I am at a comfortable height just above the base setting. The included head pillow is also nice with a cooling sensation and the memory foam is great.<br>The aesthetics of the chair are great, the chair in all black looks very nice without being too obnoxious like other gaming chairs, the chair would look good inam either a gaming or professional setting. The chair completes my setup and aids in my comfort.<br>Overall I am vert satisfied with the Titan 2020 and the chair is much better than my old chair and much more comfortable, the inbuilt lumbar support has also motigated the slight back pain I use to suffer after long sessions. Very Happy!The Titan 2020 is much better than my old chair and much more comfortable . The included head pillow is also nice with a cooling sensation and the memory foam is great . The only thing that could be improved on with the 2020 titan is the armrest adjustability .positive
The Titan 2020 is described as much better than the user's old chair and much more comfortable.
The included head pillow is noted as nice, with a cooling sensation, and the memory foam is praised.The armrest adjustability is mentioned as something that could be improved with the 2020 Titan.positive

Easy ordering process
Good packaging
Comfortable
Back pain relief Armrest adjustability could be better

This was recommended by a work colleague who&#39;s chair I saw on a video call. Purchasing and delivery, easy and quick. Some comments: The packaging is next level. There&#39;s even a very well built magnetic philips head screwdriver that you use to remove one safety screw. I will put this tool in my tool box for other situations. Too good to throw away with the packaging. I initially thought the cushioning was too firm, but you get used to it very quick and I now prefer the firmness. Very adjustable. Very solidly built. I work from home three days a week, and it is perfect. This was recommended by a work colleague who&#39;s chair I saw on a video call . Purchasing and delivery, easy and quick .positive

The chair was recommended by a work colleague, and they were impressed by the chair's appearance during a video call.
Purchasing and delivery were described as easy and quick.
The packaging was highly praised for its quality and included a well-built magnetic Philips head screwdriver for removing a safety screw. The reviewer planned to keep this tool for other uses.
Initial impressions of the chair's cushioning were that it was firm, but they quickly adapted to it and grew to prefer the firmness.
The chair was noted for its high level of adjustability and solid build quality.
The reviewer works from home three days a week and found the chair to be perfect for their needs.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable Firm seat needs a breaking-in period

This is probably my first proper chair purchase as they can be quite daunting looking at the price. I came from an old IKEA office chair that I used a cushion with as if was too hard and hurt my back. This was a massive upgrade. I&#39;m quite happy with it and would say its worth the price. I would perhaps say that the seat is a bit firm but doesn&#39;t cause an issue. With the adjustable arms and back it makes it a comfortable sit. I work from home and play games on my pc. Have been using the chair for about a month and if I were to buy another chair I would probably get another secret labs.This is probably my first proper chair purchase as they can be quite daunting looking at the price . With adjustable arms and back it makes it a comfortable sit . I would perhaps say that the seat is a bit firm but doesn't cause an issue .positive
The chair is described as a significant and proper purchase, despite initial price concerns.
The adjustable arms and back are highlighted as features that make the chair comfortable to sit in.The seat is mentioned as somewhat firm, but it's clarified that this firmness doesn't cause any issues.positive

First-ever ergo chair
Massive upgrade over basic office chairs
Worth the price Seat feels too firm

This is my first SecretLab gaming chair and I&#39;m very impressed. The ordering was very easy and the chair arrived within a few days. SecretLab kept me up to date througout the ordering process. The chair itself is the Batman version and was very easy to set up with the You Tube video link that is supplied.<br><br>The chair looks brilliant and exactly as its shown on the website. The chair is very comfortable and the built in lumbar support is excellent and very supportive and easily adjustable for your own needs. This is particularly useful as I suffer with a bad back. It&#39;s used for my gaming set up but also as my home office work chair so I can spend a long time sat in it.This is my first SecretLab gaming chair and I&#39;m very impressed . The built in lumbar support is excellent and very supportive and easily adjustable for your own needs .positive
The user is impressed with their first SecretLab gaming chair.
The built-in lumbar support is described as excellent, very supportive, and easily adjustable to meet individual needs.None positive

Easy ordering process
Good customer support
Nice aesthetics
Comfortable
Back pain relief

This is my 3 week review of using my Titan Evo 2022 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.<br><br>The chair was delivered next day in a hefty box - The chair requires assembly so the box was actually smaller than expected.<br><br>Assembly itself was relatively simple, following the included instructions. I did have a slight problem getting the backrest fitted to the base, but it just took a little more jiggling for everything to align than the instructions would have you believe.<br><br>I made the mistake of constructing the chair downstairs, so I made sure to carry it upstairs in half (seat &amp; back and steel legs separate) as the chair is large and unwieldily when put together to carry!<br><br>First impressions of sitting on the chair were that the seat is considerably more firm than the chair I was replacing, but I expect this will soften over time to ensure longevity. It wasn&#39;t anything uncomfortable, just a lot firmer than I&#39;m used to.<br><br>Ergonomics, adjustability and customisation is all good. I managed to get the adjustable lumbar sorted, although the height of it didn&#39;t seem to adjust all that much at first, but now seems to be working ok.<br><br>One thing I did find was that, I suspect the firmness of the new seat has caused some slight discomfort in my coccyx, leading to me asking the support team if this is something that has been reported previously. They were very helpful and asked me to provide videos of me pushing on the padding, to which they informed me that this does appear to be normal and that I should expect the cushioning to soften with time. They advised that it may take 6 weeks to fully break in the chair to my shape. So we shall have to wait and see on that on. It does appear better on this third week however.<br><br>All in all, the chair is getting there with living up to expectations. It&#39;s even nice that they included a magnetic head rest. This is my 3 week review of using my Titan Evo 2022 8 hours a day, 5 days a week . The chair was delivered next day in a hefty box - The chair requires assembly so the box was actually smaller than expected . Ergonomics, adjustability and customisation is all good .positive

The user has been using the Titan Evo 2022 for 3 weeks, 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.
The next-day delivery of the chair is appreciated.
The chair is found to have good ergonomics, adjustability, and customization options.
The assembly of the chair is considered manageable, and the packaging is noted for being smaller than expected.None positive

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Good adjhustability
Good customer support
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This is a very easy chair to use and position. I love the quality of the seating, the arms, feet and castors. It went together really easily (I took my time to be fair, took me about 2 hours but I have a back problem too so didn&#39;t want to rush it and hurt myself as some parts are heavy), but once done it really feels like a solid piece of furniture.<br><br>If I have one suggestion, it would be that it would have been nice to have the &quot;forward slide&quot; movement on the seat that some Orthopaedic chairs have, as I have long upper legs and so that would have just helped a little more with the distribution of my weight, but as this isn&#39;t specifically an Orthopaedic chair, I can&#39;t complain!<br><br>I love the fact that this chair rolls around my Laminate flooring easily. My previous chair, whilst having almost the same sized castors, used to be a bit &quot;notchy&quot; when trying to get it moved into a certain position, but this one moves very granularly and so I can get it into position really easily, and once there, it stays there too which is great. There&#39;s nothing worse than having the chair in position for a game or program that requires careful mouse movements e.g. Photoshop, and then finding the chair moving underneath you as it slowly creeps under your weight. No such issues with this chair.<br><br>Having a bad back issue with my lumbar discs, I find the lumbar feature very useful, and I have already had this at various settings as I have needed it.<br><br>I love the stitching on the PU leather; reminds me of a baseball!<br><br>Really happy and would buy another if I needed one. This is a very easy chair to use and position. I love the quality of the seating, the arms, feet and castors . The stitching on the PU leather; reminds me of a baseball! Really happy and would buy another if I needed one .positive

The chair is described as very easy to use and position.
The quality of the seating, arms, feet, and castors is highly praised.
The stitching on the PU leather is compared to baseball stitching.
The user expresses happiness with the chair and mentions they would buy another if needed.None positive

Easy to use
Easy assembly
Good lumbar support

This is a high quality product backed by excellent service. There is, however, room for simple but important improvement. Although the rise height is adequate, and more than other comparable products, it should be made possible to raise the seat by another 5cm.<br><br>There is another issue. Although the armrests are more adjustable than other products, the options are still too limited. The base height of the armrests is too low, and the top height is unrealistically high, unless you have an unusual set of arms.<br><br>The armrests should be redesigned to allow a much lower minimum height.<br><br>I am using this seat as pilot in a semi-professional flight simulator, and the armrest gets in the way of the engine control/throttle mechanisms. The armrest mounting brackets attaching to the seat base could incorporate a bracket that would allow the armrests to swing up and backward (or down and forward) to provide unrestricted movement of one&#39;s arms and hands.<br><br>If you examine the cockpits of commercial airliners, you&#39;ll see that this feature is common in cockpit seats.<br><br>Otherwise, it&#39;s a brilliant chair. If you upgrade it, let me know.<br><br>Thank you, and kind regards.<br><br>Brian Mackie, Napier, NZ The base height of the armrests is too low, and the top height is unrealistically high . The armrest gets in the way of the engine control/throttle mechanisms .neutral

Seat Height: The reviewer suggests that it should be possible to raise the seat by an additional 5cm to better accommodate users.

Swinging Armrests: The reviewer specifically mentions using the chair for a flight simulator and suggests incorporating a feature that allows the armrests to swing up and backward (or down and forward) to provide unrestricted movement of one's arms and hands, similar to what's common in commercial airliner cockpit seats.

Overall Impression: Despite these suggestions, the reviewer appreciates the chair and considers it a brilliant product.Armrest Adjustability: They find the armrest options limited, with the minimum height being too low and the maximum height being unrealistically high. They recommend redesigning the armrests to provide a wider range of height adjustments.neutral

Good customer support
Good support team
Comfortable The seat should raise higher

Armrests get in the way playing flight simulator

This has to be the best office chair I&#39;ve purchased. Chairs in the past have seem ed goo but haven&#39;t lasted long. The old adage of you get what you pay for is absolutely correct. Immediately on opening the packaging you know this chair is in a different league. Even the instruction manual is something to behold. All the tools need are supplied and everything is simple to assemble. In use the chair is extremely customisable and the cushioning is perfect; it&#39;s firm but but accommodating. The adjustable lumbar support is a welcome addition.This has to be the best office chair I&#39;ve purchased . Even the instruction manual is something to behold . In use the chair is extremely customisable and the cushioning is perfect .positive

Described as the best office chair the user has ever purchased.
Quality and durability are emphasized, distinguishing it from previous chairs.
The packaging and instruction manual are impressive.
Assembly is straightforward with all necessary tools provided.
The chair is highly customizable, and the cushioning is considered perfect.
The adjustable lumbar support is appreciated.None positive

Good build quality
Impressive packaging
Perfect cushioning
Good lumbar support

This has to be one of the most uncomfortable chairs I&#39;ve ever sat in. My old hard wood dining chairs are more comfortable. There was so much hype for your brand and everyone I know has one of these so I am honestly shocked. Speechless. After I unboxed the chair I went back to my old one for the past month and put this in the corner. Until I was asked to write a review I haven&#39;t sat in it again. Is it meant to take some time for the chair to get comfortable or is it always going to be this bad? I actually have chronic back pain while just sitting in this chair. Did you forget to put the padding in my chair? It was going to be this or a Herman Miller and I&#39;m seriously regretting my decision right now. It looks amazing and everyone I told was excited for me when they heard I was finally upgrading from my previous chair that lasted a solid 7 years, and aside from the fraying material is perfectly functional, but... what a disappointment. I&#39;m trying to decide what I should do because this is not worth the price tag.This has to be one of the most uncomfortable chairs I&#39;ve ever sat in. My old hard wood dining chairs are more comfortable. I actually have chronic back pain while just sitting in this chair. Did you forget to put the padding in my chair?negative

The user describes the chair as one of the most uncomfortable chairs they've ever sat in.
They find it less comfortable than their old hard wood dining chairs and experience chronic back pain while sitting in this chair.
The user questions whether the chair may have lacked sufficient padding.negative

Uncomfortable
Caused back pain
Overly firm seat padding

This chair at first is kinda uncomfortable but after using it for a week it is really comfortable now. if you decide to use the lumbar support itll force you to sit up straight in the right posture otherwise it will be really uncomfortable. I had bad posture so this helped me fix this hence why it felt uncomfortable. the arm pads are a little uncomfortable but they do help in supporting your arm and i will order some cloud swap memory foam pads to replace the stock ones as the stock ones are hard and can hurt your elbows if you sit for a long period while leaning your arm on them. Overall Great chair you wont regret it and if you do they have a 48 day no hassle return policy.This chair at first is kinda uncomfortable but after using it for a week it is really comfortable now . If you decide to use the lumbar support itll force you to sit up straight in the right posture otherwise it will be really uncomfortable . The arm pads are a little uncomfortable but they do help in supporting your arm and i will order some cloud swap memory foam pads to replace the stock ones .positive

The chair became comfortable after using it for a week.
The lumbar support encourages proper posture and helps in fixing bad posture.
The chair is described as overall great, and the user believes you won't regret getting it.
The company offers a 48-day no hassle return policy for added peace of mind.

The chair was initially uncomfortable, but it became comfortable after a week of use.
The arm pads are described as a little uncomfortable, and the user plans to order memory foam pads to replace the stock ones.positive

Good lumbar support
Comfortable
Supportive armrests
Reassuring 48-day return policy Needs a breaking-in period

There is so much to say about your product I don&#39;t even know where to begin.<br>First of all, you guys must admit you use INSANE branding/PR strategies and ultimately I&#39;m not in doubt that was what made me finally buy this product. Yes, I needed a new chair, but the price for your product was higher than expected.<br>I bought it anyway, I received it way sooner than I was foretold and I unpacked the box. At this moment I was surprised both by the size of the box (I ordered XL product) and the packaging. The packaging was done neat, I must say - but it still felt overwhelming and I didn&#39;t really look forward to the assembly process. IT worked out well and faster than expected ngl, it was easy. HOWEVER, the dual instructions on the website were SO confusing.<br>It shouldn&#39;t be up to the user to identify in the way you describe it with pictures looking at the side of the chair to identify if it&#39;s model A or B.<br>Nonetheless, the chair assembled the first sit... YES, the memory foam was as &quot;soft&quot; as people described but the chair itself is ROCK hard.<br>I didn&#39;t really notice this the first day, but after the second day, my entire body felt a small pain. The &quot;stiff&quot; seat and back might help me in long term and it might be called &quot;soft weave&quot; but it&#39;s harder than most chairs.<br>This REALLY surprised me, I hope it will help me over time as else this investment just made my back problems worse. Speaking of that, the lumbar support is static placement. I&#39;m not certain it fits my body type which is exactly in between the normal and XL model. The XL model feels a bit too big for me like I&#39;m swimming but I&#39;m certain the alternative (the normal) would feel oppositely too small...There is so much to say about your product I don&#39;t even know where to begin . The memory foam was as hard as people described but the chair itself is ROCK hard . The dual instructions on the website were SO confusing . The XL model feels a bit too big for me .negative

The user finds the memory foam to be hard, as mentioned by others.
They describe the chair itself as "ROCK hard."
They mention that the dual instructions on the website were confusing.
The XL model feels a bit too big for the user, suggesting sizing issues.negative

Fast delivery
Good packaging
Easy assembly

The seat is too firm
The lumbar support doesn't fit their size
Not comfortable

The well crafted features and extraordinary comfort of the TITAN Evo make this more than “just” a chair. It’s a work tool, an appliance, as important as your workstation.<br>It has a sturdy build and superior adjustable backrest, armrests, and rocker mechanism. The tuneable lumbar support means you can tweak your comfort to what you need, whenever you need it.<br>The magnetic cushion is super comfortable, and if you need to take a midday power nap in full recline, provides great neck support.<br>If you needed further convincing that you should buy this appliance, consider that it comes in YOUR size. I’m 194cm tall and this chair (XL) is sized for taller (and heavier) people.<br>I won’t mention the unboxing experience - you’ll want to take this in without spoilers. TITAN Evo has a sturdy build and superior adjustable backrest, armrests, and rocker mechanism . The tuneable lumbar support means you can tweak your comfort to what you need . Magnetic cushion is super comfortable and provides great neck support .positive

The TITAN Evo is well-crafted with extraordinary comfort.
It's not just a chair but also considered a work tool and as important as a workstation.
Features a sturdy build and superior adjustable backrest, armrests, and rocker mechanism.
The tuneable lumbar support allows for personalized comfort adjustments.
The magnetic cushion is super comfortable and provides great neck support.
The chair comes in different sizes, including XL for taller and heavier individuals.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Good lumbar support
Comfortable headrest
A good fit for XL sizes

The unboxing was a smooth and exciting experience, everything was thought through for the most convenient assembly. I’m very pleased with the chair, I went for the small which matched my height, the custom back support mechanisms are excellent. It takes up a lot of space, and is very heavy, but not difficult to put together. It’s expensive, but I know I’ve got a very high quality chair that will last. The small extras like the pillow and the Levi wipes were thoughtful and had a big impact. The unboxing was a smooth and exciting experience, everything was thought through for the most convenient assembly . It takes up a lot of space, and is very heavy, but not difficult to put together . The small extras like the pillow and the Levi wipes were thoughtful and had a big impact .positive

The unboxing process is described as smooth and exciting, with thoughtful consideration for convenient assembly.
While the chair takes up a lot of space and is heavy, it's not difficult to put together.
The inclusion of small extras like the pillow and Levi wipes is noted as thoughtful and impactful.None positive

Easy assembly
Good features
Good back support
Thoughful extras

The Titian Evo 2022 is the most comfortable chair I’ve ever sat in, and I truly mean that.<br><br>The chair’s comfort is fantastic, and despite me suffering from possible sciatica, the firm yet plump seat of the chair very much helps with the pain I suffer from, and I too love the memory-foam neodymium magnetic pillow, it’s so comfortable!<br><br>The chair’s design is simply awesome, its steel construction and hard wearing build is stellar, and it has such a beautiful shape, and the colour, of which I chose &quot;Ash&quot; is so wonderful to look at! I also love the employment of neodymium magnets to fasten important parts to the chair without the need for screws or otherwise is ingenious!<br><br>Finally, the chair’s functionality is amazing! The adjustment of the backrest, and paddles to control the height of the chair and especially the ability to tilt the chair backwards by choice is amazing!<br><br>I love my Titan Evo 2022, and although having also extended my warranty on it, which I don’t think was too necessary since the chair is so well built, I believe it will serve me many years of serene comfort! :-) The Titian Evo 2022 is the most comfortable chair I’ve ever sat in, and I truly mean that . The chair’s design is simply awesome, its steel construction and hard wearing build is stellar . I also love the employment of neodymium magnets to fasten important parts to the chair without the need for screws or otherwise is ingenious!positive

The Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 is considered the most comfortable chair the user has ever sat in.
The chair's comfort is fantastic and has been helpful in addressing possible sciatica pain.
The memory-foam neodymium magnetic pillow is highly comfortable and appreciated.
The chair's design, steel construction, and hard-wearing build are praised for their quality and beauty.
The choice of "Ash" color is found to be wonderful.
The use of neodymium magnets for assembly without screws is considered ingenious.
The chair's functionality, including backrest adjustment, height control, and the ability to tilt the chair backward, is highly praised.
The user loves their Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 and believes it will serve them for many years in serene comfort.None positive

Comfortable
Back pain relief
Good adjustability

The Titan is much better than the chair I am replacing. Its amazing how much of the chair can be adjusted - height and angle of the back are expected but the arms blow me away with the ability to raise/lower, move them back and forward, rotate them and slide them inwards and outwards.<br><br>Its a great quality chair and worth he price. Only a couple of minor niggles for me. The first is that the pillow pushes my head too far forward as my chair is very upright so I can’t use the pillow and don’t have a comfortable headrest. The second is that its very firm so my butt is getting used to it! The Titan is much better than the chair I am replacing . Its amazing how much of the chair can be adjusted - height and angle of the back are expected . The arms blow me away with the ability to raise/lower, move them back and forward, rotate them and slide them inwards and outwards .neutral

The Secret Lab Titan is a significant improvement over the reviewer's previous chair.
The chair offers extensive adjustability, including height, back angle, and various arm adjustments.
The chair is of great quality and considered worth the price.

The headrest pillow pushes the reviewer's head too far forward because their chair is very upright, making it uncomfortable to use.
The chair is very firm, and the reviewer's buttocks need time to adjust to it.neutral

Good adjustability
Good build quality
Better than their old chair

The headrest pillow pushes their head too far forward
The seat is too firm

The Titan Evo 2022 is very comfortable - much better than my previous chair. It would actuybe unfair to place them side by side. The Secretlab trounces it in every way.<br><br>Build quality is fantastic. No complaints there. The seat is much firmer compared to what I am used to but after a couple of weeks it has softened up. I am looking forward to the softer arm rest tops when they come into stock.<br><br>Overall a brilliant buy, you won&#39;t regret it. I took a long time with my decision on which chair to buy but when I got the chair setup and ready to use I realised I should have ordered much sooner.<br><br>I went with the black fabric in XL size for a more roomier fit. They chair is very big so I recommend to measure your space if your setup is in a small room!The Titan Evo 2022 is very comfortable - much better than my previous chair . It would actuybe unfair to place them side by side . The Secretlab trounces it in every way .positive

The Titan Evo 2022 chair is found to be much more comfortable than the user's previous chair.
The build quality is described as fantastic, with no complaints.
While the seat was initially firmer, it has softened up after a couple of weeks.
The user is looking forward to the softer armrest tops when they become available.
Overall, it's considered a brilliant buy, and the user doesn't regret the decision.
The choice of a black fabric XL size is recommended for a roomier fit.The chair's size is noted as very big, and users are advised to measure their space, especially if it's in a small room.positive

Comfortable
Good build quality

Firm seat needs a breaking in period
Prefer softer armrest tops
May be too big for small rooms

The quality of the product is superb. Even in little details like packaging unboxing and instructions. The chair is unbelievably beautiful and comfortable, worth every penny. Time will tell about the durability. My only &quot;complaint&quot; is about the Greek delivery service who was unacceptably terrible but this has nothing to do with Secret Lab. I am very happy with my Titan!The quality of the product is superb . Even in little details like packaging unboxing and instructions . The chair is unbelievably beautiful and comfortable . Time will tell about the durability .positive
The product's quality is superb, including packaging, unboxing, and instructions.
The chair is incredibly beautiful and comfortable, considered worth every penny.The Greek delivery service was described as "unacceptably terrible," but this issue is not related to Secret Lab.positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Nice aesthetics Courier dleivery issues

The overall experience has been great! I work from home and spend long hours sitting in front of the screen, so a good, comfortable and supportive chair means better productivity. I have been using the Secret Lab Titan Evo Series gaming chair now for over 2 months and the experience has been superb. Solid materials, great lumbar support and very comfy. The only downside is that it is slightly stiff. Over the many hours you start feeling like the chair gets rock solid. You don&#39;t just sit in the cloud, but more like on a harder surface. I have experience with other Secret Lab chairs and I cannot say this one feels like the best one out there. However, for me personally it does the job and I&#39;m more than happy to continue using it. The overall experience has been great! I work from home and spend long hours sitting in front of the screen . Solid materials, great lumbar support and very comfy . The only downside is that it is slightly stiff .positive

The overall experience with the Secret Lab Titan Evo Series gaming chair has been great.
The chair is comfortable, supportive, and made of solid materials.
Provides excellent lumbar support.

The chair tends to feel slightly stiff over extended hours of use, making it feel less comfortable and more like sitting on a harder surface.
It's not considered the best among other Secret Lab chairs by the user.positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Good build quality The seat feels stiff after several hours
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

The order came earlier than expected, and right on time with the rest of my office set up arriving! The package was hefty to say the least, especially for travelling up two flights of stairs! The instructions were clear and the chair was set up in no time.<br>It is, without a doubt, the best chair I’ve sat in. My back has never felt so good! I was looking for a chair to purchase for my home gaming set up, I settled on this one given the resounding reviews. The purchase was expedited due to the COVID-19 pandemic and having to work from home. The chair is so great that I don’t feel any aches or stiffness after long hours at the desk for either work or gaming! Though I am a bit annoyed that my work has been so great as to start us working from home a week earlier than everyone else so I missed the promotion recently ran with money off! But there you go!<br><br>I would say that that there is one improvement that I would suggest, though I’m not sure how it could happen. The smell coming from the chair once set up was overwhelming. I kept the chair in my room, where the desk setup is, but I eventually got a headache the following day from being near it, for less than 24 hours. I had to move it to another room with all the windows open to try and remove the smell. It stayed there for a week, with the smell gradually reducing. Close to a month after the purchase the chair is by the desk permanently however there is still a subtle smell to date. If there was a guide for how to remove this overwhelming chemical smell that would have been amazing.<br><br>Apart from the overwhelming smell at the beginning, the chair is absolutely fantastic and I would recommend to anyone, with the advice to air it extensively! The purchase was expedited due to the COVID-19 pandemic and having to work from home . The smell coming from the chair once set up was overwhelming . I kept the chair in my room, where the desk setup is, but I eventually got a headache the following day from being near it, for less than 24 hours .negative

The purchase was expedited due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the need to work from home.
The user mentions an overwhelming smell coming from the chair once it was set up.
They experienced a headache within less than 24 hours of being near the chair.negative

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Comfortable
Back pain relief Chemical smell

The instructions to build the chair was fairly simple and easy to follow. There were some challenging time to build part of the chair but overall quick simple and easy. The chair itself is really comfortable and would definitely recommend one. One thing i would be getting in future that i would have liked to be included is the cushion for the lower part of the chair and thicker foam arm rests. I think with those two things, this would by far be the best chair ive had.The instructions to build the chair was fairly simple and easy to follow . The chair itself is really comfortable and would definitely recommend one . One thing i would be getting in future is the cushion for the lower part of the chair and thicker foam arm rests .positive

Instructions for building the chair were fairly simple and easy to follow.
The chair assembly process was quick and relatively easy.
The chair is really comfortable.
The user would definitely recommend the chair.

Some parts of the chair assembly were challenging.
It would have been preferred if the chair included a cushion for the lower part and thicker foam armrests.
The addition of these two features would make the chair the best the user has ever had.positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable

Prefer thicker foam armrests
The seat is too firm

The first thing worth mentioning is the Titan has a breaking in period where you need to find the right adjustments and positioning relative to your body. Once this initial period is over, this chair is incredibly comfortable for long sessions. I spend alot of my day at a desk and this chair makes that as close to a pleasure as possible. Very well suited to my height and weight (6.3, 95kg for reference) and I&#39;m happy I went with this option over the XL. I&#39;m also delighted at finally having my arms in the correct position relative to my keyboard. The 180 degree recline is another great feature that really showcases the comfort of the chair. The dark softweave is a great aesthetic, bordering on elegant, and the overall construction is solid and robust. It&#39;s definitely best in class for the buckets seat style of chair, and its lack of &#39;gameriness&#39; makes it suitable for an office. It may not be the best in terms of pure ergonomics but that would be like complaining about a non ergonomic couch. The only possible negative here is the arm rests that tend to move about abit under tension but I suppose that&#39;s the tradeoff for their being so versatile in terms of positioning. Dark softweave is a great aesthetic, bordering on elegant, and the overall construction is solid and robust . It may not be the best in terms of pure ergonomics but that would be like complaining about a non ergonomic couch . Only possible negative is the arm rests that tend to move about abit under tension .positive

The Titan chair is reported to have a breaking-in period where the right adjustments and positioning need to be found, but it becomes incredibly comfortable for long sessions afterward.
The chair is well-suited to the user's height and weight (6.3, 95kg), and they are happy with their choice over the XL option.
The chair allows the user to have their arms in the correct position relative to the keyboard.
The 180-degree recline feature is praised for showcasing the chair's comfort.
The dark softweave is described as a great aesthetic, bordering on elegant.
The overall construction of the chair is seen as solid and robust.
It's considered the best in class for the bucket seat style of chair and is versatile enough to be suitable for an office.
The armrests are versatile in terms of positioning.None positive

Comfortable
Good features
Softweave fabric
Good for office work

Needs a breaking-in period
More casual support than an office chair

The first thing I should say is that I love my chair. I wouldn&#39;t change it for another make, despite some of the issues I&#39;ll talk about. It&#39;s rock solid, comfortable, with a range of adjustments that make it suitable for all sorts of different uses (working from home, gaming, movie watching sessions). It also looks fantastic - I have the black softweave and the pictures don&#39;t really do it justice. It&#39;s very stylish. So, why only 3 stars? I&#39;ll explain.<br><br>One of the first issues I had was with the stock situation. Despite the chair I ordered (Titan Evo 2022 SoftWeave Plus Black) being listed as in stock for immediate dispatch, it took 2 weeks before the chair was sent. I understand the reasons for delays, particularly with the state of the world at the moment, but there was no communication and limited ability to track the status of my order.<br><br>Once I got my chair there was an immediate issue with the smell of the backrest - an overpowering chemical smell that gave me headaches and nausea for a couple of days. It took weeks for this to dissipate (and it never really disappeared from under the headrest). I ultimately had the backrest replaced, and the replacement had a similar smell but nowhere near as strong. It&#39;s going to depend how sensitive you are to smell whether it bothers you, but I appear to have been unlucky with how bad the first backrest smelled.<br><br>After getting my chair set up and playing around with the settings it became apparent there were issues with noise generated from sitting on the chair. The 2022 chairs have a new design compared to previous models, with a plastic covering where the backrest meets the base. This plastic covering generates creaking/squeaking noises where it rubs against the fabric of the base. Secretlab have acknowledged this, and produced a plastic separator that can be slotted in to reduce the noise. It works up to a point, but there is still a noticeable creaking noise if you adjust your weight when sitting down. It&#39;s better than it was before though.<br><br>The other noise issue is associated with the lumbar support mechanism. Again, this is a new design for the 2022 chairs with vertical adjustment added. My first backrest had very noticeable creaking from the lumbar support when moving around on the chair, and a squeaking noise from the height adjustment knob. My replacement backrest is much better in this regard, although I&#39;m still noticing some creaking, so this may be a fundamental issue with the design.<br><br>Despite these issues, as I said at the start, I wouldn&#39;t change my chair. I love the look and feel of the softweave fabric, and I&#39;ve got used to the noises it makes as I adjust my position (I prefer to think of it as my chair having it&#39;s own character!). The noise and smell may be more of an issue for some though, and it&#39;s something I wish I&#39;d known about before ordering. The Titan Evo 2022 SoftWeave Plus Black is rock solid, comfortable, with a range of adjustments that make it suitable for all sorts of different uses (working from home, gaming, movie watching sessions) It looks fantastic - I have the black softweave and the pictures don&#39;t really do it justice .positive

The Titan Evo 2022 SoftWeave Plus Black chair is described as rock solid and comfortable.
It offers a range of adjustments, making it suitable for various uses like working from home, gaming, and movie-watching sessions.
The chair's appearance is praised, with the black SoftWeave fabric mentioned as looking fantastic, surpassing the images.None positive

Comfortable
Versatile
Nice aesthetics

Chemical smell
Shipping delays
Nopisy backrest

The Chair:<br><br>Since I received the parcel, the packing layout, the unboxing process, the quality of the parts/materials, and the instructions to assemble the chair, everything absolutely amazing.<br><br>Pros:<br><br>I&#39;ve been using my chair for a few weeks and absolutely love it. It feels sturdy, comfortable, and robust (well-made design/construction). I do not get hot or sticky after sitting for hours during summertime. Completely adjustable and incredibly helpful lumbar support (especially for someone with a long-time/chronic lower back injury/pain).<br><br>Cons:<br><br>I haven&#39;t found real downsides. Maybe it was a bit tricky to get the best support setup for my back (especially my lower back), but that wasn&#39;t really a problem.<br><br>Verdict:<br><br>I am not an expert, but I am pretty sure that this is one of the best chairs that you can buy for this price. After sitting in &quot;budget&quot; office/gaming chairs my whole life, I definitely recommend this chair. The Chair feels sturdy, comfortable, and robust (well-made design/construction) Completely adjustable and incredibly helpful lumbar support (especially for someone with a long-time/chronic lower back injury/pain)positive

The reviewer is highly impressed with the packing layout, unboxing process, quality of parts/materials, and assembly instructions.
They have been using the chair for a few weeks and love it. It feels sturdy, comfortable, and robust.
The chair does not make them feel hot or sticky even during summertime.
They appreciate the adjustability and the lumbar support, which is especially helpful for someone with a chronic lower back injury/pain.The reviewer hasn't found any significant downsides to the chair, but mentions that it was a bit tricky to get the best support setup for their back, particularly their lower back.positive

Good packaging
Good build quality
Comfortable
Back pain relief

The chair was very easy to set up by myself, with detailed instructions and a high quality and versatile tool kit.<br>Although slightly firm to start with, the seat soon started to ease and after a little fiddling with the various seat adjustments, it&#39;s now the most comfortable &quot;office&quot; chair I have ever had. My job, and hobby, mean that I sit at a desk for almost 10 hours a day (with periods of exercise in-between obviously) and the lower back and shoulder pain are now a thing of the past. The small magnetic head pillow is sublimely comfortable when used.<br>The range of adjustments for height, resistance, back rest and armrests are more than enough to ensure I&#39;m comfortable all day, and also means that my lower back issues are catered for.<br>My only small criticism, and this is likely due to my own situation rather than a design fault, is that the default armrest tops are a little too firm. I will be looking to buy some of the Technogel Premium Armrest Tops as soon as they are back in stock.<br>Overall I am absolutely over the moon with this chair, and in my opinion it&#39;s worth every penny. The chair was very easy to set up by myself, with detailed instructions and a high quality and versatile tool kit . The small magnetic head pillow is sublimely comfortable when used .positive

The chair was easy to set up with detailed instructions and a high-quality tool kit.
The seat, although initially slightly firm, became more comfortable over time.
Adjusting various seat settings made it the most comfortable "office" chair the user has ever had.
The chair has effectively reduced lower back and shoulder pain.
The small magnetic head pillow is sublimely comfortable.
The chair offers a wide range of adjustments for height, resistance, backrest, and armrests, ensuring all-day comfort and addressing lower back issues.The default armrest tops are a bit too firm for the user's preference, but this may be subjective and can be improved with optional accessories.positive

 Easy assembly
Comfortable
Good adjustability

Firm seat needs a breaking-in period
The default armrests are too firm

The chair was easy to put together and looks stunning. It’s robust and surprisingly resistant to scratches.<br>The seat is quite hard initially, but after a week or so of being broken in, it’s comfortable to the point where I don’t suffer any of the fatigue usually associated with long periods of being seated for certain tasks. My back feels much better.<br>I’m not knocking off a star because I guess choices are limited at the moment - BUT - I was disappointed that there was so much non-biodegradable packaging involved. Please look into alternatives to all that foam! The chair was easy to put together and looks stunning . The seat is quite hard initially, but after a week or so of being broken in, it’s comfortable to the point where I don’t suffer any of the fatigue associated with long periods of being seated for certain tasks .positive

The chair is described as easy to put together.
Its appearance is noted as stunning.
While the seat is initially described as quite hard, it becomes comfortable after a week or so of being broken in.
The chair's comfort is emphasized, with the user noting the absence of fatigue during long periods of being seated for certain tasks.The initial hardness of the seat is mentioned as a minor concern.positive

Easy assembly
Improved posture
Comfortable
Comfortable seat The firms seat needs a breaking-in period

The chair seems really well built and constructed of high quality materials. Unfortunately it&#39;s just really uncomfortable.<br><br>While returning the chair is an option, it is difficult and expensive to do so, so many will simply give up returning and try to live with the chair as it is, but I felt it was about as comfortable as options less than half the price. Returning the chair will likely cost you £150+ (box(es), packing materials, tools, courier), so you can imagine how motivated you need to be to want to return it given the cost and effort involved.<br><br>Disassembling the chair is quite difficult and potentially not possible without risking damaging the item. I had to purchase tools to attempt to disassemble the chair, but this involved striking the chair to separate the base with a mallet, but I wasn&#39;t able to do this safely, so I had to ship it back in separate boxes (which you need to provide). I had to construct a box as I couldn&#39;t source a suitable one for shipping, and all the courier options were very expensive and would not insure the delivery, so this is also at your risk. The whole experience was one that I would recommend you avoid unless you know for sure that the chair is the right one for you. The chair seems really well built and constructed of high quality materials . Unfortunately it&#39;s just really uncomfortable . Returning the chair will likely cost you £150+ (box(es), packing materials, tools, courier) The whole experience was one that I would recommend you avoid .negative The user notes that the chair seems well built and constructed from high-quality materials.

Despite the good build quality, the user finds the chair to be really uncomfortable.
They mention the high cost of returning the chair, which includes expenses for boxes, packing materials, tools, and courier services.
The user overall recommends avoiding the entire experience.negative

Uncomfortable
Difficult to return

The chair looks great and is substantially constructed, but... * It&#39;s as hard as a plank of wood. So much so it is damaging the circulation in my legs. * Although of substantial construction, it is squeaking already and the arms just flop around. * There is not enough adjustment in the seat height and the recline tension is so light on it&#39;s max setting that it is unusable. There is no seat swab adjustment at all. *Finally, forget save the planet, the marketing department won the battle rather than anyone trying for some sustainability. This puppy comes with so much excess and unnecessary packaging that it took several visits of the refuse collectors to take it all away. *Have resolved some of the seat comfort issues by buying a memory foam seat topper, but is ruins the look of the chair. Bottom line: Don&#39;t just believe the marketing hype, go to a show and actually sit on one of these chairs BEFORE you order one! The chair looks great and is substantially constructed, but... It&#39;s as hard as a plank of wood . There is not enough adjustment in the seat height and the recline tension is so light on the max setting that it is unusable. There is no seat swab adjustment at all .negative The user acknowledges that the chair looks great and is substantially constructed.

The chair is described as hard as a plank of wood, suggesting a lack of cushioning or comfort.
The user notes that there is not enough adjustment in the seat height, which may not suit their preferences.
The recline tension is described as too light on the maximum setting, making it unusable for the user.
There is no seat swab adjustment, which could affect the chair's comfort and customization.negative

Overly firm seat
Squeaky backrest
Poor adjustability
Excessive packaging

The chair looks amazingggg!!!! Got the batman one.<br><br>It is officially my office/,gaming chair. Gotta say one of my best purchases I&#39;ve done to date.<br><br>SUPER comfy once it&#39;s broken into by sitting on it a few times!<br>I don&#39;t normally do reviews but more than happy to give a review for this.<br><br>I&#39;ve deffo recommend it! Worth every penny! You won&#39;t regret it. :)The chair looks amazingggg!!!! Got the batman one . It is officially my office/gaming chair . Worth every penny! You won&#39;t regret it .positive

The user finds the chair, especially the Batman-themed one, to look amazing.
They declare it as their official office/gaming chair.
The chair is considered worth every penny, with a guarantee that the purchase won't be regretted.None positive

Nice aesthetics
Good for gaming and office work
Super comfortable

the chair its self is great i cant fault it.. the arm rests are another story. im currently on my second pair as the new ones out the box started falling apart almost instantly so requested replacement pair they came and were in practically the same state and now after 3-4 months of use they rattle and shake as soon as i go near the chair. but you staff will be quick to jump on the tag line &quot;they have built in play for your comfort&quot; as an engineer myself i no this is likely due to poor manufacturing tolerances that you cant be bothered or afford to fix. so yet again i need to go through the hassle of contacting you for another probaly sub par set of arms. and will be do so for the duration of my warranty to insure i have a chair of the caliber i payed for.the chair its self is great i cant fault it.. the arm rests are another story . Im currently on my second pair as the new ones out the box started falling apart almost instantly so requested replacement pair they came and were in practically the same state . After 3-4 months of use they rattle and shake as soon as i go near the chair .neutral The user is satisfied with the chair itself, finding it great with no faults.

The armrests have been problematic, with the user going through two replacement pairs.
The armrests started falling apart almost instantly, and the replacements had similar issues.
After 3-4 months of use, the armrests began to rattle and shake when the user approached the chair.neutral

Flimsy armrests
Replacement arsm were also flimsy

The chair is way too expensive for its quality and features. I bought their Secretlab Titan for 400€ and it is really not worth the money. The chair was misaligned even after rebuilding it a couple of times, the customer services wants you to pay the return fees which are easily more than 100€ for a 30kg package, there is a gap between the seat and the backrest for all models I have seen, the armrests have different heights, the armrests have different positions and are not placed equally. The chair is squeaky when tilting making annoying noises the whole time.<br><br>Secretlab knows about these problems, when I contacted them they already had a private youtube video trying you to explain how to &quot;fix&quot; the misalignment. They know that these problems are there because of their manufacturing but they are too lazy and greedy to change their manufacturing process. They advertise the chair very good with high quality baits but IT IS NOT AS GOOD as they are trying to advertise it!!!<br><br>Besides that they are faking the reviews on their website. Just check the reviews on their website it is almost always the same images and everything is always perfect. If you dont believe me go filter on their website 1-star ratings and you will see that even their 1-star ratings say the chair is perfect. So badly faked.<br><br>I know it is sometimes hard, when your mind focuses and wants to buy this chair so bad, you have to convience it that it is not as good. Trust me, this chair is NOT WORTH the money.<br><br>Save yourself the stress and problems made with their chairs, save your money and buy a different chair or even just buy a &quot;normal&quot; office chair which fullfills all these requirements perfect.The chair is way too expensive for its quality and features . The chair was misaligned even after rebuilding it a couple of times . The customer services wants you to pay the return fees which are easily more than 100€ for a 30kg package .negative

The user finds the chair to be too expensive for its quality and features.
Despite rebuilding the chair multiple times, it remained misaligned.
The customer service expects the user to pay the return fees, which are noted to be more than 100€ for a 30kg package.negative

Too expensive
The customer had to pay shipping to return faulty parts
Squeaky backrest
Not worth the money 

The chair is very beautiful and the leatherette feels good.<br>After 2 years I would have rated the chair as very good.<br>Unfortunately, the anchoring of the chair is cracked on one side, which means that the chair no longer has stability. I hurt myself quite a bit when it happened. And sadly, the leather loses a lot of its strength as soon as you sweat on the chair in the summer. It is torn in many places and you sit for the most part on foam. My first chair from SecretLabs had lasted a little longer. Overall, SecretLabs offers a great look and friendly support, but ultimately the chair doesn&#39;t come close to delivering what it promises. The anchoring of the chair is cracked on one side, which means that the chair no longer has stability . The leather loses a lot of its strength as soon as you sweat on the chair in the summer . Overall, SecretLabs offers a great look and friendly support .neutral
The chair is very beautiful, and the leatherette material feels good.
Initially, after 2 years of use, the user would have rated the chair as very good.

an injury.
The leather loses its strength when exposed to sweat in the summer, resulting in tearing and exposing the foam.
The first chair from SecretLabs lasted longer than this one.
While SecretLabs offers a great look and friendly support, the chair ultimately falls short of delivering on its promises.neutral

Nice aesthetics
Comfortable
Good cusotmer support

Faulty parts
Poor breathability

The chair is so comfy! It honestly feels like I&#39;m sitting in a luxury car. Even the adjustment handles all feel like the controls in a gaming steering wheel. They&#39;re very satisfying to use. The chair also looks great! One thing is the material or internals are a bit creaky but that&#39;s probably unavoidable with the firmness of the seat etc. The magnetic-removable arm rests can be wobbled which make a clicky sound (not great for when you&#39;re doing you know what...) Still way better than any office chair which will inevitably go squeaky. One thing that I would&#39;ve loved to have would be the ability to make the armrests be able to adjust a bit closer to myself than currently possible, as my arms feel a little spread apart (I&#39;m small and petite, and yes I ordered the Small size!) Another thing would&#39;ve been nice if the back tilt adjustment had more adjustment intervals. Currently, if I adjust to a good tilt, it feels too vertical, so if I adjust it back, it feels too leaned back. If only there adjustment intervals made 2x smaller adjustments, I could get a comfortable position. Not sure how hard that would be to engineer though. That said, I still love it and I&#39;ll get used to the unfortunate tilt angles (unfortunate for me - I&#39;m sure most people are fine with it!)The chair is so comfy! It honestly feels like I&#39;m sitting in a luxury car . Even the adjustment handles all feel like the controls in a gaming steering wheel . One thing is the material or internals are a bit creaky .positive
The chair is described as very comfortable, akin to sitting in a luxury car.
The adjustment handles are praised for feeling like controls on a gaming steering wheel.Overall, the user is highly satisfied with the chair's comfort and gaming-inspired design. However, they note a bit of creaking in the chair's material or internals.positive

Fast delivery
Nice aesthetics
Comfortable
Better than typical office chairs

Noisy backrest
Shaky armrests
Not enough recline intervals
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

The chair is great, bulky and high quality. Good to sit for long hours and very comfortable overall.<br><br>The only problem I have is with the seat foam, which has a by-design feature where the edge of the seat points upwards instead of donwards. I find that very uncomfortable for my legs after a while, since it applies some pressure. It does get better after using the chair for a while, since the foam adjusts to your legs, but I prefer to have a cloth of blanket on the seat to make it more even. Using a foot rest also fix that. The chair is great, bulky and high quality . Good to sit for long hours and very comfortable overall . The only problem is with the seat foam, which has a by-design feature where the edge of the seat points upwards instead of donwards .positive
The chair is described as great, bulky, and high-quality.
It is comfortable for sitting long hours.

The design of the seat foam, with the edge pointing upwards, is considered uncomfortable for the legs and applies pressure, especially over extended periods of use.
While the foam adjusts to the legs over time, the user prefers to use a cloth or blanket on the seat to make it more even.
Using a footrest is mentioned as a solution to address the discomfort caused by the seat foam.positive

Good build quality
Comfortable Needs a breaking in period

The chair is excellent. I&#39;m really happy with everything, almost.<br>The main downside is the magnetic cushion, which doesn&#39;t stay at the height I need.<br>The recommended height for the regular chair is: 170-189cm. I&#39;m 178cm, so I thought I&#39;d be fine, but to have my feet flat on the floor, I&#39;m at the bottom of the height, so I don&#39;t get any benefit of the adjustable height (plus I know you get a little more bounce if you&#39;re not on the bottom).<br>And the cushion doesn&#39;t keep its height if I place it at the right height. Either you need stronger magnets or the metal that the magnet sticks to needs moving nearer the material edge, and probably higher up the seat back.Magnetic cushion doesn&#39;t stay at the height I need . The recommended height for the regular chair is: 170-189cm . The chair is excellent. The main downside is the magnetic cushion .neutral
The chair is excellent.
Overall satisfaction with the purchase.

The magnetic cushion doesn't stay at the height needed.
The recommended height for the regular chair doesn't align well with the user's height (178cm).
The user can't benefit from the adjustable height feature.
The cushion doesn't maintain its height when placed at the correct position.
Suggestions for improvement: stronger magnets or repositioning the metal that the magnet sticks to.neutral Good features Weak magnetic headrest

The chair is comfortable. The color is not as white as in the picture, which is great and i was hoping the same.<br><br>The arm rests rattle quite a bit, which is something you don&#39;t expect when paying this much .<br><br>The back rest moves back and forth ever so slightly when the tilt mechanism is locked which is due to the back rest not fitting in properly in the right groove. It is annoying as it cause a slight squeak everytime that happens The color is not as white as in the picture, which is great and i was hoping the same . The arm rests rattle quite a bit . The back rest moves back and forth ever so slightly when the tilt mechanism is locked .neutral
he chair is comfortable.
The color is not as white as in the picture, which is great and as expected.

The armrests rattle quite a bit, which is unexpected given the price.
The backrest moves slightly when the tilt mechanism is locked, causing an annoying squeak.neutral Comfortable

Shaky armresrts
The color looks different than in pictures

The chair is awesome. I do like the Softweave compared to the typical PU leather in most gaming chairs. I&#39;m not sure how exactly it will perform in summer as it did seem a little warmer at first compared to my Thunder X3 with pin hole design gaming chair. I think it is a bit better now but will have to maybe make an update on temperature in those hot summer days, but others have said it does a good job regulating heat. The lumbar support is great which is one the main reasons I bought this chair in the first place. Most gaming chair&#39;s lumbar pillows seem pretty bad for your back and even some Ergonomic Office chairs have lousy lumbar support that is either too hard or too soft. At least with this you can adjust how much you want coming out of the chair and the height. It also forms around your spine even if you sit at an angle into it. The foam is quite firm at first but will eventually form to your body over time and it feels comfortable now after a few weeks. My only complaint is the softweave design could be a bit more breathable but at least I know based on how sturdy the weave is, it will last for easily 3-5 or more years. The small is a perfect fit for me as I am 168cm tall, I like the headrest cushion as it does support your neck and doesn&#39;t get too hot with the cool gel.The chair is awesome. I do like the Softweave compared to the typical PU leather in most gaming chairs . I&#39;m not sure how exactly it will perform in summer as it did seem a little warmer at first . I think it is a bit better now but will have to maybe make an update on temperature in those hot summer days .positive
The chair is described as awesome.
The user prefers the Softweave material compared to typical PU leather in most gaming chairs.The user has initial concerns about the Softweave chair feeling warmer, especially during hot summer days.positive

Nice Softweave fabric
Good lumbar support
Comfortable
Good headrest Softweave can be more breathable

The chair has a very high overall quality and came exceptionally well packaged (I would prefer less plastic here though).<br>There is significant free play in the gas lever/seat mechanism which lets me rock back and forth by several centimeters (at head height) when everything is supposed to be locked in place (same side-to-side, but that is much less of a problem). Not sure if that&#39;s an issue with my particular TITAN Evo and could be fixed, or if this is a general issue. Will compare and see as soon as my partner orders hers.The chair has a very high overall quality and came exceptionally well packaged . There is significant free play in the gas lever/seat mechanism which lets me rock back and forth by several centimeters (at head height) when everything is supposed to be locked in place . Will compare and see as soon as my partner orders hers .positive The user appreciates the overall high quality of the chair and notes that it was exceptionally well packaged.
The user reports significant free play in the gas lever/seat mechanism, allowing them to rock back and forth by several centimeters. They express uncertainty if this is an issue specific to their chair or a general problem.
The user also mentions their preference for less plastic in the packaging.positive

Good build quality
Fast delivery

Faulty tilt mechanism

The chair arrived very quickly! The packaging was very impressive, it really made me feel I had bought a quality product. Assembly was fun and easy. Love the giant assembly guide.<br><br>The chair is very comfortable. A few of my friends have chairs, so I had plenty to compare too. I chose softweave since I have a cat and so far she has not been able to damage the fabric when grabbing it. Love the colour, it brings a nice freshness to my office. The lumbar support has really helped my back.<br><br>I was on the fence about ordering a chair due to the lack of colour ranges, but the moment Mint was released I jumped at buying one. So glad I did.The chair arrived very quickly! The packaging was very impressive, it really made me feel I had bought a quality product. Assembly was fun and easy. Love the giant assembly guide.<br><br>The chair is very comfortable. A few of my friends have chairs, so I had plenty to compare too. I chose softweave since I have a cat and so far she has not been able to damage the fabric when grabbing it. Love the colour, it brings a nice freshness to my office. The lumbar support has really helped my back.<br><br>I was on the fence about ordering a chair due to the lack of colour ranges, but the moment Mint was released I jumped at buying one. So glad I did.positive

The chair arrived quickly, which is appreciated by the user.
The packaging is described as impressive and contributing to the perception of a quality product.
Assembly is noted as fun and easy, with the user loving the giant assembly guide.
The chair is found to be very comfortable and is compared favorably to chairs owned by the user's friends.
The choice of softweave fabric is attributed to its durability against the user's cat's attempts to damage it.
The chair's color, Mint, is praised for bringing a refreshing look to the user's office.
The lumbar support is highlighted for its positive impact on the user's back.None positive

Fast delivery
High qiuality build
Back pain relief

The chair arrived on the day they said it would, which was great! It was easy to assemble with easy to understand instructions plus a video available if needed. In the future I would like an option to buy locking casters however those that come with the chair are good. I am really pleased with the headrest; it is so good, soft, cooling, supportive; and the embroidery looks fantastic. The textures and details on this chair are amazing!<br><br>The way you can customise the arms and back and lumbar support means you can get it to be very comfortable but I would prefer if the lumbar control required less turns to move it from top to bottom.<br><br>This is the only chair I use throughout the day so I am glad that the XL feels so stable and the taller back fits me very well. The main reason I had for going with Secret Lab was that the bottoms had fallen out of the past 4 chairs I have owned; this base is lovely and firm so seems unlikely to happen with this chair. The chair arrived on the day they said it would, which was great! Easy to assemble with easy to understand instructions plus a video available if needed . I am really pleased with the headrest; it is so good, soft, cooling, supportive; and the embroidery looks fantastic .positive

The chair arrived on the expected day, which was appreciated by the user.
Assembly is noted as easy, with clear instructions and the availability of a video guide if needed.
The headrest is highly praised for being good, soft, cooling, and supportive.
The embroidery on the chair is described as looking fantastic.None positive

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Good headrest
Good adjustability The lumbar dial needs too many turns to work

Thanks to the owner of this company for providing such a quality product for programmers. I had constant back pain due to sitting for 8 hours a day I had to go to massages and special strengthening physical programs and not a single chair fit me normally afterwards I still decided to spend money and buy myself this chair that I saw everywhere on the Internet and to be honest it was the best decision I have ever made. It is very comfortable supports my back. My head pains and back pains have become decrease. Thank youThe chair is very comfortable supports programmers' back . It is comfortable supports their back . My head pains and back pains have become decrease. Thanks to the owner of this company .positive

The user thanks the owner of the company for providing a quality product suitable for programmers.
They had been suffering from constant back pain due to sitting for 8 hours a day and had tried massages and physical programs to alleviate it.
After purchasing the chair, they found it to be very comfortable and supportive, reducing their head and back pains.None positive

Good for programmers
Back pain relief
Good build quality

Superb packaging and assembly process.<br>Chair is very high quality and well made.<br>I&#39;ve been through a few chairs recently, testing four or five similar chairs from various manufacturers to see which suited my use.<br>The secretlabs titan is the best.<br><br>BUT! There are a few niggles that I had, and before I list them, please understand I am particularly sensitive to minor things! Also I do a lot of Sim racing so need a chair to be suitable for this as well as general gaming and office duties.<br>For office and general gaming the chair is fantastic. No issues.<br><br>For sim racing, I removed the arms, they can get in the way I found. Which is a waste, as they&#39;re the best feeling, sturdy arms on any chair I&#39;ve tested.<br>I prefer it without arms even for office work now.<br><br>The main issues (Sim racing in mind) is the play in the chair when you lean/push back. The play is between the locking mechanism that operates the spring tilt /lean back lock out function. When upright, and locked in position (Don&#39;t confuse this with the recline function, that, is solid and spot on) there&#39;s a few mm of slack in the mechanism, so when braking on and off in the racing game, the chair moves back and forth a small amount, enough to be very distracting and not ideal for sim racing.<br>However it can be fixed easily, removing the plastic cover and small top plate of the mechanism, insert a metal shim between the lock out arm and the stop. (Replace plate and cover...!) This now removes the play in the chair. You do lose the ability to unlock and lean the chair back on the spring (no issues to me as I don&#39;t use that function.) Does not affect the recline of the seat back remember.<br>Now the chair is really great for sim racing at a desk, not everyone can fit a custom metal rig in their rooms, but many race at a desk, having a good supportive comfy chair is a huge bonus.<br><br>I hope Secretlabs can improve the lock out mechanism and tighten tolerances in this area so there&#39;s no pay when pushing back against the chair.<br>Even fully lock the spring/lean out completely, do away with it, and market done chairs as a &quot;sim racing&quot; model? Hugely popular. Equip the chair with glides (non slip feet) instead of wheels too. Whole market of sim racers out there that don&#39;t have a chair available.<br>I include photos of the &quot;fix&quot; for clarity.<br><br>Also another negative which plagues many chairs including the secretlabs, is a wobbly gas lift, the inner piston can wobble slight against the sleeve causing some wobble of the chair.<br>I swapped the gas lift out for one I have, with a tighter fitting sleeve to remove the gas lift wobble.<br><br>Everyone that sits in the Titan is immediately impressed and asks where I got it from!<br><br>ThanksSecretlabs Titan is very high quality and well made . The play in the chair when you lean/push back is not ideal for sim racing . Wobbly gas lift is another negative which plagues many chairs including the secretlabs .neutral

Superb packaging and assembly process.
The chair is of very high quality and well made.
Among several chairs tested, the Secretlabs Titan is the best, especially for office and general gaming use.
Armrests are sturdy and comfortable.
Impressive chair suitable for various tasks.

Some minor issues with the chair, particularly for sim racing.
The play in the chair when leaning or pushing back can be distracting during sim racing.
This play can be fixed with a simple modification.
The wobbly gas lift is a common issue in many chairs, including the Secretlabs Titan, and required a replacement.
Suggested improvements for Secretlabs include tightening tolerances in the locking mechanism to eliminate play and potentially offering a "sim racing" model without the spring/lean function and with glides instead of wheels.neutral

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable Not perfect for SIM racing

Suitability:5/5<br>Appearance:4/5<br>Quality:4/5 but still a solid built chair.<br><br>There is a white stitch mark on the left shoulder area backrest.<br>The armrest rattle is real based from other Youtubers comments. I guess it comes natural to the “4D adjustability” of the armrests.<br>No Unusual noised from the chair, unlike from those who ordered 2022, they have improved it for 2023.<br><br>Not a big deal since most flaws doesn’t affect the build quality.There is a white stitch mark on the left shoulder area backrest . The armrest rattle is real based from other Youtubers comments . I guess it comes natural to the “4D adjustability” of the armrests .neutral

Suitability: Rated 5 out of 5, indicating that the chair is highly suitable for its intended purpose.
Appearance: Rated 4 out of 5, suggesting that the chair looks good but may have some room for improvement.
Quality: Rated 4 out of 5, indicating that the chair is solidly built but may have minor issues.The reviewer mentions specific issues with the chair, such as a white stitch mark on the backrest's left shoulder area and some armrest rattling, likely related to the armrest adjustability. They note that there are no unusual noises coming from the chair, and they highlight that these flaws don't significantly affect the chair's overall build quality.neutral

Good build quality
Meets the user's needs

The upholstery had cosmetic issues
Shaky armrests

So, I have been having increasingly bad back and particularly neck problems from having to sit so much for work and play. It&#39;s been getting increasingly bad over the past few years, so much so that I have been going to the physio almost every second week - at least while I could afford it.<br><br>I&#39;m not joking when I say this chair has seen 99% of my back and neck issues disappear. My issues were so bad that sitting in a $250 ergonomic chair from Officeworks was giving me dizziness, neck pain, and numbness down my arms. The problems had been getting worse over time and were getting a bit extreme and physio treatment would only give temporary relief.<br><br>As soon as I sat in this chair I could feel the relief. The difference in this chair is that it allows your muscles to RELAX. Rather than keep you in a position where it feels like your muscles are actively having to work, this chair allows your muscles to relax while keeping you alert - it&#39;s not a recliner, it does exactly what it says it does and that is enable you to spend long hours sitting without the common usual problems that arise from doing so.<br><br>I remember the first day I used this chair. I used it for 10 hours. At the end of that 10 hours I got out of the chair and instead of my back and neck being tight, sore and stressed, I got out feeling so relaxed that I had one of the best sleeps I&#39;ve had in forever.<br><br>I know I probably sound like a paid YouTuber with this review, but I most definitely am not. I&#39;m not on YT, I&#39;m not paid, I don&#39;t even have social media. I&#39;m simply telling you that if you have back and neck problems from sitting, this chair will work wonders for you. I&#39;m not kidding when I say this chair will save me literally thousands in physio that I no longer need.<br><br>And if you&#39;re in your 20s and you constantly spend 8/9/10 hours a day sitting, invest in your back, your neck and your health and get this chair (if you&#39;re in your 30s, you probably already know what I&#39;m talking about).<br><br>I chose the Softweave because it&#39;s too hot where I live for the PU leather to be practical and it&#39;s soft yet firm and supportive. Touch wood I haven&#39;t spilled anything on it yet and have avoided eating near it entirely, but cleaning it with a cloth is pretty easy. I don&#39;t know about harder stains.<br><br>I did have an issue where one of the metal armrest buttons was broken on arrival, but I contacted support, sent pictures, and they organised new armrests without any fuss.<br><br>I was incredibly ambivalent about spending so much money on a Secret Lab chair, mostly because it&#39;s incredibly hard to tell whether the reviews you hear of them online are just paid shills or legitimate opinions. But after my experience, I&#39;ll buy another one when this one goes, and another one if I ever make it back into an office again. It is that good.<br><br>I also had a concern about the lumbar support not being very good because in all of the photos the back looks very flat. But there was no reason to be concerned - the lumbar support is very good. Having adjustable lumbar support is incredible and something I never knew I needed.<br><br>Overall, your reaction may not be as positive as mine if your problems aren&#39;t as bad as mine (were!), but in no way should that deter you from investing in yourself and getting this chair. Trust, trust, trust me, your older self will thank you later.Secret Lab chair has seen 99% of my back and neck issues disappear . The £250 ergonomic chair allows your muscles to relax while keeping you alert . Having adjustable lumbar support is something I never knew I needed .positive

The chair has significantly improved the user's back and neck issues, providing relief from pain and discomfort.
Unlike a $250 ergonomic chair, this chair enables muscles to relax while keeping the user alert, making it suitable for long hours of sitting.
The user experienced immediate relief and relaxation after using the chair for an extended period.
The chair is effective in addressing back and neck problems and has reduced the need for frequent physiotherapy.
The Softweave material is soft, yet firm and supportive, and cleaning is easy.
Responsive customer support that promptly addressed an issue with a broken armrest button.
The chair exceeded the user's expectations and is considered a worthwhile investment.None positive

Back and neck pain relief
Allows the muscles to relax while you sit
Improved focus while sitting
Breathable Softweave fabric
Support quickly fixed a broken part

So my son wanted a gaming chair for his birthday. I asked him to do some research and send me a link to the one he thought was the best. He sent me the SecretLab Titan.<br>At first I looked at the price and thought &#39;That&#39;s a bit steep I&#39;m sure we can get one cheaper than that&#39;, and I embarked on a Dad quest to find something better for less (as that&#39;s what Dad&#39;s do). Well I failed. I spent hours reading reviews and checking out other suppliers until I gave in. We decided to order the Titan.<br>The chair arrived and we unpackaged it. The first thing I noticed was the weight - these chairs are heavy - a sure sign that something is going to be sturdy and hopefully good quality.<br>The packaging was a thing of beauty. Every piece of the chair was meticulously wrapped and packaged that it was almost a shame to unwrap it. Even the little tool kit and bolts came in a package that looked as though NASA had made it.<br>We assembled the chair in approximately 30 minutes and my son jumped straight on.<br>He&#39;s delighted - it a little firm but apparently that&#39;s perfect when you&#39;re spending 8 hours straight sat in the chair.<br>My wife uses the chair when my son is at school (as she uses his desk to work at when she&#39;s at home) and she has remarked how good the chair is to sit on.<br>So would I recommend it - yes I would. Would I buy it again - yes I would. Is there a gaming chair that comes close - in my opinion no, not at this price point.<br>If I could give it 6 stars I would. It&#39;s a thing of beauty (if you can say that about gaming chairs)SecretLab Titan gaming chair is a thing of beauty and is a 'thing of beauty' The packaging was almost a shame to unwrap it . My son uses the chair when he is at school and his wife uses it when she is at home .positive

Initially, the reviewer considered the price of the Secretlab Titan as steep and attempted to find a more affordable option.
After conducting extensive research, including reading reviews and exploring other suppliers, the reviewer couldn't find a better alternative and decided to order the Titan.
When the chair arrived, the reviewer noticed its weight, indicating sturdiness and good quality.
The packaging of the chair was described as meticulously wrapped and of high quality.
Assembly of the chair took approximately 30 minutes, and the reviewer's son found the chair comfortable, noting that it was a bit firm, which was suitable for extended sitting sessions.
The reviewer's wife also found the chair comfortable when using it for work.
The reviewer enthusiastically recommended the Secretlab Titan, expressed their willingness to purchase it again, and concluded that, in their opinion, no gaming chair at a similar price point could compare.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

So I was hesitant at first due to the cost - but WOW let me tell you, this is the most comfortable chair I have ever sat in! It&#39;s 100% been worth every penny! The chair is on the firmer side which I prefer, and back support is completely adjustable, arms are sturdy and the magnetic pillow is a game changer. Also love the fact I can just tilt the entire chair back and practically lie down. You&#39;ve made a secretlab customer for life - now I get all the hype The chair is on the firmer side which I prefer, and back support is completely adjustable, arms are sturdy and the magnetic pillow is a game changer . Also love the fact I can just tilt the entire chair back and practically lie down .positive

The chair is described as incredibly comfortable and worth the cost.
It's on the firmer side, which the user prefers.
Praise for the fully adjustable back support and sturdy arms.
The magnetic pillow is considered a game changer.
The ability to tilt the entire chair back is appreciated.
The user is now a loyal Secretlab customer and understands the hype.None positive

Good features
Comfortable
Customer for life
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Set up took a while and the instructions weren&#39;t super helpful to follow but got there in the end. The instructions were helpful informing me of all the features this chair could do. Everything is perfect apart from some minor issues. The chair recline on the right can get Jammed somtimes but doesn&#39;t effect experience. Only real flaw is the arm rests they aren&#39;t solid they jiggle a lot and I know they need too for the 4d turns and twists to work but it takes away from comfort wish there was a lever to make them solid then un solid for me to adjust them then you could get the best of both worlds. Also its really anyoying to take them out with the allon key and try to make them both even half way with no indication of numbers or clicks to help you figure this stuff out it&#39;s not too convenient to keep guessing, however despite these flaws I love this chair I have an xbox which is mainly what I use this chair for but I do use this for my pc as well. It has improved my back nicely and deserves all the attention it has gotten from critics. I got this chair when it was £319 down from £450 which is good I don&#39;t think it&#39;s worth the full price since shipping is very expensive don&#39;t care where these come from still super pricy The head pillow/lumber is nice looks good too. The resetince for the lumber is really good, seat is sturdy and comfortable. My mum loved this chair too so all is well. Overall near perfect.10/10 Best chair I have ever owned! :)Set up took a while and the instructions weren&#39;t super helpful to follow but got there in the end . Everything is perfect apart from some minor issues . The arm rests jiggle a lot and I know they need too for the 4d turns and twists to work but it takes away from comfort .positive The user mentions that everything is perfect apart from some minor issues.

The setup is noted as taking a while.
The instructions are described as not super helpful to follow.
The armrests are mentioned to jiggle a lot, which, while necessary for their adjustability, takes away from comfort.positive

Easy setup
Improved posture
Comfortable

Shaky armrests
Expensive

Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric.<br><br>After reviewing other office chairs I found that SecretLab ticked all the boxes - fully adjustable, comfortable (especially the tilt and recline capability), and available in fabric coating. My last chair was faux leather, and after 5 years had started to peel and split, but this fabric promises to be long lasting and hard wearing like the rest of the chair. The chair is smart looking and clearly made of good quality materials. Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric . Fully adjustable, comfortable (especially the tilt and recline capability) available in fabric coating .positive

The Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series with SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric is described as fully adjustable.
The chair is highlighted as comfortable, especially the tilt and recline capabilities.
The availability of fabric coating is mentioned as a positive feature.None positive

Good adjustability
Comfortable
Good fabric upholstery
Nice aesthetics

Secret Labs has been advertised all over the interwebs as THEE place to get desks and chairs. Anyone worth their salt knows about them, and those who don’t need to. This chair is giving me back problems by FIXING my back problems.<br><br>There are chairs you CAN use and chairs you WANT to use. I look forward to sitting in this chair. Do you even know what lumbar support feels like? Or ACTUALLY using the pillow provided?<br><br>I look at accounts, numbers, spreedsheets, creatives, copywriting for hours at a time. I feel MORE creative and engaged just by having my butt at a better angle than my Amazon chair provided. My previous chair did the job, My secret labs chair does the job RIGHT. Secret Labs has been advertised all over the interwebs as THEE place to get desks and chairs . Anyone worth their salt knows about them, and those who don't need to . This chair is giving me back problems by FIXING my back problems .positive

Secret Labs is widely recognized and advertised as a top choice for desks and chairs.
The chair is described as being effective in addressing and fixing back problems.
It's a chair that the user looks forward to sitting in, indicating high comfort and desirability.
Praise for the chair's lumbar support and the provided pillow.
The chair is associated with increased creativity and engagement during long work hours.
The user's previous chair did the job, but the Secretlab chair does the job right.None positive

Good features
Comfortable
Easy to use

Seat was extremely well packaged with good clear unpacking and assembly instructions included. Following instructions allowed for quick and easy assembly of the chair and took approximately 40 minutes to complete. Chair is very heavy and plenty of space is required when assembling other lifting of the chair is required which makes the job more difficult.<br>On initial use of the chair, I found the seat very comfortable although the lower cushion seems very hard. After weeks of use the lower seat remains hard and perhaps a memory foam top layer may provide for a more evenly distributed weight.<br>Overall am very happy with chair and the added addition of the magnetic memory foam pillow just tops it off.Seat was extremely well packaged with good clear unpacking and assembly instructions included . Following instructions allowed for quick and easy assembly of the chair and took approximately 40 minutes to complete . Chair is very heavy and plenty of space is required when assembling .positive

The seat was extremely well packaged with clear unpacking and assembly instructions.
Following the instructions allowed for quick and easy assembly, taking approximately 40 minutes.
The chair is comfortable on initial use.
The addition of the magnetic memory foam pillow is a great feature.
Overall, the user is very happy with the chair.

The chair is very heavy, and assembly may require extra space and effort.
The lower cushion is initially hard and remains so after weeks of use.
Suggestion for improvement: Adding a memory foam top layer to provide more evenly distributed weight on the lower seat cushion.positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable Firm seat

Right from when the chair arrived the quality was evident. The attention to detail and quality of the packaging was excellent, with a simple step by step guide on how to assemble. The chair itself is very impressive, with it evidently being very well made. I use the chair for 8+ hours most days, working from home, and gaming in the evening. Even after spending this long sat on it I&#39;ve only ever found it comfortable. This may be super critical but the only thing I think could be better is the armrests; the foam isn&#39;t very thick, which results in your elbow hitting the hard material underneath it during prolonged usage. I think for a chair of this price that these armrests let it down slightly. I&#39;m looking forward to the plus memory foam armrests being released, albeit that an extra £60 feels excessive for some comfort over the standard option. The attention to detail and quality of the packaging was excellent . The chair itself is very impressive, with it evidently being very well made . I use the chair for 8+ hours most days, working from home, and gaming in the evening . I&#39;m looking forward to the plus memory foam armrests being released .positive

The chair arrived with evident quality, exceptional packaging, and a clear assembly guide.
The chair is very well-made and impressively comfortable for extended periods of use (8+ hours a day).
The user finds the chair comfortable even after long hours of work and gaming.

The thickness of the armrest foam could be better, and prolonged usage can result in discomfort as the elbow hits the hard material underneath.
The user feels that the armrests, considering the chair's price, could be improved, and the memory foam armrest upgrade seems somewhat expensive for the comfort it offers.positive

High quality build
Easy assembly
Comfortable over long periods Memory foam armrests addons are too expensive

Recently purchased the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series gaming chair.<br>It really is a case of you get what you pay for.<br>After spending the last few years pretty much buying a new chair every year as they were low budget this knocks the socks off of low grade gaming chairs that quite often ended up broken and leaving you with back aches.<br>Literally the best support for your back, neck and arms for a comfy gaming experience. This one has a magnetic neck supports, arm supports that move up-down-left-right-twist and slide. Seat lays right back and supports all body types in terms of comfort.<br>The quality of the leather along with stitching shows it is something built to last coupled with a 3 year warranty too.<br>Literally couldn’t ask for more especially as they are fully customisable.<br>Would highly recommend Secret Lab products. Recently purchased the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series gaming chair . Has magnetic neck supports, arm supports that move up-down-left-right-twist and slide .positive

This is described as the best office chair the user has ever purchased.
The chair is perceived to be in a different league in terms of quality, confirming the "you get what you pay for" adage.
The packaging and instruction manual are both impressive.
All necessary tools are supplied, and assembly is straightforward.
The chair is highly customizable, with perfect cushioning described as firm yet accommodating.
The adjustable lumbar support is a welcome addition.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Good features

Quality:Best<br>Suitability:Great<br>Appearance:SUPER<br><br>Best chair I ever had. Seat is fantastic! It is soft and you can sit for hours without getting sore. I love the adjustable armrests. It is convenient and you can adjust it on your preferred way. Overall item feel and look premium. Though since it is fabric, it may absorb sweat and may cause odor. I am a sweaty seater so it needs delicate care.<br><br>PS. My package should came with free wipes but unfortunately, the packaging team forgot it when they ship out my parcel. Contacted support and told them about this... now they are sending me the wipes. Great customer service and after sales support! Kudos!Quality:Best Suitability:Great Appearance Superbly appearance and suitability Great Seat is soft and you can sit for hours without getting sore . I am a sweaty seater so it needs delicate care .positive

Quality is rated as the best.
Suitability is considered great.
Appearance is described as superb.
The chair is the best the user ever had, with a fantastic, soft seat for extended comfort.
Adjustable armrests are convenient and customizable.
The overall item is perceived as premium in look and feel.
Praise for excellent customer service and after-sales support.

Fabric material may absorb sweat and potentially cause odor, requiring careful maintenance.
A minor issue was noted with missing wipes in the package, but this was quickly resolved with customer support.positive

Comfortable
Good adjustability
Premium look and feel

Pros:<br>* good solid foam.<br>* Mechanisms are solid and appear robust (time will tell).<br>* I planned to remove the arm-rests so it would fit under my desk, but i didn&#39;t need to, they lower a long way so it&#39;s fine.<br>* the seat is flat and balanced so i use it when sitting far forward too when doing soldering or playing cello.<br><br>Cons:<br>* i bought for the my weight but that also made it a bit too tall for me, and the chair doesn&#39;t go low enough for me to touch the ground.<br>* The magnetic head pillow gets knocked off.<br>* I&#39;m using as an office chair but i find it encourages me to lean back, not forward like my old Life chair i replaced. It&#39;s definitely a gamer chair like they say. Good solid foam, solid and robust, says reviewer . Consistent design and weight is too tall for me and doesn&#39;t go low enough for me to touch ground .Neutral

Good solid foam.
Mechanisms are solid and appear robust.
Armrests lower a long way, allowing it to fit under the desk.
The flat and balanced seat is versatile for various activities like soldering or playing the cello.

The chair's height is a bit too tall for the user, and it doesn't go low enough to touch the ground.
The magnetic head pillow easily gets knocked off.
The chair encourages leaning back, which may not be suitable for office use and is more like a gamer chair.Neutral

Good features
Nice firm seat

The seat doesn't lower enough
Encourages leaning back 

Probably the best user experience I’ve ever had with a new product, every step was laid out perfectly, every detail even down to the checklists, images and titles on each box made the step as simple as possible. The tool kit was really nice as it meant I didn’t need any external tools to complete the setup<br><br>The chair itself looks even cooler in person and the quality is very impressive, still need to understand the lumbar support better but I’m hoping it helps my posture when I game and work from home<br><br>Really great product, would recommend for anyone who can afford it and is thinking of getting it :) Probably the best user experience I’ve ever had with a new product, every step was laid out perfectly, every detail even down to the checklists, images and titles on each box made the step as simple as possible . The tool kit was really nice as it meant I didn’t need any external tools to complete the setup .positive

The user had an excellent experience setting up the chair, with clear instructions, checklists, images, and a provided toolkit, making the process simple.
The chair's appearance exceeded expectations, and the overall quality is impressive.
The reviewer is looking forward to understanding and using the lumbar support for better posture during gaming and remote work.
Highly recommended for those who can afford it and are considering the purchase.None positive

Good unboxing process
Easy assembly
Nice aesthetics Struggling wiht lumbar support settings

Pro:<br>I&#39;m a tall person and this is the only chair I&#39;ve sat comfy in (height wise).<br><br>Con:<br>1: The smell, I have no idea why it smells the way it does and I&#39;m sure (hoping) that it will go over time.<br>2: The seat is too hard, I mean there&#39;s no softness to the seat at all, I had to buy a memory foam pad just to be able to sit on it comfy.<br>3: There&#39;s a slight rock back/forth which is about half an inch, it&#39;s quite annoying (you can reduce it by rotating the knob underneath, but you can&#39;t get rid of it completely).<br>4: The arm rests wobble (they&#39;re ******* tight) Pro: This is the only chair I&#39;ve sat comfy in (height wise) Con: The smell is annoying, the seat is too hard and the arm rests wobble .neutral The chair is comfortable for tall individuals in terms of height.

The chair has an unpleasant smell, which the reviewer hopes will dissipate over time.
The seat is too hard, lacking softness, and requires a memory foam pad for comfortable sitting.
There is a slight rocking back and forth, which can only be partially reduced with an adjustment knob.
The armrests wobble, despite being tight. neutral

Comfortavble
Good fit for their size

Shaky armrests
Chemical smell
Slight rocking of the seat (even when locked)

Pre-ordered a Fabric Titan. When it arrived there was no damage on the box, and nothing inside was missing or damaged. Quite easy to build with overall clear instructions which lead to a fairly quick build. Everything that comes with feels of quality.<br><br>After having using it a lot the past few weeks, it still feels and holds up well. No large issues. One issue however is the tilt isn&#39;t all that reliable, as even when fully tightened, the chair is still prone to rocking forwards and backwards, but at least not a lot of noise is generated.<br><br>A warning for those pre-ordering and buying extras (accessories), they for some reason send the accessories immediately, and not with the chair (when it is later built and sent). If you care to, try to message secret lab to bundle everything together. I didn&#39;t need my chair cleaner while having no chair.<br><br>And keep some care with reviews on here. With a money coupon incentive, you are asked to write a review a few weeks after obtaining your chair. And one of the biggest things with chairs is how well they last over time--years. I am quite confident so far with my large experience with chairs (namely office/business setting) that products by secret lab ought to last a long time, providing no abuse to the chairs, and I&#39;d think these chairs in particular are great value for money. Everything that comes with feels of quality . Easy to build with overall clear instructions which lead to a fairly quick build . One issue however is the tilt isn&#39;t all that reliable, as when fully tightened, the chair is still prone to rocking forwards and backwards .positive

The pre-ordered Fabric Titan arrived in good condition, with no damage to the box and all components intact.
The assembly process was easy with clear instructions and quality materials.
The chair has held up well over the past few weeks, showing no major issues and feeling of quality.
The products by Secretlab are expected to last a long time and are considered great value for money.

One issue is that the chair's tilt isn't entirely reliable, even when fully tightened, which can lead to slight rocking forward and backward, though not generating much noise.
Secretlab sends accessories separately from the chair, which might be inconvenient for some buyers who prefer bundling everything together.positive

High quality build
Comfortable Too much play on the seat tilt

Overall this is been an excellent purchase. My previous chair was about 6 years old now and thought it was time to upgrade, so i took the plunge and went with Secretlab and their Titan Evo 2022 model.<br><br>Delivery was great and i actually received mine next day which was unexpected. There is a lot of thought and detail put into the packaging alone and everything has a protective cover or foam to reduce damage.<br><br>Building the chair was a piece of cake too, it is doable on your own if you have too and probably took me about 15 mins.<br><br>So I have had mine for about a month now and it has been bedding nicely, but i do think there is a little bit more to go to be perfect, regardless of that it is very comfy from the start anyway and just improves over time. The adjustability it offers is great too and i have found a good seating position at my desk and can sit in it all day long for work and then for some gaming in the evening.<br><br>If you&#39;re looking for a gaming chair that feel premium then i would totally recommend Secretlab, they have so many options and accessories too so you&#39;ll be able to find the perfect one. Overall this is been an excellent purchase . Delivery was great and delivery was unexpected . Building the chair was a piece of cake too, it is doable on your own if you have too and probably took me about 15 mins .positive

The user considers this purchase to be excellent.
Delivery is described as great, and it was unexpected.
Building the chair is noted to be easy, akin to a "piece of cake," and it can be done alone if necessary.
The assembly process took the user about 15 minutes.None positive

Easy ordering process
Easy setup
Comfortable
Good adjustability

Order was simple and easy. Delivery quick. The product feels great so far (though only couple weeks of use thus far). The only thing which I feel can be improved is the assembly instructions. In order to make them &#39;simple&#39; they missed some pretty key information which you need to work out for yourself. The main one I struggled with is which is back and which is front of the recliner &#39;bracket&#39;. As a matter of fact, I&#39;m fairly sure I did it as per image on the instructions, and ended up with my chair rocking forwards, rather than backwards. This made it unstable when reclining back. All sorted now, and enjoying my new workspace. The packaging was very impressive, it really made me feel I had bought a quality product . Love the colour, it brings a nice freshness to my office . The lumbar support has really helped my back .positive

The packaging is noted as very impressive and adds to the perception of a quality product.
The chair's color is praised for bringing a refreshing look to the user's office.
The lumbar support is highlighted for its positive impact on the user's back.None positive

Fast delivery
High quality build IAssembly was difficult
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

My vegan Titan chair is the business!<br><br>I&#39;m the co-founder of a small international reforestation charity based in the UK. We plant trees, build schools, facilitate education and support women&#39;s empowerment in Kenya to mitigate climate chaos. Our fundraising activities have been belted by COVID-19. Since March 2020, I&#39;ve been working even longer than usual, ridiculous hours, sitting on uncomfortable, unsupportive and/or broken office and dining chairs.<br><br>My back and legs were shot, every day my body ached and my shoulders and legs were tight and stiff.<br><br>Since this beast arrived, my back, body and mind has been loved and cared for. This chair is full of &#39;When Harry Met Sally&#39; kinda joy!<br><br>The lumbar is brilliant, perfectly placed too and when I need to pause a while from the stresses of my job, I lean back and meditate for a few minutes, beautifully supported and hugged by my plant-based Titan.<br><br>Thank you for producing something that ticks the vegan box, that really matters to me and our planet - it&#39;s a pleasure to sit at my desk again.<br><br>Tracey West:<br>CEO The Word Forest Organisation<br>WordForest.org My vegan Titan chair is the business! Tracey West is the co-founder of a small international reforestation charity based in the UK . The chair is full of &#39;When Harry Met Sally joy! The lumbar is brilliant, perfectly placed too .positive

The user is satisfied with their vegan Titan chair.
The chair is described as being "the business," indicating its quality.
Tracey West, the co-founder of a reforestation charity, appreciates the chair.
The user expresses a sense of joy associated with the chair, likening it to "When Harry Met Sally."
The lumbar support is highlighted as brilliant and perfectly placed.None positive

Vegan leather
Back pain relief
Good lumbar support

My last $600 chair lasted only three years before literally falling apart. I was advised to buy a Secret Lab to replace it and so very glad I did. Out of box experience is superb, very comfortable for extended sitting, and it just oozes quality. I have no doubt the fabric will last, though I&#39;d have bought leather if they had it in stock. Next time perhaps. The foam is nicely firm, and gets more comfortable every day as it beds in. I got an XL for the higher weight capacity, but a regular would have been better for my height. Could not recommend more highly. Out of box experience is superb, very comfortable for extended sitting, and it just oozes quality . The foam is nicely firm, and gets more comfortable every day as it beds in .positive

The out-of-box experience is described as superb, indicating a good first impression.
The chair is comfortable for extended sitting.
The chair is perceived as high-quality, with an indication that it exudes quality.
The foam is mentioned as nicely firm and becoming more comfortable as it breaks in over time.None positive

Comfortable
Nice firm foam seat
High quality build

My job requires me to spend many hours sitting at my computer, with shifts currently split between a work and home office. I also spend a lot of my spare time gaming. My home chair was getting old and lacked sufficient support, so I decided to upgrade. The Secretlab Titan 2020&#39;s features were impressive on paper (and didn&#39;t break the bank like most ergonomic chairs do) so I purchased one.<br><br>Assembling the chair was quick and simple. The written instructions were clear and easy to understand and all the required tools were provided in the box. The packaging was very professional and made the chair feel like a premium product.<br><br>After using the chair for about 1 month, I can already tell that it is comfortable and supportive. The seat is spacious, allowing me to shift between a range of different seating positions (legs up, legs crossed, etc). The neck pillow and built in lumbar support encourage me to sit properly though, fixing my posture and reducing the strain on my back.<br><br>I went with the Softweave material. It has felt more breathable so far compared to my previous artificial leather chair (and shouldn&#39;t peel either). It would have been nice to have a larger range of special designs to choose from in the Softweave, as currently the PU Leather has 19 special variants to choose from compared to the Softweave&#39;s 1. However, I ended up going with the D.VA design and it looks great.<br><br>Overall I&#39;m extremely happy with my purchase. My home chair was getting old and lacked sufficient support, so I decided to upgrade . The Secretlab Titan 2020&#39;s features were impressive on paper . The neck pillow and built in lumbar support encourage me to sit properly .positive

The user decided to upgrade their home chair due to their old one lacking sufficient support.
The features of the Secretlab Titan 2020 are noted as impressive on paper.
The neck pillow and built-in lumbar support are highlighted as features that encourage proper posture.None positive

Easy assembly
Good packaging
Comfortable
Nice Softweave fabric Wants more Softweave designs

My boys were about due for a new gaming chair and a Secretlab one was requested. As they are quite expensive I researched to see if they were worth it and what all the hype was about. I ended up buying them one each!! I have to say that they were extremely well built, very very comfortable and the adjustments (lumbar, arm rests, tilt) all help to make it a very good choice indeed. They are both very pleased with them, and from my time building the chairs and trying them out, I would definitely recommend them. From now on they will be the go to &quot;gaming chair&quot; although these will last a few years I&#39;m sure. Impressive chairs to say the least. My boys were about due for a new gaming chair and a Secretlab one was requested . As they are quite expensive I researched to see if they were worth it and what all the hype was about . I have to say that they were extremely well built, very comfortable and the adjustments (lumbar, arm rests, tilt) all help to make it a very good choice indeed .positive

The Secretlab gaming chairs are described as extremely well-built and very comfortable.
The various adjustments, including lumbar support, armrests, and tilt, make them a good choice.
Both boys are pleased with the chairs, and the user would recommend them.
The chairs are considered impressive and will be the go-to "gaming chair" from now on.None positive

Good build quality
Good features
Comfortable

My 17-year-old son is a gamer and his biggest wish for his birthday was a Secret Lab gaming chair. I did a bit of research and the Secret Lab chair came out top in many review sites. This lead me to convince the rest of the family to couple together and collect enough cash to afford a Secret Lab chair.<br><br>The day came and my son was super excited when he unpacked the box. And if I’m honest, it was a big hit. Nothing bad to be said about the chair. It feels like a great quality item and hopefully a chair he can be comfortable in for years to come.<br><br>However, when he unpacked the chair, I was shocked and horrified by the amount of polystyrene foam and non-biodegradable packaging used to transport the chair to our home.<br><br>Like so many other people, I’m deeply concerned about the impact the human race is having on the planet; pollution, CO2 emission and the extinction of many species. What we do and how we act today will affect the generations to come. One of the ways I can make an impact is by recycling and make a choice as a consumer. Well, I’m really sorry so say this but it appears Secret Lab has no regard of the nature and as a business, they don’t appear to have put any thought in to making their products environmentally friendly. From the packaging they use and produce it appears they have no regard for issues the world are facing these days. This is a great shame because their target customer is the young generation and it’s particularly important for the young generation to see the big corporations making a stan and use their ‘power’, cash and influence for good.<br><br>As a parent, I’m deeply dissapointed with Secret Lab and their attitude and I’m writing this statement to call them out. This is NOT good enough. If I had realised how much rubbish I have to transfer to my local skip I would have thought twice about buying their chair and probably convince my son to go for another chair. To the people at Secret Lab, please address this. I believe you are one of the leading companies providing gaming chair. If you want to be a real leader, lead in other ways too and encourage your customers to look after the planet. This statement could be written about many other corporation and you are not alone but that is no excuse to disregard the issue. Until then, people like me will be calling you out and giving you bad press on social media. My 17-year-old son is a gamer and his biggest wish for his birthday was a Secret Lab gaming chair . However, when he unpacked the chair, he was shocked and horrified by the amount of polystyrene foam and non-biodegradable packaging used to transport the chair to our home .Positive
The Secret Lab gaming chair was a big hit with the user's 17-year-old son, who was excited and satisfied with the chair's quality and comfort.
The chair is expected to provide long-term comfort for the son.

The excessive use of non-biodegradable packaging and polystyrene foam for transporting the chair to the user's home has led to serious concerns about environmental impact.
The user expresses deep disappointment with Secret Lab's apparent lack of consideration for environmental issues and their failure to make their products environmentally friendly.
The user calls out Secret Lab for not taking a stance on environmental responsibility, especially given their target customer base of young generations.
The user encourages Secret Lab to address these concerns and urges the company to become a leader in promoting environmentally friendly practices.Positive

High quality build
Comfortable Excess packaging bad for environment

Loving my new Secretlab Dark Knight themed EVO Titan chair. It is very comfortable and have all the necessary features to support my back and posture.<br><br>Had trouble buying it in the first attempt as I wanted to use ZIP pay but on my account on Secretlab website, it wasn&#39;t giving me an option to select ZIP pay at the checkout. Eventually had to create a new account with different email ID to get the option.<br><br>The overall packaging was great as well and chair was delivered to me in a very secure manner. The assembly instructions were quite easy to understand and I assembled my chair with ease.<br><br>I will give 10/10 to this chair and already have recommended few of my friends.<br><br>P.S: The icing on the cake for me was that Secretlab gave me an opportunity to extend my warranty from 3 years to a total of 5 years.<br><br>Thanks Secretlab.Secretlab Dark Knight themed EVO Titan chair is very comfortable and have all the necessary features to support my back and posture . The assembly instructions were quite easy to understand and I assembled my chair with ease .positive

The user loves the comfort and features of the Secretlab Dark Knight themed EVO Titan chair.
The packaging and delivery of the chair are praised.
The assembly instructions are described as easy to understand.
The user recommends the chair to friends.
The opportunity to extend the warranty is appreciated.The user encountered difficulty when trying to use ZIP pay for the purchase. They had to create a new account with a different email ID to access the option.positive

Comfortable
Good packaging
Good adjustability
Easy assembly Had trouble using Zip Pay

Like many people over these lockdowns I was getting a bad back from a cheap IKEA desk chair.<br>I’d done a lot of research on desk chairs and while not a PC gamer, I do spend a vast majority of my day at my computer so wanted something with lumbar support. All the ‘home office’ chairs I saw were either ****, over priced, lacking functionality, or all three.<br>Then here comes this bad boy.<br>Delivery was quick. Assembly instructions were clear. And the product itself? Super comfortable and customisable, with a premium feel far in excess of its price tag.<br>Cannot recommend highly enough. Just buy one.The desk chair is designed to provide lumbar support for PC gamers . Delivery was quick and assembly instructions were clear . Super comfortable and customisable with a premium feel far in excess of its price tag .positive

The desk chair is designed to provide lumbar support for PC gamers.
The delivery is noted for being quick.
Assembly instructions are praised for being clear and easy to follow.
The chair is described as super comfortable and customizable.
It is considered to have a premium feel that surpasses its price tag.None positive

Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

Item took a while to arrive. But worth the wait. Very easy to set up, probably the easiest gaming chair I have set up. Due to the ease of the set up, there is very little chance you will damage any component. Chair is very steady and strong. Seat comfortable, very adjustable arm rest means no matter what size you can find the right fit. Magnetic head rest is just icing on the cake. Would recommend 10/10. Obviously on the expensive end of the market but worth every Penny I’d say Very easy to set up, probably the easiest gaming chair I have set up . Seats comfortable, adjustable arm rest means no matter what size you can find the right fit . Magnetic head rest is just icing on the cake .positive

Setting up the chair is described as very easy, even easier than other gaming chairs the user has set up.
The seat is comfortable.
Adjustable armrests are highlighted as a feature that allows for finding the right fit, regardless of the user's size.
The magnetic headrest is praised as a bonus feature, adding to the chair's appeal.None positive

Easy assembly
Comfortable
Good adjustability
Nice magnetic headrest
10/10 Slow delivery

It&#39;s impossible to review a chair few weeks in so take this with a grain of salt...<br><br>My impressions are mostly positive. It&#39;s comfy and ergonomic, and looks like will last for years. Assembly process is moderately easy, took less than an hour for a single person (me). Seller agent is also reasonable, although they seem to not have control over warehouse dispatch.<br><br>Nitpicks, the furniture smell that seems to come from the pillow and the armrest. Had to air it outside for days, literally putting out a fan. All seems well once past that. It&#39;s also not as breathable and smooth as they make it look like.<br><br>Hope it will continue to be good for a long time, years even. Ayun lang, pinakamahaba ko atang review to 😅 Assembly process is moderately easy, took less than an hour for a single person (me) Seller agent is also reasonable, although they seem to not have control over warehouse dispatch . Nitpicks, the furniture smell that seems to come from the pillow and the armrest .neutral

Overall positive impressions of the chair.
The chair is comfortable and ergonomic.
Expected to be durable and last for years.
Moderate ease of assembly, taking less than an hour for a single person.
Positive feedback about the seller agent's reasonableness.
A long and detailed review.

Mention of a furniture smell initially coming from the pillow and armrest, which required airing out for days.
Not as breathable and smooth as expected. neutral

Comfortable
Good adjustability
Easy assembly
Good customer support

Chemical smell
Breathability

It’s a great chair, it feels solid and well made and high quality. Everything works just as it should. The Witcher is a nice, expensive looking dark brown, and whilst striking it is not loud or brash. More moody like the Witcher. The magnetic pillow is genius and always just where you want it. The stitching is high end and the panelling is lovely .. I almost wish the back was more like the front.<br><br>Initial seat feel is firm, but it’s very comfortable and stays that way for hours.<br><br>Compared to other chairs I’ve had or experienced, it is quiet! No squeaks, rattles or clunks .<br><br>Without doubt best office, desk, gaming chair I’ve ever had …. The Witcher is a nice, expensive looking dark brown, and whilst striking it is not loud or brash . The magnetic pillow is genius and always just where you want it . The stitching is high end and the panelling is lovely .positive

The chair feels solid, well-made, and high-quality.
The Witcher design is described as striking but not loud or brash, with a moody aesthetic.
The magnetic pillow is praised as genius and always in the right position.
High-end stitching and lovely paneling add to the chair's quality.
Initial seat feel is firm but very comfortable for extended use.
It's noted that the chair is quiet, with no squeaks, rattles, or clunks.
The user considers it the best office, desk, and gaming chair they've ever had.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable

It was clear from the moment i opened the delivery box, that this was a product of the highest quality. the packaging and layout was another level, all encased in protective foam and each peice was kept seperate from the other to ensure no in transit scratches or marks. The setup was simple and straightforward but the chair still feels incredibly sturdy and well manufactured - you&#39;re definitely getting what you paid for with SecretLabs chairs!<br><br>The set and back were a lot firmer than i expected, but it&#39;s actually really helped the back pains i was experiencing from my old chair - i&#39;ve been able to work from home sitting in this chair for 8-9 hours straight and haven&#39;t once had any back pain as a result, which i&#39;m really pleased about.<br><br>My only complaint was that the delivery took longer than expected, and it took a while to get resolved but i beleive that was down to the delivery company XDP rather than SL themslves.<br><br>Overall, one happy customer! It was clear from the moment i opened the delivery box, that this was a product of the highest quality . The setup was simple and straightforward but the chair still feels incredibly sturdy and well manufactured - you&#39;re definitely getting what you paid for with SecretLabs chairs!positive

They emphasize the high quality of the product from the moment it was delivered and unpacked.
The packaging and layout provided excellent protection during transit.
The assembly process was straightforward and resulted in a sturdy and well-manufactured chair.
They found the seat and back to be firmer than expected, which helped alleviate their back pain during long hours of sitting.
While they mention a delay in delivery, they believe it was due to the delivery company and not Secretlab.None positive

Good build quality
Easy assembly
Back pain relief

Slow courier delivery
Firm seat needs a breaking-in period
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

It is very seldom that I leave a review for any product but for Secret Labs, I must make an exception. The need to purchase a new chair was a result of extended COVID lockdown in Auckland NZ. With my job being predominantly administrative and therefor chained to the computer screen for eight plus hours a day, I was starting to experience some serious problems with back ache. Despite following the advice from ergonomic gurus, I still was experiencing the same problems.<br>The chair I was using was a full-fledged executive chair (bought from a company sale, eye wateringly expensive new) and it was excellent order, structurally sound with no faults in the padding or leather cover. Nevertheless, the length of time I could sit in it was getting less each day and yes, I was taking the recommended breaks.<br>I came across an advert for Secret Labs and checked the reviews, all very positive. Being sceptical, but willing to try anything, purchased a Titan Evo. The ordering was simple, delivery fantastic and the assembly instructions well, they are superb. As a former engineer, there are some things that I really appreciate, instructions, quality of materials and mechanical operation. The Titan achieves full marks in all those categories.<br>As a chair, well that has been transformational. It supports the body in all the right places. This can only be attributed to the intelligence of its design. The ability to make very small adjustments keeps the level of comfort as the day progresses. By the way, the customer support, well again, top marks. So, the duration spent sitting, I have had 12-hour days with no problems at all.<br>I do game and spend more time playing than I care to admit, I will not give you my exact age, but I will tell you that my first computer was a Commodore VIC 20.<br>Secret Labs, incredible job!The Titan Evo has been transformational. It supports the body in all the right places. This can only be attributed to the intelligence of its design. The ability to make very small adjustments keeps the level of comfort as the day progresses .positive

The user experienced severe back pain from extended computer use during the COVID lockdown.
Despite using an expensive executive chair, the user's sitting time was decreasing due to discomfort.
Purchased a Secret Labs Titan Evo chair, with a simple ordering process, fantastic delivery, and superb assembly instructions.
The chair's design and intelligent adjustments have been transformational, providing support where needed and ensuring comfort throughout long sitting periods.
The user appreciated the ability to make small adjustments.
Customer support received top marks.
The chair allowed for extended 12-hour days of sitting, even during gaming sessions.
Overall, the user is highly impressed with Secret Labs and the chair's performance.None positive

Back pain relief
Good adjustability
Comfortable firm seat 

It is pretty clear they know they are a top end brand and the packaging shows they go the extra mile. Foam padding for the box is recommended as a floor covering while you assemble, screws are not in a bag but in a foam insert so you cannot easily lose them. You get a nice magnetic double sided screwdriver for the assembly instead of an Allen key. Instructions are on a shiny large board so you can prop it up and read them rather than a paper booklet.<br>The chair itself feels high quality, mostly metal parts, where there is plastic is feels solid. Overall the chair is around 35kg.<br>Immediately comfortable but it is clear it will need a few tweaks to get the lumbar support perfect. Head rest is very comfortable and I could easily nap.<br>Will see how it goes in a few months once the newness wears off and tweaking is all done.<br>Only negative comments are in the design side. Firstly there is a security screw and tag that stops the recline, it would be good if there was a place on the chair to store that in case your needs change. Secondly the metal wheel frame is robust but most people would not be wearing shoes while sitting at home and some rubber coverings on the ends would stop you accidentally hurting yourself when a heel hits the end of a wheel arm.<br><br>Only other negative was that I was very keen to get a chair pattern with my favourite team logo but in NZ temps fabric is a requirement and the lack of logo&#39;s and patterns in the fabric option feels a bit of an oversight.Foam padding for the box is recommended as a floor covering while you assemble . screws are not in a bag but in a foam insert so you cannot easily lose them . Head rest is very comfortable and I could easily nap . Overall the chair is around 35kg .positive

The packaging demonstrates the brand's attention to detail with foam padding for the box and a magnetic double-sided screwdriver for assembly.
The chair is made of high-quality materials, with mostly metal parts and solid plastic components.
The initial comfort of the chair is praised, especially the comfortable headrest.

The reviewer suggests that the design could be improved by providing a storage solution for the security screw and tag that stops the recline.
They also mention that adding rubber coverings to the metal wheel frame ends would prevent accidental injuries when a heel hits the end of a wheel arm.
In the reviewer's location (New Zealand), fabric options are required due to the temperatures, and they express a desire for more logo and pattern options in the fabric choice.positive

Good packaging
Good build quality
Comfortable Want more Softweave desigfns

Metal base may crush your toes

In the past I have used various different brands of chairs, from the entry level offered at brick and mortar stores through to ordering a chair through online retailers similar to SecretLab.<br><br>One constant throughout my purchases of chairs is the concept that somewhere the experience is marred by something on each chair where a corner has been cut. I&#39;m pleased to say that from the limited time I&#39;ve had with this chair, that has not been my experience. I will clarify that I spent almost double on this product compared to other chairs previously, however I&#39;ve come to realise that to ensure a quality product, you have to be prepared to pay for the item and that to get to the prices many other chairs compete at, said corners have to be cut.<br><br>The hybrid leather used feels amazing compared to the faux leather and cloth used on previous chairs I&#39;ve had, easily surpassing them in durability alone, but in feel mostly.<br><br>Lastly the biggest attraction to this chair was the heights and weights supported, I absolutely love the engineering design decisions made to make the pivot point for the tilt on the chair to be at the front of the chair on a very sturdy arm. This so far has meant that the tilt on the chair is smooth, adjustable and most importantly made to last. Combined with the first chair I&#39;ve used that has lumbar support and has a good height on the seat back to help me get comfortable at 6&#39;2&quot;, I&#39;m thoroughly impressed with the Titan 2022 XL and would recommend anyone that&#39;s after a quality chair designed to last to consider this very strongly. Hybrid leather used feels amazing compared to the faux leather and cloth used on previous chairs I&#39;ve had, easily surpassing them in durability alone, but in feel mostly . The tilt on the chair is smooth, adjustable and most importantly made to last . The biggest attraction to this chair was the heights and weights supported .positive

The reviewer has used various brands of chairs in the past, and one common issue was encountering corners cut in the chair's design or build quality.
With the SecretLab Titan 2022 XL, the reviewer's experience has been different, and they appreciate that they spent more for a quality product.
The hybrid leather used in this chair surpasses the durability and feel of faux leather and cloth from previous chairs.
The reviewer is impressed with the engineering design decisions, particularly the pivot point for the tilt, making it smooth, adjustable, and long-lasting.
The chair has lumbar support and a suitable seat back height for the reviewer's 6'2" height.
The reviewer thoroughly recommends the Titan 2022 XL for its quality and durability.None positive

Good quality upholstery
Good features
Nice fit for big sizes

In many ways i am very impressed with my Secretlab chair. But there are also a handful of reasons why its disappointed me too.<br><br>Pro&#39;s:<br>Build quality is great.<br>Feels like the chair will last many years.<br>Fabric is very good quality.<br>Lumbar support works well.<br>The padding is very firm but still comfortable.<br>The overall design is very good... I ordered black softweave and it looks more like an executive office chair than a gaming chair.<br><br>Cons:<br>The arm rests are very wobbly.<br><br>When I put pressure on backrest there was a big &#39;clunk&#39; on the right. I&#39;ve sprayed a bit of oil in the mechanism and it seems a bit better for now but still not 100% right.<br><br>The magnets in the head support pillow need to be slightly stronger.<br><br>And finally... for me this is a huge problem... The amount of packaging that comes with the chair is ridiculous. I am by no means an eco-warrior but was shocked about how much was left over. Do we seriously need a hex key, a screwdriver and the castors in a presentation box? Do we need that much foam in the box? Even where there was cardboard, it had foam glued to it making it impossible to recycle. I filled 2 black sacks just with the non-recyclable packaging. I appreciate it might seem to add to the quality of the product and the chair needs to be protected in transit but the sheer amount of unrecyclable packaging was shocking.<br><br>I was hoping this would be a 5-star chair for me and don&#39;t get me wrong, its by no means a bad chair but for the money, I was expecting almost perfection.<br>I&#39;ve basically knocked one star off for the excessive packaging, half a star off for the wobbly arm rests and another half for the clunking in the backrest that i&#39;ve experienced.<br><br>It was also a bit concerning to receive an email a few days after ordering about design problems with the 2022 chairs. These issues should either be mentioned BEFORE ordering or the chair should be withdrawn from sale until fixed. I think its bad letting people order the chairs knowing there are problems and only telling them after they have ordered,In many ways i am very impressed with my Secretlab chair. But there are also a handful of reasons why its disappointed me too . The amount of packaging that comes with the chair is ridiculous. I was shocked about how much was left over. Do we seriously need that much foam in the box?neutral

The reviewer is impressed with the build quality and believes the chair will last for many years.
They appreciate the good quality fabric.
The lumbar support is noted for working well.
Despite the padding being firm, they find it comfortable.
The design, particularly the black softweave model, is praised for having an executive office chair look.

The reviewer mentions that the armrests are wobbly, which is a disappointment.
There was an issue with a 'clunk' in the backrest when pressure was applied, and although it improved with oil, it wasn't completely resolved.
The magnets in the head support pillow are considered slightly weak.
A major concern for the reviewer is the excessive packaging that came with the chair, which they find wasteful and environmentally unfriendly.neutral

Good build quality
Good fabric upholstery
Comfortable
Nice aesthetics

Shaky armrests
Noisy backrest
Excessive packaging

Immediately after finishing assembling my Titan Evo 2022 I get an emailing warning of potential issues.<br>The chair is littered with quality issues, primarily extremely loud noises from the backrest/lumbar support.<br>Initially I wanted a return, but support assured me they could resolve it with replacement parts.<br>So I waited for a replacement backrest, which had exactly the same issues as the original, if not worse.<br>I&#39;m now over a month into this and still do not have a solution.<br>Support team is completely incompetent and you have to wait days at a time just waiting for a response.<br>Yet another company who have taken generic gaming chairs from the same factory as every other, applied some clever marketing, and taking hundreds in profit from idiots like me. Titan Evo 2022 is littered with quality issues, primarily loud noises from the backrest/lumbar support . Support team is completely incompetent and you have to wait days at a time just waiting for a response .negative

The user immediately encountered issues with the chair upon assembly, primarily related to extremely loud noises coming from the backrest/lumbar support.

The user initially wanted to return the chair, but the support team assured them that the issues could be resolved with replacement parts.

The user received a replacement backrest, but it had the same issues or potentially even worse ones compared to the original.

Despite a month having passed since the initial issue, the user still has not found a solution to the problems with the chair.

The user expresses dissatisfaction with the support team, describing them as incompetent and mentioning lengthy response times.

The user suggests that companies like Secretlab might take generic gaming chairs and apply marketing to sell them at higher prices.negative

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

Noisy lumbar
Poor support

If you are thinking of a comfortable premium product to replace your current pc or gaming chair then look no further.<br><br>The quality put into this product is second to non<br>comfort 10<br>looks 10<br>lumbar support 10<br><br>Everything down to the packaging is thought about and well put together. You do have to assemble the product yourself however it isn&#39;t complicated and the way everything is packaged it is satisfying to construct.Quality put into this product is second to non-comfort 10 . Quality down to packaging is thought about and well put together . You do have to assemble the product yourself however it isn&#39;t complicated .positive

The user recommends the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series chair as a comfortable and premium replacement for a current PC or gaming chair.

They praise the exceptional quality of the product, emphasizing its comfort, aesthetics, and lumbar support.

The user rates the chair with a perfect score of 10 in these categories.

The attention to detail extends to the packaging, which is well-organized and satisfying for assembly.None positive

Back pain relief
Good build quality
Versatile useability
Easy unboxing
The firm seat is good for the posture

I&#39;ve tried a lot of chairs by this point and they all have issues for me. This chair doesn&#39;t seem to suffer any of the issues others have. One big issue is that I am tall and have broad shoulders. Most chairs simply have my shoulders arching, this chair does not. It was delivered fast, easy to put together, the build quality is excellent and it definitely feels like a sturdy piece of kit. It has wide variety of part positions as well which I like depending on how I want to sit (can easily cross legs on this). I was lucky enough to try a friends chair and immediately knew this was actually going to be a decent chair to spend time in. You get what you pay for rings true here and I am not disappointed! It was delivered fast, easy to put together, the build quality is excellent and it definitely feels like a sturdy piece of kit . It has wide variety of part positions as well which I like depending on how I want to sit .positive

The chair is well-suited for the reviewer, who is tall and has broad shoulders, as it doesn't cause arching of the shoulders.
The chair was delivered quickly and was easy to assemble.
The build quality is excellent, and the chair feels sturdy.
The chair offers a wide variety of part positions, allowing for flexibility in how to sit, including crossing legs.
The reviewer is pleased with their purchase, considering it a decent chair to spend time in.None positive

High quality build
Comfortable

I&#39;ve spent the entirety of lockdown sitting on a £25 quid wheelie chair, and got caught by the Black Friday Facebook adverts for Secretlab and decided to treat myself.<br><br>I will never go back. I am sitting on a cloud. Nothing can ever compare. I fidget a lot and like to sit with my legs tucked under me or cross-legged, my entire being is now comfortable supported by this chair. Nothing pokes out, I am at peace.<br><br>It&#39;s easy to assemble, but I would recommend that - if you&#39;re 5&quot;3 and have noodle arms like me - you get someone to help you as the chair itself is rather heavy. Secretlab's £25 wheelie chair is easy to assemble, but if you have noodle arms like me, get someone to help you as the chair itself is heavy .positive The Secretlab's £25 wheelie chair is described as easy to assemble.The chair is noted as heavy, which may require assistance for individuals with limited strength or "noodle arms."positive

Feels like sitting on a cloud
Spacious seat lets you sit cross-legged
Easy assembly

I&#39;ve now owned my 2022 Titan Softweave chair for 4 weeks and I an honestly say that this is the most comfortable chair I&#39;ve ever used. I have a Herman Miller chair in the office that I use which I just can&#39;t get a comfortable seating position in so find myself slouching. With my Titan and it&#39;s lumbar support, I find I always sit upright now which is having such a positive effect on my back pain. I get a slight creaking noise from the backrest around the lumbar support but the overall quality can&#39;t be faulted. I looked at various other options but glad I went for SecretLab - would highly recommend! It also seems to be my cat&#39;s new favourite place to sit and he is VERY fussy...I&#39;ve now owned my 2022 Titan Softweave chair for 4 weeks and I honestly say that this is the most comfortable chair I’ve ever used . I find I always sit upright now which is having such a positive effect on my back pain . I get a slight creaking noise from the backrest around the lumbar support .positive

The chair is described as the most comfortable ever used.
The lumbar support is highly praised for helping maintain an upright seating position and reducing back pain.
The overall quality of the chair is appreciated.
The brand, SecretLab, is recommended as a choice.Some users mention a slight creaking noise from the backrest around the lumbar support.positive

Comfortable
Good lumbar support
Good build quality Noisy backrest

I&#39;ve had the chair for a few weeks now and I&#39;m not sure how to accurately rate the chair if I&#39;m honest. It&#39;s the first time I&#39;ve ever had a chair of this kind, so I&#39;m not sure if it&#39;s just a case of getting used to it which if so, I&#39;m not sure how long that exactly takes... Generally though, I do like the chair (I got the Batman version because who doesn&#39;t love the Batman Arkham games?! Currently replaying the games as I type this!) but can&#39;t say I love it right now, however in fairness I don&#39;t know if I can &quot;blame&quot; it on the chair. Which is that I have a bit of back ache at times when using it. In all honesty I&#39;m sure that started just before I bought this and was one of the reasons why I bought the chair in the first place since I needed a new one. I also don&#39;t exactly have the best bed in the world either and needing a new one of those too so basically, take this review with a grain of salt!<br><br>One of the key things I wanted from a new chair was some sort of padded armrests which this chair has which is something I do love! They do rattle sideways a bit but I assume this is just some leeway to avoid straining/damaging the mechanisms. Which I have to say in terms of adjustability, is brilliant and nothing I&#39;ve experienced before. (All my previous chairs had fixed armrests.) The magnetic cushion is brilliant too and I wanted something where I could actually rest my head if I wanted to. (my previous chair had nothing and didn&#39;t even have that much height so would only go up to my upper back.)<br><br>As of right now, I&#39;m not a fan of the built-in lumbar support but again, maybe I need to keep getting used to it or wait until my back sorts itself out? I honestly don&#39;t know and I don&#39;t know if I&#39;m using it properly. I&#39;ve tried all sorts of positions etc but the ache is still there so I don&#39;t know if it&#39;s me or the chair. I certainly don&#39;t want to look into getting rid of the chair, I want to keep it and love it. As a result, I&#39;m looking into buying the Secretlab Lumbar Memory Foam Cushion which I&#39;m hoping will help with things. A shame I have to pay a bit more to try and find a solution but again, I have no idea if it&#39;s the chair or just me in fairness.<br><br>Overall I like the chair but hoping after a bit more time, I&#39;ll love it! (Apologies for the not exactly brilliant review.) I've had the chair for a few weeks now and I&#39;m not sure how to accurately rate the chair . Generally though, I do like the chair but can't say I love it right now . I have a bit of back ache at times when using it .neutral

The user likes the chair.
Padded armrests are appreciated, and the user loves them.
The adjustability of the chair is excellent and a significant improvement over previous chairs.
The magnetic cushion is brilliant and allows resting the head comfortably.

The user experiences occasional backache, but it's unclear if it's due to the chair or pre-existing issues.
The built-in lumbar support is not a favorite at the moment, but it's uncertain whether it's a user issue or the chair itself.
The user is considering buying the Secretlab Lumbar Memory Foam Cushion to address the lumbar comfort issue.
Overall, the user likes the chair but hopes to love it more with time.neutral

Comfortable
Good adjustability Uncomfortable lumbar support

I&#39;ve had my SL OMEGA chair for a number of years.It is the best chair I&#39;ve had and is still in great nick. However I felt this year it was time for an upgrade and pass my old chair to another family member. From the packaging to the chair itself, everything is just so well done. I love the new magnetic armrests and neck cushion, and the inbuilt adjustable lumbar support is so good. I have no hesitation in recomending this chair to anyone and have done so in the past.SL OMEGA chair is the best chair I&#39;ve had and is still in great nick . I love the new magnetic armrests and neck cushion . I have no hesitation in recommending this chair to anyone .positive

The reviewer has had their Secretlab OMEGA chair for a number of years and it's still in great condition.
They decided to upgrade this year and pass their old chair to another family member.
They praise the packaging and the chair itself, noting that everything is well done.
The new features, including the magnetic armrests, neck cushion, and inbuilt adjustable lumbar support, are appreciated.
The reviewer has no hesitation in recommending this chair to anyone and has done so in the past.None positive

Good packaging
Good features
Comfortable
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I&#39;ve had my Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Small - Secretlab NEO™ Hybrid Leatherette for a few weeks now. Obvs, it came well-packed, no missing parts etc etc.<br>At first i thought the seat-pad was too hard but i was wrong - it is very comfortable and provides excellent support.<br>Whilst there are other, more expensive chairs around i cant see how they can be any improvement on this chair.<br>Highly recommended, buy with confidence. I&#39;ve had my Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Small - Secretlab NEO™ Hybrid Leatherette for a few weeks now . Obvs, it came well-packed, no missing parts etc etc .positive

The reviewer has had their Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series for a few weeks and found it well-packed with no missing parts.
Initially, they thought the seat pad was too hard, but they've since realized it is very comfortable and provides excellent support.
The reviewer believes it's hard to see how other, more expensive chairs can be any improvement over this one.
Highly recommends the chair with confidence.None positive

Good packaging
Good build quality
Comfortable Firm seat needs a breaking-in period

I&#39;ve had my eye on The Witcher Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series for a while now, and I decided to go for it, and I can 1000% say it&#39;s the best gaming chair I&#39;ve ever owned!<br><br>I&#39;m not exactly gifted when it comes to self assembly but the instructions were so straight forward and there&#39;s even a QR code to watch a step by step guide to help you which I appreciated a lot!<br><br>I&#39;m a huge Witcher fan so getting the chance to have a Witcher themed chair was amazing it even comes with a Secretlab exclusive collectible Gwent card and you get another one at random (I got Geralt!) And the back of the instructions to build the chair is a map of The Continent from The Witcher 3! All of these are cool little things that Secretlab didn&#39;t need to include but they did!<br><br>The chair has lumbar support and curvature support I can spend hours in this chair and not feel stiff from sitting in the same place for too long it&#39;s that comfortable!<br>It also comes with a memory foam head rest that connects through magnets so no strap on the back ruining the aesthetics of the look of the chair either!<br><br>If you&#39;re questioning whether to get one or not, do yourself a favour and get one! You won&#39;t regret it! 10/10 worth the money!I&#39;ve had my eye on The Witcher Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series for a while now . I decided to go for it and I can 1000% say this is the best gaming chair ever owned! The Witcher TITAN Evo 2022 Series comes with a Gwent card and you get another one at random (I got Geralt!)positive

The user decided to purchase The Witcher Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series.
The chair is described as the best gaming chair the user has ever owned.
The chair's inclusion of a Gwent card and an additional random card (in this case, Geralt) is highlighted and appreciated.None positive

Easy assembly
High quality build
Comfortable

I&#39;ve had my chair for about a month now. It was delayed a couple of times, the shipping took a week even though it&#39;s just going across the city (yes, pandemic, just saying). Was very anxious to get it. The unboxing experience was fantastic - super heavy! But very easy to put together and feels like the premium product it is.<br>My main complaints are how hard the thing is. It&#39;s not actually that comfortable and I&#39;ve yet to find a satisfactory position where I&#39;m able to sit back in it naturally. The lumbar support sounds great but there&#39;s little in the way of suggestions about how best to use it. I have looked but it appears to be trial and error and it can take a while to &quot;feel right&quot;. I have tried to make my settings as low as possible as it was quite uncomfortable and made my back more sore.<br>The magnetic pillow is awesome. No complaints there.<br>One of the reasons I&#39;m writing this review is because I get a coupon for an accessory. Accessories do seem necessary sadly. I have a friend who bought the 2020 model chair (I have the 2022) and needed their lumbar pillow which is an extra $100. I&#39;m thinking I might need the same. The arm rests that come out of the box are fine but again, can be a bit hard and uncomfortable for longer periods. It seems they also save the best arm rests for people who pay EVEN MORE.<br>The amount of adjustment you can do with this chair is incredible and it feels very solid and secure every time I change the angle or the height etc. absolutely the best chair I&#39;ve had in that regard. The arm rest adjustments are also outstanding in terms of what they offer in range.<br>The chair looks great (it&#39;s actually huge) and is certainly the best chair I&#39;ve ever owned, I just wish it was a bit more comfy and plush.The amount of adjustment you can do with this chair is incredible and it feels very solid and secure every time I change the angle or height etc. absolutely the best chair I&#39;ve had in that regard . The magnetic pillow is awesome. The arm rest adjustments are also outstanding in terms of what they offer in range .positive

The chair offers an incredible amount of adjustment options, allowing for customization to personal preferences.
The chair is noted for feeling solid and secure when making adjustments in terms of angle and height.
The magnetic pillow is described as awesome.
The armrest adjustments are outstanding, offering a wide range of options.None positive

Nice unboxing
Good adjustability
Nice aesthetics

Firm seat
No guidance on how to use the lumbar
Stock armrests are too firm

I&#39;ve currently got 2 Secretlab Titan 2022 series chairs, one for myself and the other for my partner. We both love these chairs as they are super comfortable and they look amazing. I got the Witcher chair and the detail on the chair is amazing. My only complaint is that there isn&#39;t an option for head pillows or lumbar pillows that match the themes of the chairs, it isn&#39;t so much of an issue for my partner as she has the Batman chair which is black and matches the pillow but my chair is mostly browns and reds so the black pillow sticks out. I&#39;d love to see some more options in the future for addons that match the themes of the chairs. Other than that one compliant I love these chairs and wholeheartedly recommend them to my friends. I&#39;ve currently got 2 Secretlab Titan 2022 series chairs, one for myself and the other for my partner . We both love these chairs as they are super comfortable and they look amazing . My only complaint is that there isn't an option for head pillows that match the themes of the chairs .positive

Both the Secretlab Titan 2022 series chairs are super comfortable.
The chairs look amazing, with specific mention of the Witcher chair's incredible detail.
Highly recommended to friends.Lack of matching head pillows or lumbar pillows for chairs with specific themes, such as the one with browns and reds, causing them to stick out.positive

Comfortable
Nice aesthetics Wants more themed acessories

I&#39;ve been using my SecretLabs Titan for roughly a month now, and I&#39;ve had no issues whatsoever with the product. After using other chairs on the market, I was expecting at least some signs of wear and degrading, but nothing! No noises, no imprints, no damage! On top of the quality of the product, the assembly was quality too. Built in 10 minutes, without needing any excessive tools - all tools are provided. My only issue with SecretLabs is with the amount of waste the chair comes in - so much plastic wrap and so much cardboard. Not only is it a pain to depose of, but non-recyclable plastic isn&#39;t cool. I&#39;ve been using my SecretLabs Titan for roughly a month now . Built in 10 minutes, without needing any excessive tools - all tools are provided . My only issue with the chair is with the amount of waste the chair comes in - so much plastic wrap and so much cardboard .positive
The user has been using the SecretLabs Titan chair for roughly a month.
The chair was built in just 10 minutes, and no excessive tools were needed as all required tools were provided.The user expresses concern about the amount of waste the chair's packaging generates, including plastic wrap and cardboard.positive

Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

I&#39;m not going to review just the chair but the whole experience (it&#39;ll be short and sweet....possibly).<br><br>Online ordering was simple and straightforward and email updates kept me informed at every step.<br><br>When it arrived the box was...big and I mean BIG. On opening it I have to say everything was well packed and protected. The instruction sheet is massive including a list of everything that should be in the box (including all the tools you will need). There are also links to videos to help with assembly but I just used the included instructions.<br><br>The assembly is relatively straightforward and can be done by one person (though physical strength is a factor) but would be much, much easier with a helping hand. Assembly took about 45 mins to an hour (that includes unpacking everything) with no helpers.<br><br>So what about the chair? Well there are so many ways to adjust the chair that if you can&#39;t find a comfortable position then you may need to see a doctor.<br><br>You can adjust the arm rests (forward, backwards, up, down, in, out and the angle), the back rest (angle plus lumbar support in, out, up and down), the seat (angle and height) and finally the head rest cushion (stuck on with magnets).<br><br>The softweave fabric is very comfortable and appears quite durable but time will tell on that score. The arm rests surface is PU foam (and removable) it&#39;s firm but comfortable. The head rest pillow has a memory foam inner and a very soft and plush cover....and yes I have fallen asleep more than once in the chair. Overall the best description is firm and comfortable, it offers good support but isn&#39;t too soft or hard anywhere.<br><br>Overall it&#39;s a fantastic piece of kit with a premium feel to the entire process, packaging and product. Yes, this kind of money for a chair may seem expensive or excessive to some but in all honesty you&#39;re getting what you pay for.<br><br>In comparison to other gaming chairs it&#39;s a very competitively priced and I&#39;ve had gaming chairs that didn&#39;t meet this standard for a very similar cost.<br><br>I&#39;ll be upfront and say now that Secret Labs did email asking if I&#39;d leave a review and offered a £20 voucher for accessories if I included a photo (not asking or requiring a positive review). I&#39;m not including a photo so this review gets me no bonus or any sort of payment. This is totally my opinion of a chair I paid for with my own hard earned cash.Online ordering was simple and straightforward and email updates kept me informed at every step . The assembly is relatively straightforward and can be done by one person (though physical strength is a factor) Assembly took about 45 mins to an hour (that includes unpacking everything) with no helpers .positive

The online ordering process is described as simple and straightforward.
Email updates are appreciated for keeping the user informed at every step.
Assembly is considered relatively straightforward and doable by one person.
The assembly process took about 45 minutes to an hour, including unpacking, even without helpers.None positive

Pleasant overall experience
Easy assembly
Good adjustability
Good Softweave upholstery
Premium feel

I&#39;m happy with the chair. It feels like a premium product. I&#39;ve been sitting on it for 7+ hours straight without getting uncomfortable. It also smells really nice.<br><br>I pre-ordered my one but it came significantly earlier than the expected date. It took about 45 minutes to assemble and the instructions are very clear (there is also a video but I didn&#39;t watch that). The tools needed to assemble the chair are also provided.<br><br>I was apprehensive about the back tensor dial as opposed to a lumbar cushion but it actually works well. It can be uncomfortable if you have it on a &quot;high&quot; setting but it&#39;s very easy to adjust. The back support is good even without the tensor, especially because the angle of the backrest is adjustable using the recline lever.<br><br>The head pillow is a nice addition -- I think it&#39;s memory foam -- and the surface feels soft.<br><br>The recline mechanism is a bit &quot;aggressive&quot;. If you don&#39;t push back on it then it springs forward very quickly. Also it seems like there are a series of notches that the recline lever fits into and if you move it such that it&#39;s not in one of the notches then the backrest springs forward slightly as you take your weight off. I noticed these things when I got the chair but I don&#39;t notice them anymore now that I am used to it, but I think it&#39;s worth mentioning.<br><br>I would recommend the chair, and I think i&#39;m gonna go sit in it now.The head pillow is a nice addition -- I think it&#39;s memory foam -- and the surface feels soft . The recline mechanism is a bit &quot;aggressive and springs forward very quickly .positive

They express satisfaction with the chair, noting that it feels like a premium product and remains comfortable during extended periods of use.

The user mentions that they pre-ordered the chair, and it arrived earlier than the expected date.

Assembling the chair took approximately 45 minutes, and they found the instructions to be clear. The necessary tools were included.

They were initially apprehensive about the back tensor dial but found it to work well for adjusting back support. The chair's back support was also mentioned as good, especially with the adjustable backrest angle.

The head pillow was appreciated for its comfort, and they described it as potentially made of memory foam.

The user comments on the recline mechanism, noting that it can feel "aggressive" and mentioning specific details about its operation. They adjusted to these features over time and don't find them bothersome.

In conclusion, the user recommends the chair and expresses their intention to enjoy it further.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Nice aesthetics
Easy assembly Quirky recline mechanism

I&#39;m a software engineer and spend a lot of time sitting in the zone developing. I had an ergo chair previously but after long stints of sitting it was beginning to hurt my back and legs with the lack of support and moulding.<br><br>I purchased the Dark Knight Titan EVO 2022 series recently after visiting a friend who had the EVO 2020 edition. I was sceptical of shelling out the money the chair costs blindly without being able to see or try one in advance, but purchased almost immediately once being able to have a shot and have no regrets. The unboxing experience is premium, the assembly was simple with the large instruction card provided and the build quality is incredible. I have been using it for about a month now and have had no back or leg pain issues at all with the shaped seat and lumber support.I&#39;m a software engineer and spend a lot of time sitting in the zone developing . I had an ergo chair previously but after long stints of sitting it was beginning to hurt my back and legs with the lack of support and moulding .positive

The reviewer, a software engineer, spends a lot of time sitting while working and was previously using an ergonomic chair that was causing back and leg pain.
They recently purchased the Dark Knight Titan EVO 2022 series chair after trying a friend's EVO 2020 edition.
The unboxing experience was premium, assembly was simple with a large instruction card, and the build quality of the chair is impressive.
After using the chair for about a month, the reviewer has experienced no back or leg pain issues, thanks to the shaped seat and lumbar support.None positive

Good unboxing
Nice aesthetics
Easy assembly
Comfortable

I&#39;ll start off with the good... this chair looks absolutely beautiful, really nice bit of furniture. I love the adjustability and ergonomics, great for sitting regularly or cross legged which is perfect for me. I absolutely love the neck pillow too!<br><br>Assembly was very straight forward and easy to follow, with good quality tools included that made the process very painless...<br><br>However, one thing did knock the rating down. This caused me extreme frustration and I was very disappointed. Once the chair is assembled, there is a little safety screw that you have to remove as shown in the instructions, this little fixture prevents the chair back from tilting unintentionally. If you don&#39;t remove it you can&#39;t tilt the chair back.<br><br>The problem with it is two fold, firstly the included screwdriver is difficult to fit into the small space to remove the screw, and worst of all, the screw is of very poor quality, when I attempted to remove it, the screw head just disintegrated, leaving metal shards everywhere. It took me nearly an hour trying to remove that screw! You would think for the money they could come up with something better, or at least give us a higher quality screw that&#39;s not going to be shredded by the included tools. The chair looks absolutely beautiful, really nice bit of furniture . I love the adjustability and ergonomics of the chair . The included screwdriver is difficult to fit into the small space to remove the screw, and worst of all, the screw head just disintegrated, leaving metal shards everywhere .neutral

The chair looks absolutely beautiful and is a nice piece of furniture.
It offers great adjustability and ergonomics, suitable for regular sitting or sitting cross-legged.
The neck pillow is highly appreciated by the user.
Assembly was straightforward and came with quality tools, making the process painless.

The chair assembly process was marred by a frustrating issue with a safety screw that needs to be removed to tilt the chair back.
The included screwdriver is difficult to fit into the small space to remove the screw.
The screw provided is of very poor quality, leading to its disintegration when attempting to remove it, causing metal shards to scatter.
The user expected better quality or a higher-grade screw for the price.neutral

Nice aesthetics
Easy assembly
Comfortable A safety screw exploded

I&#39;d heard a lot about the chairs from various people but was still slightly sceptical.<br><br>I needn&#39;t have worried, they are excellent chairs.<br><br>Once you get inside the packaging and assemble the chair, you can see that it has been well thought out.<br><br>The quality of the materials is good and it has a premium aesthetic.<br><br>In terms of comfort, so far so good. It&#39;s a shame the lumbar pillow doesn&#39;t come with the chair as standard but appreciate reasons for/against doing this. I&#39;m just about to order the lumbar pillow pro, as my aging back needs it!<br><br>Granted, it may not have the adjustability or better ergonomics of more expensive office chairs but for the price there is nothing in the market that is comparable.<br><br>Picking the right size was my main issue, as I fell into between two sizes. My tip is to go for the bigger model, as the arms are fairly adjustable so you can bring them in a few centimeters and you can sit in a more relaxed position.<br><br>Overall, I can highly recommend making a purchase.I&#39;d heard a lot about the chairs from various people but was still slightly sceptical . The quality of the materials is good and it has a premium aesthetic . It may not have the adjustability or better ergonomics of more expensive office chairs but for the price there is nothing in the market that is comparable .positive

The reviewer was initially skeptical but found the Secretlab chairs to be excellent.
They appreciate the well-thought-out packaging and assembly process.
The chair is made of quality materials and has a premium aesthetic.
The chair's comfort is good, and they plan to order the lumbar pillow pro for added support.
While it may not have the same adjustability or ergonomics as more expensive office chairs, the price makes it incomparable in the market.
The reviewer's tip is to go for the bigger model if you're between sizes, as the arms are fairly adjustable for a more relaxed position.
Overall, they highly recommend making a purchase.None positive

Good packaging
Good value for the money Wishes it came with an external lumbar pillow

I’ve waited until after a few months of use before leaving a review. I’ve been suffering from back ache through working from home and poor posture, and I wanted to see how this chair would help alleviate those problems. I am pleased to say that it’s made a huge different. The chair is really well made, and heavy so as to give a feeling of quality and robustness - without being unwieldy. The lumbar controls and adjustability means I can find the right position and change it throughout the day, such as to lean back or rock forwards and backwards or recline for a moment of rest, aswel as finding a good upright position for when on video calls etc. I have a height adjustable/standing desk, and I can easily raise the chair alongside this if I need to stretch my legs abit. The whole unboxing and putting together experience was straightforward, there is a lot of packaging - but then that’s something I was grateful for as the outer box had been damaged in transit, but to my relief the inner packaging meant that the chain itself was unharmed. There are a lot of chairs out there, and it’s hard to determine the right options - but I did plenty of research and watched videos to the point that SecretLabs was my clear favourite. It is on the hard side, but as I’m sat in the chair all day long - that is what I needed to alleviate my crippling back pain. My posture is vastly improved and I have a quality item of furniture in my home office. I would thoroughly the Secretlab Total Evo 2022 to anyone looking for a robust, supportive, adjustable chair - with good lumbar support for long hours working and/or gaming. The lumbar controls and adjustability means I can find the right position and change it throughout the day . It is on the hard side, but as I’m sat in the chair all day long - that is what I needed to alleviate my crippling back pain .positive

The user has been suffering from backache due to working from home and poor posture.
The Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 chair has made a significant difference in alleviating these problems.
The chair is well-made, giving a feeling of quality and robustness without being unwieldy.
The lumbar controls and adjustability allow the user to find the right position and change it throughout the day.
The chair's flexibility allows for leaning back, rocking forwards and backwards, reclining, and finding an upright position for video calls.
The chair can be easily adjusted to the user's height-adjustable/standing desk.
The unboxing and assembly experience was straightforward, and the packaging protected the chair from damage during transit.
The user conducted extensive research and found SecretLabs to be their clear favorite.
The firmness of the chair is suitable for extended sitting, helping alleviate back pain and improve posture.
The chair is considered a quality addition to the user's home office.None positive

Back pain relief
Good adjustability
Supportive lumbar
Firm, comfortable seat
Improved posture
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I’m not a gamer any more, but as a photographer, I do a lot of photo-editing and so spend a lot of time sitting in my office. For that reason, I need a comfortable, supportive chair that will last the distance. Following recommendations from friends and colleagues in the IT industry (my previous life before taking early retirement), I settled on a Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series in black.<br>I was astounded to be taking delivery of it less that 20 hours after ordering it. And when it arrived, struck by how well it was packaged. No danger of anything getting damaged in transit.<br>The package, once opened, even contains instruction of how to unpack the various elements of the chair, along with full very clear and concise instructions (including pictures) of how to assemble it and all the tools required.<br>Assembly is very easy and straightforward, anybody with the most basic DIY abilities could complete the build in half an hour or so.<br>Once built, it’s just a matter of adjusting it to suit.<br>I would be happy to recommend this chair to anyone. I'm not a gamer any more, but as a photographer, I need a comfortable, supportive chair that will last the distance . I settled on a Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series in black . I was astounded to be taking delivery of it less than 20 hours after ordering it .positive

The user, although not a gamer, needed a comfortable and supportive chair for photography.
They chose the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series in black.
The quick delivery is emphasized, with the chair arriving in less than 20 hours after ordering.None positive

Fast delivery
Comfortable
Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features

I work from home and have done for over 8 years so I thought I&#39;d spoil myself and get a new chair. As I&#39;m a big fan of RUST I saw the in game sponsorship for SecretLab and after a bit of digging, I thought I get myself one... but, after not getting any info re my order (after the money was taken out of my account three weeks previously), I reached out to support. And then the inevitable started. Numerous support emails later - which just got the normal copy and paste replies (Thank you for your patience while we go over your case... etc etc) and the new normal which is to blame COVID (Unfortunately, the delivery of your order is running slightly behind schedule due to manpower disruptions stemming from the pandemic.) I FINALLY got the chair and to be very honest, I was overwhelmed by the complete and overly done packaging. If I was Greta Thunberg I would have lost my mind... so much waste and over the top &#39;fluff&#39; just not needed - you guys really need to speak to ThinkPackaging (ThinkPack.co.nz) to get into the 21st century! It took three weeks to get rid of all the boxes and foam... it just wouldn&#39;t fit in our recycling bin!<br><br>The chair is ok but not at all worth the $700+ dollars I paid (NZD). One of the buttons on the right arm pops out for no reason when pressed (like the plastic inside the housing isn&#39;t moulded correctly/broken or is just badly designed). And after waiting over a month for the delivery I really can&#39;t be bothered to even try and get it rectified/fixed.<br><br>The seat (where my backside is) is very very hard but I&#39;m hoping that will soften over time but 2 weeks in and its still on the verge of giving me piles.<br><br>I was going to order two more for my sons for Christmas but after my experience I&#39;m going to save over $500 and get top of the range DXRacers instead.I work from home and have done for over 8 years so I thought I&#39;d spoil myself and get a new chair . The chair is ok but not at all worth the $700+ dollars I paid (NZD) I was going to save over $500 and get top of the range DXRacers instead .negative
The user expresses dissatisfaction with the chair, mentioning that it's not worth the $700+ (NZD) they paid for it.
They were considering saving over $500 and getting a top-of-the-range DXRacer chair instead.negative

Difficultly ordering
Firm seat
Too much packaging

I weigh anywhere between 120-150kg depending on how gluttonous I feel.<br>Amazon and IKEA chairs bend/warp/disintegrate in less than a year.<br>At £70 a pop that adds up to £700 a decade.<br>I bought the XL version for an extra £70 which has a weight limit of 180kg and is designed for people nearly 7ft tall. I also paid an extra £20 for the softweave as I want this chair&#39;s exterior to last for the years to come.<br><br>This is by far the best purchase I have ever made and it is 100% worth the price tag. Try not to think of it as just a &quot;computer chair&quot; and more of a &quot;high end piece of furniture&quot;.<br><br>It was very easy to assemble, feels solid to sit in and it&#39;s unbelievably comfortable. All the wee additions like the magentic pillow and arm rests, the easily adjustable armrests (can place them diagonally, out far, in close, up and down), the built in lumbar support, the full recline and tilt that handles even the heaviest of people and wide seat for supreme comfort.<br><br>Highly, HIGHLY recommend. This chair will probably last a bare minimum of 10 years.Amazon and IKEA chairs bend/warp/disintegrate in less than a year . At £70 a pop that adds up to £700 a decade . XL version has a weight limit of 180kg and is designed for people nearly 7ft tall .positive
The XL version of the chair is noted for its weight limit of 180kg, making it suitable for heavier individuals.
It's designed for people nearly 7ft tall, offering a comfortable option for taller individuals.The user expresses dissatisfaction with Amazon and IKEA chairs, which they describe as bending, warping, or disintegrating in less than a year, highlighting the cost of replacing such chairs over time.positive

Easy assembly
Good adjustability
Comfortable

I wasn&#39;t expecting that this chair will be so comfortable. It&#39;s really a game changer - you can adjust it as you want for your personal preferences to make a perfect chair for work, gaming or just relax.<br>I pay many attention to how things are made, and this Titan is one of the highest quality products I bought last years, from packaging to overall feeling.<br>I would recommend it to everybody who wants to have a great chair for years. Titan is one of the highest quality products I bought last years, from packaging to overall feeling . It&#39;s really a game changer - you can adjust it as you want to make a perfect chair for work, gaming or just relax .positive

The Titan chair is described as one of the highest quality products the user has purchased in recent years.
The overall experience, from packaging to the chair's feeling, is highly praised.
The chair is considered a game changer, as it offers adjustable features to create a perfect seating experience for work, gaming, or relaxation.None positive

Comfortable
High qiuality build

I was thinking of getting one of these chairs for quite a while, but I didn&#39;t want to go for it because I thought they were a little pricy. But I bought my chair during the black Friday sale and seriously it&#39;s THE best chair that I&#39;ve tried. At first, it felt like a normal chair, but after about a month of use, I can say it&#39;s super comfy and you can customize a lot of things. If you can afford it, don&#39;t buy any other chair on Amazon or Ikea (as I did). Get one Secret Lab chair! (Your buttocks will appreciate it) The Secret Lab chair is the best chair that I&#39;ve tried. At first, it felt like a normal chair, but after about a month of use, it feels super comfy and you can customize a lot of things. If you can afford it, don't buy any other chair on Amazon .positive

The chair is perceived as pricy, but it's worth the investment.
Purchased during the Black Friday sale, it's described as the best chair ever tried.
Despite initially feeling like a normal chair, it became super comfy after a month of use.
The chair offers a high level of customization.
A recommendation to choose a Secretlab chair over options on Amazon or Ikea for better comfort.None positive

Comfortable
Good adjustability

I was surprised by the comfort of this chair even after many hours of use. It is not just a product for gaming players but also a great choice for “normal” use, especially for those who spend a lot of time working at the computer.<br><br>Quality of materials and sturdiness are at the top. I’ sure they are a guarantee for the long life of the chair, even with intensive use. The possibility of having a wide choice of tunings, allows without difficulty, to adapt it according to personal needs. Probably the best choice would be fabric material instead of leather which, as expected with the stay of several hours, tends to be less comfortable.<br><br>A note of particular merit goes to the packaging. Truly excellent and rational done, to protect an expensive object and not damage it during transport. Clear and simple assembly instructions. Factory preassembly helps a lot and no special skill is needed.<br><br>Completely satisfied.Quality of materials and sturdiness are at the top . Clear and simple assembly instructions. Factory preassembly helps a lot and no special skill is needed . Probably the best choice would be fabric material .positive

The quality of materials and sturdiness of the chair are noted as top-notch.
Assembly instructions are described as clear and simple.
Factory preassembly is appreciated, making assembly easier, and no special skills are required.None positive

Easy assembly
Good features
High quality build
Comfortable

I was struggling with an Ikea chair (which, to be fair, wasn&#39;t cheap!) for a few years and kept having back issues. As I have an old back injury from playing sports in my youth, I assumed it was just par for the course until I decided to invest in a new chair (enter Secret Lab!).<br><br>After spending 1 WFH day in the SecretLab XL, my back is literally 95% improved compared to the IKEA chair! The lumbar support is excellent, the seat depth is enough to completely support my legs as a 6ft 3&quot; man, and the support from the arms/headrest just complete the all-round comfort of the experience. Quite honestly, I&#39;ve never set in such a comfortable chair and, even though it&#39;s an expensive purchase, I&#39;ve never been happier. My first concern was always &quot;This costs a lot...do I really NEED it?&quot; but I can gladly report that I do not regret the decision even a little bit! After all, I spend most of my working day sat down (or stood at my desk!) and there is no price too great if it means a healthy, pain-free back/sitting experience.<br><br>Honestly, if you&#39;re on the fence, you won&#39;t find another chair of this quality/comfort for a similar price. I 100% recommend this product. It quite literally changed my life. Lumbar support is excellent, the seat depth is enough to completely support my legs as a 6ft 3&quot; man . The support from the arms/headrest just complete the all-round comfort of the experience .positive

The SecretLab XL chair significantly improved the user's back comfort and health, even compared to a previously expensive Ikea chair.
The chair offers excellent lumbar support, comfortable seat depth for a 6ft 3" person, and great support from the arms and headrest.
The user has never sat in a more comfortable chair and does not regret the investment.
The chair is considered worth the price for those who spend most of their working day sitting and value a pain-free, healthy back and sitting experience.
The product is highly recommended for its quality, comfort, and life-changing impact.None positive

High quality build
Relieved back pain
Comfortable

I was relucent to spend the money but boy I&#39;m glad I did.<br><br>The chair came the next day even though I didn&#39;t pay for next day delivery. Packaging made the experience building the chair brilliant, it was like unpacking a pair of Louboutins. Everything was in clear sections with easy to assemble guiding. Even came with a Secret Labs screwdriver. Took less then ten minutes to build, anyone can do it.<br><br>The chair is solid and comfortable at the same time. So much support for long gaming sessions and the napa leather is soft and feels amazing. The support/height adjustments are easy and have more options then most chairs. The magnetic head pillow is a nice touch, looks so much better.<br><br>I cant recommend this chair enough! Packaging made the experience building the chair brilliant, it was like unpacking a pair of Louboutins . Everything was in clear sections with easy to assemble guiding . Took less then ten minutes to build, anyone can do it .positive

The packaging is described as making the chair-building experience brilliant, comparable to unpacking a high-end brand like Louboutins.
The packaging is praised for being organized into clear sections with easy-to-follow assembly instructions.
Assembly is noted as quick, taking less than ten minutes, and it's considered easy for anyone to do.None positive

Fast delivery
Good packaging
Good build quality
Good adjustability

I was quite skeptical at first, since I have seen all the memes and the stigma behind racing chairs. But after watching reviews of other everyday people who have purchased the chairs and seeing how good, comfortable and quite fashionable the chairs are, I bit the bullet and purchased one. I replaced a 4 year old Ikea chair, which was squeaking like crazy even after numerous coatings of WD40 and I couldn&#39;t be happier. The delivery was super fast and everything came in great condition, the box wasn&#39;t even scuffed. I&#39;t took a little bit longer to set up, as I wanted to make sure I didn&#39;t mess it up, but it wasn&#39;t hard to do. This chair has got to be the most comfortable chair I have ever sat on, the cushion feels good, the way the chair reclines is perfect and even the arm rests (which is something I usually remove from my chairs) feel nice. When choosing which version of the chair to go for, I read online that it was better to go one size up, which I did and I do not regret it one bit. The only con I would say is that the pricing is quite high, but from having the chair for only just a week I can already see why it&#39;s got the price tag that it does. The quality in fabric and materials is so much better than (lets compare) my previous Ikea chair, which had maybe half the cushioning if not less than this and it only reclined to maybe a 1/4 of what this chair can.<br><br>Overall, I feel like this was a great purchase. Would totally recommend if you want a nice looking and comfortable chair to match your setup. The delivery was super fast and everything came in great condition, the box wasn&#39;t even scuffed . The quality in fabric and materials is so much better than (lets compare) my previous Ikea chair, which had maybe half the cushioning if not less than this and it only reclined to maybe a 1/4 of what this chair can . The only con I would say is that the pricing is quite high .positive
The delivery is described as super fast, and everything arrived in great condition, with no damage to the box.
The quality of the fabric and materials is noted to be significantly better than the user's previous Ikea chair, with better cushioning and more recline options.The pricing of the chair is mentioned as quite high, which the user sees as a downside.positive

Fast delivery
Comfortable Assembly took long

I was initially hesitate to make such a large investment in what is ultimately just a chair, however, I&#39;m so glad I did! I started working from home in November 2021 and until July 2022 I haven&#39;t had a single day where I was comfortable sat at my desk. Due to the constant use day in day out due to working from home I knew I needed a really good chair. I did my research and went with the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 - XL - Secretlab SoftWeave Plus Fabric in cookies and cream and I haven&#39;t looked back since! The purchase process was easy, it arrived quickly, the assembly was really easy thanks to the instructions and how well the parts were packed. From first use I&#39;ve noticed an improvement in my back pain and sciatica issues and I would highly recommend this chair to anyone. Yes it&#39;s pricey, but for me it&#39;s definitely worth it.I started working from home in November 2021 and until July 2022 I haven&#39;t had a single day where I was comfortable sat at my desk . The TITAN Evo 2022 - XL - Secretlab SoftWeave Plus Fabric in cookies and cream .positive
The user highlights their positive experience with the TITAN Evo 2022 XL in Secretlab SoftWeave Plus Fabric in cookies and cream.
They express that before using this chair, they hadn't had a single comfortable day while working from home from November 2021 to July 2022.positive

Back pain relief
Easy buying process
Easy assembly

I was getting a lot of pain from my old cheapy second-hand office chair and desperately needed an upgrade. I&#39;m so glad I chose the Secret Lab Titan Evo! It looks great, it&#39;s fully adjustable and I find it super comfortable. I was a little worried about other people telling me how firm it is, but to be honest I quite like it being firm. Means I know there&#39;s more support over the long term and it won&#39;t sag. My old chair had sagged so much that I was practically sitting on the hard plastic anyway!<br><br>The only little ****** I have is that I wish the arm rests could move back a bit more. I tend to sit very far back in the chair and like to be as close to the desk as possible, but the arm rests hit my desk unless I have them lowered almost all the way, but this then means my arms aren&#39;t using the arm rests when i&#39;m typing anyway. Alternatively, an option to recline the arm rests out of the way when needed would be cool. I was getting a lot of pain from my old cheapy second-hand office chair and desperately needed an upgrade . I&#39;m so glad I chose the Secret Lab Titan Evo! It looks great, it&#38;s fully adjustable and I find it super comfortable . The only little ****** I have is that I wish the arm rests could move back a bit more .positive

The Secret Lab Titan Evo was chosen as an upgrade from an old, uncomfortable office chair.
The chair looks great, is fully adjustable, and is found to be super comfortable.
The firmness of the chair is appreciated as it provides long-term support and prevents sagging.
The user values the durability and support compared to their previous chair, which had sagged.
Overall, the chair offers a significant improvement in comfort and support.The user wishes the armrests could move back further to accommodate their preferred sitting position, as the armrests currently hit the desk when they sit farther back in the chair. This affects their ability to use the armrests while typing.positive

Back pain relief
Good adjustability
Comfortable firm seat Armrest adjustability 

I was extremely happy at how quickly the item arrived and was looking forward to start using it. The chair does look good and the Hybrid Leatherette is comfortable to sit on, but unfortunately this is not enough to be satisfied when purchasing a fairly high end product.<br><br>The chair is making such a loud squeaking noise every time you move which I did not expect when paying a premium price. Having searched the internet it seems I am not the only one who has or are experiencing this and various people have mentioned Secret Lab sending out an anti creak kit which is for the leatherette version of the chair. Why they don&#39;t include this as standard I simply don&#39;t understand as there does seems to be flaw in the product design...<br><br>The other issue I noticed was on the back of the seat where there seems to be some indented marks within the material. They maybe small but I expect premium quality when paying a premium price.<br><br>The above issues were reported on the 14th January and I am still waiting for a resolution. You can only contact customer services via email and a response is provided every couple days. The last response provided was &quot;Currently, we are still awaiting an update from the product team. We will let you know as soon as we have more information.&quot;<br><br>I find it difficult to understand why it is taking the product team so long to provide a resolution when the issue has been with them for over 2 weeks now... The Hybrid Leatherette is comfortable to sit on, but not enough to be satisfied when purchasing a fairly high end product . The chair is making such a loud squeaking noise every time you move which I did not expect when paying a premium price . The other issue I noticed was on the back of the seat where there seems to be some indented marks .neutral The item arrived quickly, and the chair has a good appearance and comfortable Hybrid Leatherette material.

The chair makes a loud squeaking noise when moving, which was unexpected for a premium-priced product.
There are indented marks on the back of the seat, which the reviewer considers unacceptable for a premium product.
Customer service response has been slow, with a lack of resolution after over two weeks of reporting the issues.neutral

Fast delivery
Nice aesthetics
Good leatherette upholstery

Noisy backrest
Slow customer support

I was absolutely blown away by the quality of the chair, every detail seems to be designed by god.<br>The leather is soft to touch and the assembly was easy. I&#39;ve started home working and I was struggling with my old chair: backpain, fatigue and stiff neck. I decided to buy the top and to be frankly I am so happy.<br>I&#39;d recommend it to everybody from the ordering process to the actual tryout. It is fantastic experience!<br>I have already recommended to my friends!<br>Last but not least: I had a really good experience with the customer care, as I noticed a small issue with the backrest, they helped me out and now the problem is solved. I&#39;ve started home working and I was struggling with my old chair: backpain, fatigue and stiff neck . I was absolutely blown away by the quality of the chair, every detail seems to be designed by god . The leather is soft to touch and the assembly was easy .positive

The user experienced issues like back pain, fatigue, and a stiff neck while using their old chair for home working.
The quality of the new chair is described as being of such high quality that every detail seems impeccably designed.
The leather material is praised for being soft to the touch.
Assembly is mentioned as easy.None positive

Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable
Back pain relief
Good customer support

I very much like the chair. Massive improvement from the chair I previously had. Felt a little intimidated by all the &quot;DO NOT TOUCH THIS&quot; labels everywhere in regards to the tilt mechanism whilst assembling. Almost put me off touching anything but I persevered. But it made me cautious and careful building it so its probably for the best. Would definitely recommend to a friend/family.Massive improvement from the chair I previously had . Felt a little intimidated by all the &quot;DO NOT TOUCH THIS&QUOT; labels everywhere in regards to the tilt mechanism whilst assembling . Would definitely recommend to a friend/family .positive
The user likes the chair and considers it a significant improvement over their previous chair.
They would recommend the chair to friends and family.The user felt intimidated by warning labels regarding the tilt mechanism during assembly but was able to complete the assembly.positive

Comfortable
High qiuality build

I took my time in purchasing my Titan Evo 2022, and read a lot of reviews. I mean all the streamers&#39; use them. So it was Christmas, I deserved a Pressie. So I bit the bullet and ordered my chair. It came so fast, the delivery driver was nice and helpful to.(he didn&#39;t work for secret labs)<br>Its pack so well, and the building instructions are so easy to follow, Everything felt so Quality. from the arms to the base. You even get a great little tool kit to.<br>At first i though it was a little hard on the bottom. But after ten minutes sitting and play my Pc, i did not want to get up, It is So Comfy. Easy to adjust and move around. It feels Quality, and looks Fantastic.<br>I could not recommend Secret Labs Enough. Fantastic work that the team put into these chairs...... Now saving for the Desk!Secret Labs' Titan Evo 2022 is the latest in a series of high-end gaming chairs . Prices start at £99.99 .positive Satisfied None positive

Fast delivery
Good packaging
Good build quality
Good adjustability
Comfortable Needs a breaking-in period
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I recently suffered a spinal injury and needed a supportive chair. I’m so pleased I purchased my Titan evo chair. The size and adjustability fit my needs perfectly. The quality of the chair makes the Titan sturdy and with the adjustable settings allow to to create a comfortable experience. This chair has definitely been a worthwhile purchase that has kept me relaxed for hours at a time. When purchasing the chair the customer service was amazing and really helpful with follow up contact to make sure everything was well, that I was impressed with. The chair is easy to build and is packed well. This is the first chair I’ve purchased from Secretlab and I don’t have any regrets definitely five stars!I recently suffered a spinal injury and needed a supportive chair . The quality of the chair makes the Titan sturdy and with the adjustable settings allow to to create a comfortable experience . This chair has definitely been a worthwhile purchase that has kept me relaxed for hours at a time .positive

The Titan chair is described as sturdy and of high quality, which is essential for providing support following a spinal injury.
The chair's adjustable settings are highlighted as a feature that allows for a comfortable and supportive experience.
The user considers the purchase of this chair as worthwhile and notes that it has kept them relaxed for extended periods of time.None positive

Good back support
Good adjustability
Good customer support
Pleasant experience

I recently purchased the Titan Evo 2022 leatherette chair.<br><br>I have been using the same office chair for a number of years now and the padding had completely given in and was extremely uncomfortable. Paired with the fact it only alowed the seat and the back to tilk together to around 45 degrees, it was very uncomfortable to use over long periods.<br><br>The Titan Evo has solved both of these problems perfectly. The back support oyu get with the adjustable Lumbar is far superior to anything I&#39;ve experienced with other office chairs in the past. The seat is firm but cushionded and extremely comfortable over long periods of sitting. The ability to tilt the seat independantly to the back provides me with copious options for seating positions to ensure that I don&#39;t get uncomfortable from sitting in the same position for too long. The adjustable arm rests feel slightly wobbly and loose at first but this is not a problem at all and the multi direction adjustments are extremely useful and I use them constantly throughout the day. Even the magnetic head cushion is surprisingly comfortable and provides ample head support with strong magnets that ensure it rarely falls off.<br><br>I was also extremely impressed with the packaging and ease of assembly, with large, easy to read, clear instructions to follow.<br><br>Thank you very much for this product, it is greatly appreciated.I recently purchased the Titan Evo 2022 leatherette chair . The back support oyu get with the adjustable Lumbar is far superior to anything I&#39;ve experienced with other office chairs in the past . The magnetic head cushion is surprisingly comfortable .positive

The Titan Evo 2022 leatherette chair is described as a perfect solution to previous discomfort.
It provides excellent back support with adjustable lumbar support.
The seat is firm yet cushioned, ensuring extreme comfort during long periods of sitting.
Independent tilting of the seat and back offers various seating options.
The adjustable armrests, initially slightly wobbly, provide useful multi-directional adjustments.
The magnetic head cushion is comfortable and securely attached.
Impressed with the packaging and ease of assembly, along with clear instructions.None positive

Good features
High quality build
Comfortable

I recently bought the Secretlab Titan EVO 2022 Series chair and I&#39;m loving it! As someone who sits at my desk for hours, I needed a comfortable and supportive chair, and this one definitely fits the bill. The adjustable armrests, lumbar support, and headrest are a game-changer for me. Plus, the chair looks sleek and modern, adding a cool vibe to my workspace. It&#39;s a bit pricey, but totally worth the investment for anyone who needs a top-quality chair. Overall, I&#39;m really happy with my purchase and would recommend it to anyone looking for a great chair. Secretlab Titan EVO 2022 Series chair has adjustable armrests, lumbar support, and headrests . It&#39;s a bit pricey, but totally worth the investment for anyone who needs a top quality chair .positive

The Secretlab Titan EVO 2022 Series chair is described as comfortable and supportive.
The adjustable armrests, lumbar support, and headrest are considered game-changers.
The chair's sleek and modern design enhances the workspace.
Despite being a bit pricey, it's deemed a worthwhile investment for those seeking top-quality chairs.
The user is very happy with their purchase and recommends it to others.None positive

Comfortable
Good adjustability
Nice aesthetics
Worth the price

I read the reviews on this chair firstly, as it’s quite a lot of money to fork out I thought, well for a chair hey? But anyway, I needed a chair with good support for my back, and after spending hours looking at different ones and reviews etc, I kept coming back to this one. So glad I did, it’s an excellent chair, solid, well made, and so comfortable! Easy to put together, and very well packaged, you know you’re getting a good chair when you start unboxing it, as a lot of thought has gone into that also. I use it for working from home, and gaming. Best chair I’ve ever owned, worth every penny, I’ve had no pain or stiffness in my back since using it. if your contemplating other brands I wouldn’t bother, it gets voted the best gaming chair for a reason. It simply is! Best chair I’ve ever owned, worth every penny . Easy to put together, and very well packaged, as a lot of thought has gone into that .positive

Described as the best chair the user has ever owned.
Considered worth every penny, indicating a good value for the purchase.
Assembly is mentioned as easy, and the packaging is praised for being well-thought-out.None positive

God back support
Good build quality
Comfortable
Back pain relief

I purchased the chair upon recommendation from a work colleague. I knew it would be better than my previous one (which wasn&#39;t bad and had seen a fair amount of use throughout Covid19 lockdowns) but I was not expecting the sheer level of difference.<br><br>Previously sitting for 2 to 3 hours and getting up would result in the usual &quot;stretch&quot; that you do, but no other ill effects.<br><br>I can now be sat at the desk for 3 hours, get up and walk away as if nothing had happened! No stretching/aches or soreness.<br><br>The adjustability is fantastic, comfort and support is supurb and the head pillow can induce naps if you&#39;re not careful!<br><br>Now that I have the best chair in the house, I have to fight the cats for it!<br><br>Even the packaging was impressive. 10/10 - definitely recommended. The adjustability is fantastic, comfort and support is supurb and the head pillow can induce naps if you&#39;re not careful! The packaging was impressive. 10/10 - definitely recommended .positive

The adjustability of the chair is described as fantastic.
Comfort and support are praised as superb.
The head pillow is noted for its comfort, with a playful comment about potentially inducing naps.
The packaging is considered impressive.None positive

Exceeded expectations
Comfortable
Good features
Good packaging

I love this gaming chair! Absolutely high-quality and stable processed. The assembly was very easy and you could feel the high quality of this product in every process. The assembly instructions were described in great detail and, above all, it was pointed out how to assemble the chair in the most gentle way. The chair itself is super comfortable and I use it daily as an office chair. The leather is easy to care for and every seam looks absolutely high-quality. For me the best gaming chair I&#39;ve ever had. The assembly instructions were described in great detail and, above all, it was pointed out how to assemble the chair in the most gentle way . The chair itself is super comfortable and I use it daily as an office chair . The leather is easy to care for and every seam looks absolutely high-quality .positive

The chair is of high quality and built sturdily.
The assembly process was straightforward and well-detailed in the instructions.
The user appreciates the care taken in describing the assembly process to ensure it's gentle on the chair.
They find the chair super comfortable and use it as their daily office chair.
The leather is easy to maintain, and the chair's stitching appears high-quality.
The user concludes that it's the best gaming chair they've ever had.None positive

Good build quality
Easy assembly
Comfortable
Best gaming chair they ever had

I love the design options and after 49 days I am happy with my decision.<br>A few notes about choosing the right chair.<br>- I would suggest to buy for your height rather than your weight, however this may void warranty if you weigh more than the limit for that chair.<br>I am shorter than the height specification for the XL and i found the lumbar not being in the correct area against my back and caused neck pain. However i added a memory foam cushion and this fixed the issue as it gave me a small boost to align me against the chair.<br>- In my research if your absolute priority is comfort, then a high end office chair would be the better choice, however they are ****.<br><br>Pros:<br>- The Best Aesthetics ever<br>- Great warranty time period<br>- Simple to put together<br>- Armrest frame can be adjusted outwards/wider<br><br>Cons:<br>- was uncomfortable for first month and half [Tip: memory foam cushion makes this much better]<br>Is much more comfortable now.<br>- Arm rest forward adjustment is not as much as id like.<br>- Be aware of the bottom of the chair. hitting your ankles can hurt.<br><br>This review is all my own opinion. Always do your own research and make a decision based on your own values for what you want in a computer chair After 49 days I am happy with my decision to buy the XL XL computer chair . I would suggest to buy for your height rather than your weight, however this may void warranty if you weigh more than the limit for that chair .positive The user is happy with their decision to buy the XL computer chair after 49 days of use.The user recommends choosing a chair based on your height rather than weight, but notes that this approach may void the warranty if you exceed the chair's weight limit.positive

Nice designs
Good customer support
Easy assembly

Needs a breaking-in period
Armrests not adjustable enough

I looked at the Titan for over a year and eventually took the plunge and haven&#39;t regretted it. From order to delivery all within 36hrs and simple, easy to follow assembly instructions have made the whole experience so straightforward. The seat itself is incredibly comfortable - I&#39;m a full-time home-worker so need something that&#39;s good for 8-10hrs a day. Quality seems good so far, every surface well finished and the fittings screw in securely. I&#39;d recommend for sure. From order to delivery all within 36hrs and simple, easy to follow assembly instructions have made the whole experience so straightforward . The seat itself is incredibly comfortable - I&#39;m a full-time home-worker so need something that is good for 8-10hrs a day .positive

The user experienced a quick process, with the order to delivery completed within 36 hours.
The assembly instructions are described as simple and easy to follow, making the entire experience straightforward.
The seat of the chair is noted as incredibly comfortable, which is important for the user as a full-time home-worker requiring long hours of use.None positive

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Comfortable

I just recently purchased the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Regular - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric – Black and so far, I have found it to be a really excellent chair for home work and gaming.<br><br>The Softweave Fabric Plus is very comfortable and resilient and overall the appearance of the chair is really cool and looks very stylish and professional adding some much needed class to my home office setup. In fact, it would look very much at home in any office. One of the things that had put me off gaming chairs previously was all the messy straps all over the place for lumbar cushions and head rests etc now these are all gone you have very sleek looking chair in the Evo.<br><br>The lumbar support is excellent and very supportive and configurable to your exact needs and definitely promotes a healthy posture. This is great for me as I have a muscle disease which means I require a very supportive chair which I just don’t get from mesh chairs. The padding is firm and supportive but never uncomfortable.<br><br>The magnetic head pillow I love, again its very comfortable and supportive I’ve had no problems with it falling off and it’s really easy to reposition when you need to. The tilt and recline features are great and work perfectly together such a nice feature I don’t know how I’ve coped without them before! You can push right back into the chair and you’re supported right the way from your head right down the length of your back.<br><br>The 4D arm rests with standard pads are also very comfortable and configurable so you can get them to your exact needs for any setup. The magnetic pads are a nice touch with a view to ease of replacement or upgrading and I have no issues with them coming off to easily. The magnets seem very firm and more than up to the job of holding them in place<br><br>I am 6’1”/80kgs and the regular chair is more than spacious enough for my height and frame with no problems.<br><br>Only minor criticism is the arm rests do have a bit of play in them producing a slight rattle when shifting your arms about when resting on them for typing or holding a controller. This can get a bit irritating when trying to concentrate over extended periods.<br><br>My only other issue which is a nice problem to have is I barely use my sit/stand desk to stand anymore! Basically, because the Evo chair is so comfortable, I don’t ever want to get out of it!Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Regular - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric – Black . The Softweave Fabric Plus is very comfortable and resilient . The tilt and recline features are great and work perfectly together such a nice feature I don't know how I’ve coped without them before!positive

The user purchased the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series in SoftWeave Plus Fabric and found it excellent for both home work and gaming.
The Softweave Fabric Plus is comfortable and resilient, and the chair's appearance is stylish and professional, suitable for home and office use.
The user appreciates the sleek design that eliminates messy straps for lumbar cushions and headrests.
The lumbar support is excellent, supportive, and configurable, promoting a healthy posture.
The chair's padding is firm and supportive without being uncomfortable.
The magnetic head pillow is comfortable and supportive, with no issues of it falling off.
The tilt and recline features are appreciated, providing full-body support.
The 4D armrests with magnetic pads are comfortable and configurable.
The user's height and frame (6'1"/80kg) fit well with the regular-sized chair.
The only minor criticism is that the armrests have some play, leading to a slight rattle when shifting arms during typing or gaming.
The user barely uses their sit/stand desk to stand anymore because the Evo chair is so comfortable.The armrests have a bit of play and can produce a slight rattle when moving arms about, which can be irritating during extended periods.positive

Good lumbar support
Softweave fabric
Good features

I have wanted a Secret Lab chair for many years, but I thought £400+ was too expensive for a chair, so, I continued buying reasonably comfortable chairs around the £150 mark. They usually last between 12 and 18 months before I had to buy a new one. (Worn out seats, broken gas lifts etc.)<br><br>Recently, Secret Lab had a sale. The chair I wanted was now £349 and as I drooled over it once again, I read it came with a 5 year warranty (when a review was posted to social media.) That meant it was cheaper to buy a Secret Lab chair than it was to replace a cheaper chair every 18 months. So, I ordered one.<br><br>It took 7 weeks to arrive as I wanted the orange and black version and when it arrived, I was immediately impressed with the level of care, attention and detail in just the packing of the box. Everything inside was perfectly laid out with labels, instructions, pictures on a huge sheet and a link to watch a set-up video. Everything was packed in its own compartment, the allen key had a hand-holder for comfort-use and it took only 30 minutes to set the chair up, on my own.<br><br>I&#39;ve had it for a month now and it is the best sitting experience I&#39;ve had on a desk chair. With lumbar support, thick, padded base and back and the free, soft pillow, it is incredibly comfortable.<br><br>All in all, I&#39;m very impressed with Secret Lab. The chair, service and level of quality is off the charts. I just wish I&#39;d ordered one sooner. Secret Lab chair is the best sitting experience I&#39;ve had on a desk chair . With lumbar support, thick, padded base and back and free, soft pillow, it is incredibly comfortable .positive

They had desired a Secretlab chair for a long time but initially found the price of £400+ to be too expensive.
Over the years, they purchased reasonably comfortable chairs in the £150 price range, which usually lasted between 12 and 18 months before needing replacement.
The decision to buy a Secretlab chair was influenced by a sale offering the desired chair for £349 and the inclusion of a 5-year warranty.
It took 7 weeks for the chair to arrive, and the reviewer was immediately impressed with the packaging, which included labeled compartments, clear instructions, pictures, and a link to a setup video. Assembly was straightforward and took only 30 minutes to complete.
After using the chair for a month, the reviewer found it to provide the best sitting experience they've had with a desk chair. They praised its features, including lumbar support, a thick padded base and back, and a soft pillow.
The reviewer expressed their overall satisfaction with Secret Lab, commending the chair's quality and comfort, and mentioned their only regret was not ordering one sooner.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

I have wanted a decent chair for a while and after constantly buying cheaper ones decided my next would be a secret labs<br><br>Decided to go with softweave due to pets and their claws didn’t think the leather although much better designs would last long<br><br>The chair is amazing, very comfy use the adjustments more than I thought I would and the magnetic head people is more useful that gimmick<br><br>So why only 4 star ? I think the lumbar support is not the best I have added the additional cushion I find this makes a bigger difference and also the designs (at least until I bought mine were a bit bland compared to the leather variants) Softweave is amazing, very comfy and magnetic head people is more useful than gimmick . I think the lumbar support is not the best I have added the additional cushion I find this makes a bigger difference .positive

The decision to purchase a Secretlab chair was made after wanting a decent chair for a while.
Opted for the SoftWeave material due to pets and their claws, expecting it to be more durable than leather.
The chair is described as amazing and very comfortable.
The user found themselves using the chair's adjustments more than expected.
The magnetic headrest is found to be more useful than just a gimmick.

The lumbar support is perceived as not the best, and an additional cushion is needed for improved comfort.
The chair designs are considered a bit bland compared to leather variants.
The user rated the chair 4 stars, suggesting there's room for improvement in some aspects.positive

Comfortable
Good adjustability
Comfortable headrest

Mediocre lumbar support
Softweave styles are bland
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I have used a normal office chair before getting the Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 gaming chair. The experience so far is amazing.<br>I work from home and sit long hours and this has been the most comfortable chair I have ever used. It feels firm but also does not give numbness.<br>The chair can be adjusted to have a nice lean back and also you can do rocking, with just a simple to use lever.<br>I like the magnet head rest it comes with, which is so easy to adjust and surprisingly holds in place.<br>The arm rests are also adjustable and they can be adjusted in various angles as needed.<br>It has a lumbar support and can be adjusted 4 ways (up, down, low, high). However it does not come with the lumber memory foam pillow, which I think would have been nice. You need to buy it separately as an accessory. I have used a normal office chair before getting the Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 gaming chair . I like the magnet head rest it comes with, which is so easy to adjust and surprisingly holds in place . The arm rests are also adjustable and they can be adjusted in various angles as needed .positive

Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 gaming chair provides an amazing experience.
It's exceptionally comfortable for long hours of sitting, preventing numbness.
The chair offers adjustable recline and rocking with a simple lever.
The magnet headrest is easy to adjust and holds in place well.
The armrests are adjustable at various angles for customization.
It has four-way adjustable lumbar support for better ergonomics.None positive

Comfortable
Comfortable firm seat 
Good adjustability No memory foam lumbar pillow is included

I have to work in my lounge and so have limited space. I also have chronic back pain so needed something comfortable for long hours and supportive. I did a lot of research into work chairs and then came across this gaming chair. It looked nicer than any office chair. And reviews said it was comfortable and supportive. Well they were 100% right! I love my Secretlabs chair. It is so adjustable, and it helps me to get my posture right at my desk. Oh and the magnetic headrest - divine! I could not be happier!I have to work in my lounge and so have limited space . I also have chronic back pain so needed something comfortable for long hours and supportive . I could not be happier!positive

Space-efficient design for limited lounge space.
Adjustable to help with posture.
Positive reviews proved accurate.
Magnetic headrest is a great feature.None positive

Comfortable
Good headrest pillow
Good build quality
Good adjustability
Back pain relief

I have recently transitioned to a more desk bound job, and wanted a chair that would hold up to my larger size and weight. I also wanted one that would not leave me feeling super stiff at the end of each day. So far, this chair has met all my expectations.<br>The chair arrived promptly and well packaged. Everything was in good working order right out of the box.<br>The instructions for how to assemble the chair were very clear and straightforward - and all the necessary tools and components included.<br>Overall, an excellent experience; I would highly recommend this to anyone.The chair arrived promptly and well packaged . Everything was in good working order right out of the box . Instructions for how to assemble the chair were very clear and straightforward .positive

The chair met their expectations for holding up to their size and weight.
They wanted a chair that wouldn't leave them feeling stiff after sitting at a desk all day, and so far, this chair has met that expectation.
The chair arrived promptly and was well-packaged.
Everything was in good working order upon unboxing.
They found the assembly instructions clear and straightforward, with all necessary tools and components included.
Overall, the reviewer had an excellent experience and highly recommends the chair to others.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

I have read so many positive reviews on this chair (TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Regular - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric) and finally saved enough money to purchase it. However, it did not hit the benchmark for me in terms of comfort. The unboxing experience was amazaing, I can tell you that, but I did not pay almost $850 for the unboxing experience; I paid this amount to have a comfortable sit experience.<br><br>The chair is simply too hard to sit on. My bum hurts after 15 minutes of sitting, given that before I had a standard computer chair that I purchased from the Warehouse Stationery for less than $350, which sadly was more comfortable than Secretlab&#39;s chair.<br><br>I am very disappointed with my purchase; at this stage, I&#39;m rethinking whether I should return this chair. The TITAN Evo 2022 Series - Regular - Secretlab SoftWeave™ Plus Fabric . The chair is simply too hard to sit on. My bum hurts after 15 minutes of sitting, given that before I had a standard computer chair that I purchased for less than $350 .negative

The user mentions having read numerous positive reviews about the chair and saving up to purchase it.

They highlight a positive unboxing experience but emphasize that they didn't spend almost $850 for the unboxing experience; their main expectation was comfortable seating.

The main concern is the chair's comfort level. The user finds the chair too hard to sit on and experiences discomfort, stating that their buttocks hurt after just 15 minutes of sitting. They mention that their previous standard computer chair, which cost less, was more comfortable in comparison.

The user expresses significant disappointment with their purchase and indicates that they are contemplating the possibility of returning the chair.negative Nice unboxing

The seat is too firm
Too expensive
Not comfortable enough

I have never written a review on anything I have ever bought, but this chair is worth writing about. I purchased the chair for my son, and from the moment the box arrived it really was an experience as promised by Secretlab. The chair was wrapped and packed to the highest standard. On opening the package, the quality of the chair was absolutely amazing. It was so easy to assemble and the instructions were so clear, even I could follow them. The chair was so comfortable and I was so impressed with it, I purchased a second one for myself. If anyone does read this review and you are thinking of buying a new gaming / office chair. Buy a Titan from secretlab, they are with every penny. I purchased the chair for my son and from the moment the box arrived it really was an experience as promised by Secretlab . The chair was so comfortable and I was so impressed with it, I purchased a second one for myself . Buy a Titan from secretlab, they are with every penny .positive

The packaging and unboxing experience exceeded the reviewer's expectations, and the chair was wrapped and packed exceptionally well.
The chair's quality is described as amazing.
Assembly was straightforward, thanks to clear instructions.
The chair is incredibly comfortable.
The reviewer was so impressed with the chair that they purchased a second one for themselves.
The reviewer highly recommends the Secretlab Titan chair, particularly to those in search of a gaming or office chair.None positive

Good packaging
Easy unboxing
Good build quality
Comfortable

I have never had a proper desk or PC setup before and decided to buy a pricier, more quality chair rather than opting for something cheap. I&#39;ve only had the chair for 2 weeks but can tell it will last a very long time and am so glad I bought it. The XL has a nice weight to it and feels super sturdy. Owning and using the chair is a treat and so was its construction. The packaging was really premium, secret lab clearly cares about their customers as the amount of thought put into the packaging, instructions and finished seat are unmatched. Read some reviews that said it takes a while to soften the seat but I found it comfortable from the start! Do you, your back, and setup a favour and get the chair! The XL has a nice weight to it and feels super sturdy . The packaging was really premium, secret lab clearly cares about their customers . The amount of thought put into the packaging, instructions and finished seat are unmatched .positive

The decision to invest in a pricier, quality chair for a proper desk and PC setup is appreciated.
The chair is described as sturdy and expected to last a long time.
Owning and using the chair is considered a treat, and the construction process was enjoyable.
The premium packaging, instructions, and finished product demonstrate Secretlab's commitment to customer satisfaction.
The chair was comfortable from the start, contradicting some reviews suggesting it takes time to soften.
A recommendation is given to others to invest in such a chair for their well-being and setup.None positive

Good build quality
Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable

I have held of reviewing until now so I could give an account of how the chair fairs over the course of a few months.<br><br>Initially I was concerned about a lot of reviews stating how hard the seat is, and it is true that it is very firm. I can say though that after a few months it softens a bit and moulds its self to a degree to fit the user, and is much more comfortable.<br><br>Granted, it is a long break in period, but given the build quality I expect that the comfort will actually last in this chair where cheaper ones which may be nice and padded to begin with tend to become hard and uncomfortable fairly quickly due to cheap components, which is really false economy and is why I decided to go for the Titan instead of a standard office chair again.<br><br>I should also state that I have had chairs at work which cost 4 to 5 times the price of the Titan Evo, in 24/7 IT environments which provided real 24/7 operator chairs. Comparing them to the Titan directly, well obviously the expensive ones would win, they have more adjustability options and are designed for 24/7 use; however comparing them while taking the price into account, the Titan blows the expensive ones out of the water, I really do not think you could find a better chair in this price range. I have held of reviewing until now so I could give an account of how the chair fairs over the course of a few months . Initially I was concerned about a lot of reviews stating how hard the seat is, and it is true that it is very firm . I can say though that after a few . months it softens a bit and moulds its self to a degree to fit the user, and is much more comfortable .positive

The chair softens and molds itself over a few months, becoming more comfortable for the user.
The build quality of the chair is expected to ensure lasting comfort, unlike cheaper chairs with cheap components that tend to become uncomfortable quickly.
The Titan Evo is a cost-effective choice compared to chairs that are four to five times more expensive and designed for 24/7 use, making it a great value for its price range.The chair has a long break-in period, which may not be suitable for those seeking immediate comfort.positive

High quality build
Comfortable Needs a breaking-in period

I have had the chair a few weeks now.<br>Packaging was excellent - chair arrived intact.<br>Given the many measures taken and warnings about not activating the recliner during assembly - I think they have had some problems with that one. :-) Suffice to say it looks impossible to activate the recliner accidentally now!<br><br>Build quality of the components appears excellent compared to other business and gaming chairs I have had. The chair is fairly rigid with no rubbing components that tend to squeak over time (it is only new, so we shall see).<br><br>Assembly is straight forward.<br>Setup is easy - with many adjustability options to get it just right for the user.<br><br>Comfort and support are excellent. We have both a leather and a Softweave Titan in our household. I prefer the Softweave and my son prefers the leather. I feel the Softweave breathes better in the warmer climate in which we live.<br><br>I most like the full height back and head rest. The head rest is not adjustable, but the supplied adjustable cushion makes it comfortable nonetheless.<br>The lumbar support is good, but is only at a specific height that is not adjustable. It is set and forget and if you don&#39;t like it, there are other ways to get better lumbar support.<br>The recline function is handy for changing positions to read.<br><br>My initial impressions are that I am very happy with the purchase in terms of value for money, quality and comfort.Build quality of components appears excellent compared to other business and gaming chairs I have had . The chair is fairly rigid with no rubbing components that tend to squeak over time .positive

The reviewer has had the chair for a few weeks, and it arrived intact with excellent packaging.
They appreciate the measures taken to prevent accidental activation of the recliner during assembly.
The build quality of the components is excellent, and the chair is rigid with no rubbing components that tend to squeak.
Assembly is straightforward, and the chair offers many adjustability options for customization.
The chair is comfortable and provides excellent support.
The reviewer prefers the Softweave variant in a warmer climate.
They like the full height back and headrest, and the adjustable cushion makes the headrest comfortable.
While the lumbar support is set at a specific height and not adjustable, it still provides good support.
The recline function is handy for changing positions while reading.
The reviewer is initially very happy with the purchase in terms of value for money, quality, and comfort.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable
Good features

I have become a permanent home worker following COVID and while I had upgraded from the sofa/a dining chair to an office chair, I was still getting back pain and “mouse shoulder”. My husband advised me to look at gaming chairs, and the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series kept coming out on top on multiple review sites. I was a bit nervous about the cost, but it was definitely worth it. Despite a warning that there were shipping delays due to a run in sales, the chair was in fact delivered the next day which was impressive. It was easy enough to put together with two people, although might have been a little tricky for one person. In terms of use, the chair is hugely customisable so can be tweaked for all sorts of bodies, desks and requirements. After two weeks’ use, my back/neck/shoulder pain has gone and I feel a lot more productive. Totally happy with my choice, would buy it again, and recommend it to anyone who spends a lot of time sitting at a computer for whatever reason. Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series is hugely customisable and can be tweaked for all sorts of bodies, desks and requirements . After two weeks’ use, my back/neck/shoulder pain has gone and I feel a lot more productive .positive

The user transitioned to permanent remote work following COVID and had been experiencing back pain and "mouse shoulder" while using an office chair.

They were initially concerned about the cost of the Secretlab TITAN Evo 2022 Series chair but decided to give it a try based on positive reviews from multiple sources.

Despite being informed about potential shipping delays due to high demand, the chair was delivered the next day, which pleasantly surprised the user.

Assembly of the chair was manageable with the help of two people, although it might have been a bit challenging for one person.

The chair's customizability was a key highlight for the user, allowing them to adjust it to their body, desk setup, and specific requirements.

After two weeks of using the chair, they noticed a significant improvement in their back, neck, and shoulder pain. They also reported increased productivity.

The user expresses total satisfaction with their choice, stating that they would buy the chair again if given the chance and recommend it to anyone who spends extended periods sitting at a computer for work or other purposes.positive

Back and shoulder pain relief
Fast delivery
Good adjustability
Will buy another
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I have a pretty decent gaming setup in our home and my partner asked me to build her one so she could do her own gaming adventures I to be perfectly honest did not take it very seriously! she had a prebuilt rig a 60hz panel and some honestly bad accessories to go with it however fast forward a year and she uses it a lot! surprise surprise so I set up about giving her some upgrades firstly I built her a new rig and new desk which I custom-made! and a brand new curved ultrawide 144hz panel! In the rig I went all out using a 12th gen i7, 64gb ram, 3070ti to name a few... But I made a fatal mistake... I ordered an Andaset chair for her at the time I thought it would be ok turns out it&#39;s not! it&#39;s terrible. So she wanted a new chair and I asked her to find one she liked the look of and ill get it for her for Christmas. typically she picked secret labs&#39; very own Joker-branded chair as her gaming theme is harley quinn so it matched not only her theme but her colour scheme as well! black and purple! it was on the pricey side or so I thought at the time but meh she deserved it so I ordered it. Upon arrival, I started to piece it together and I realised that this was a different quality to the Andaseat by far. I myself use a noble chair and consider this to be good quality but I have to say I think secret labs win for sure. The colour scheme and print quality are really good the colours pop and the seat is by far one of the most comfortable I have sat in for a long period to date easily beating the noble chair I use daily. I am even considering replacing my noble chair with one. Do I recommend it? Yes, absolutely and it is worth every penny and really does complement the setup! the setup process was smooth with no issues and they also include all the tools you will need. The castor wheels work smoothly too with little effort involved. I am just looking for an excuse to replace my noble chair with secret labs for myself now....&quot;Oh no! I accidentally ripped my chair and will need a new one....oops!&quot; I have a pretty decent gaming setup in our home and my partner asked me to build her one so she could do her own gaming adventures . I made a fatal mistake... I ordered an Andaset chair for her at the time I thought it would be ok turns out it&#39;s not! It&#40;s terrible. So she wanted a new chair and I asked her to find one she liked the look of and ill get it for her for Christmas . Upon arrival, I started to piece it together and I realised that this was a different quality to the Andaseat by far .positive

The user initially ordered an Andaseat chair but found it to be of poor quality and uncomfortable.

The user decided to upgrade to the Secretlab Joker-branded chair, which matched their partner's gaming theme (Harley Quinn) and color scheme (black and purple).

The user was pleasantly surprised by the superior quality of the Secretlab chair compared to the Andaseat.

They found the color scheme and print quality of the Secretlab chair to be excellent, with vibrant colors.

The user described the Secretlab chair as one of the most comfortable chairs they've sat in for extended periods, even surpassing their daily-use Noble chair.

The setup process was smooth, and the chair came with all the necessary tools for assembly.

The castor wheels on the chair worked smoothly and effortlessly.

The user expressed their intention to consider replacing their Noble chair with a Secretlab chair in the future due to the excellent experience.

They playfully hinted at looking for an excuse to replace their current chair with a Secretlab one.positive

High quality build
Comfortable
Styling

I had a good office chair before, but it was a bit limited in terms of armrest mobility and had not-too-decent lumbar support. I got a 2020 Secretlab chair and boy (team Astralis), this is another world for me.<br><br>I originally considered changing chairs because I was starting to feel a bit sore in joints and shoulders, but this new chair really led me to understand how my lower back was also affected.<br><br>Materials are top of the line, construction is sturdy, rolls smoothly... It has EVERYTHING. I&#39;m really loving it. I had a good office chair before, but it was a bit limited in terms of armrest mobility and had not-too-decent lumbar support . I got a 2020 Secretlab chair and boy (team Astralis), this is another world for me . I&#39;m really loving it.positive

The reviewer upgraded to a 2020 Secretlab chair (team Astralis) from a good office chair and found it to be a game-changer.
The new chair provided improved armrest mobility and better lumbar support.
The materials are top of the line, the construction is sturdy, and the chair rolls smoothly.
The reviewer loves the chair and has experienced positive changes in their comfort and well-being.None positive

Good rmrest adjustability
Decent lumbar support
High quality build

I had a dream of having this chair since 2015 when I first saw it in general championship streaming, but I could never afford for it being in Brazil since the delivery wouldn&#39;t go there and to pay it through private shipping would turn the amount 14x (yes, 14) it&#39;s original amount. Now that I am in Europe, the first thing I thought in buying with my stored money was a Secret Lab and I couldn&#39;t be happier. This chair is everything I dreamed of, every single inch of it makes me extremely happy every time I look at it and sit on it. Too bad I couldn&#39;t afford for the star guardian Foam Lumbar Pillow, but nonetheless I am incredibly happy with this. Thank you for being everything you promise in your advertisement!!! I had a dream of having this chair since 2015 when I first saw it in general championship streaming, but I could never afford for it being in Brazil . To pay it through private shipping would turn the amount 14x (yes, 14) it&#39;s original amount . Now that I am in Europe, the first thing I thought in buying with my stored money was a Secret Lab . This chair is everything I dreamed of, every single inch of it makes me extremely happy every time I look at it and sit on it .positive

The user had a long-time dream of owning this chair since 2015.
They initially couldn't afford it in Brazil due to the high cost of private shipping.
Being in Europe, they fulfilled their dream of buying a SecretLab chair.
The chair is described as everything they dreamed of, bringing them extreme happiness when looking at it and sitting on it.None positive

The Titanis everything they dreamed
Nice aesthetics
Comfortable Can't afford an extra memory foam pillow

I got the Titan Evo 2022 in softweave plus, cookies and cream, and can be no happier with this chair. As a long time back pain sufferer (Inc having had surgery on my lower back) I can say that this chair is excellent. I was easily able to get the 4 way lumbar support into the right place/depth for me so that it&#39;s not only comfortable, but it&#39;s forcing me to sit properly as well without felling like I&#39;m being forced into it. The foam is firm as others have said, but personally I like that as it is very supportive and feels like it&#39;s going to last. After just 2 days my back is already starting to feel better and I can feel my muscles relaxing in the chair.<br><br>The softweave plus fabric is lovely. It looks brilliant and feels great in the muggy weather we&#39;ve had recently. My old chair was PU leather and I lost weight sweating in that, even during winter. It really does feel like this material is going to last.<br><br>The magnetic memory foam pillow is awesome. I can get it where I need to and it stays. Easy to adjust when I lay back a bit to take a rest. You can really feel the cooling feel inside it too.<br><br>Arm rests have loads of adjustment in more directions.<br><br>My office gave me a Posturite ergonomic chair due to my back and that was very difficult to get right and I never really felt comfy in it. The Titan Evo really is excellent for people with back problems and I&#39;ll never go back to a Posturite.<br><br>Only small product improvement I would like to have seen is when you recline, it&#39;s be awesome if the lumbar support moved with you somehow so it kept supporting your back (you need to move it down the chair to stay in the small of your back as you recline). But hey, I&#39;m not dropping a star because of that... This chair is amazing!<br><br>I ordered online and was expecting to wait 2 months, however it came within 3 weeks, so can&#39;t complain really. No delivery problems (and I live in the middle of everywhere and everyone had problems finding us) Titan Evo 2022 in softweave plus, cookies and cream, and can be no happier with this chair . As a long time back pain sufferer (Inc having had surgery on my lower back) I can say that this chair is excellent for people with back problems .positive

The reviewer, a long-time back pain sufferer who has undergone surgery, finds the Titan Evo 2022 in softweave plus to be an excellent chair.
The lumbar support is adjustable and comfortably encourages proper posture without feeling forced.
The firm foam is supportive and appears durable, helping alleviate back pain and muscle tension after just 2 days of use.
The softweave plus fabric looks great and is comfortable, especially in warm weather.
The magnetic memory foam pillow is easy to adjust and offers a cooling sensation.
The armrests have ample adjustment options.
The chair is considered excellent for people with back problems and is a preferable choice to a Posturite ergonomic chair.
The only suggested improvement is having the lumbar support move with reclining, but this doesn't affect the overall rating.None positive

Good Softweave upholstery
Good lumbar support
Comfortable firm seat
Good headrest pillow
Good armrest adjustability Would prefer a dynamic lumbar support stytle

I first saw this chair when my son purchased it for his home office and was immediately impressed. He&#39;d spent a lot of time researching and chose this one. I found that I would always sit in his chair rather than my own, and in the end decided to buy myself one like it. The chair arrived exceptionally well packaged, every part was packed out with foam blocks to prevent movement and damage in transit. This was just as well, as the delivery driver literally rolled the box into the house like a sack of hay with zero care and no attention to signs &quot;this way up&quot; and &quot;handle with care&quot;. The chair is very easy to assemble, but does require 2 persons for the final bit. The assembly instructions come on a huge cardboard poster which is easy to follow and was the second surprise - never seen this before, they are either a tiny print in umpteen languages, or ridiculous IKEA little men pictorials. The chair is just unbelievable. Very high back, for tall people like all of our family, is fantastic. The head support cushion can be positioned where it suits you best. The seat and back have wonderfully firm support. The adjustable handsets can be moved not only vertically but also pivot inwards and outwards horizontally. The back angle adjustment is easy, lumbar support can also be adjusted by height and firmness. Best of all the chair rolls easy even on a carpet. Very, very pleased with this product, great value, great quality and perfect for home office. The most comfortable and easy to use office chair I&#39;ve ever used, and that&#39;s saying a lot. Very highly recommended The most comfortable and easy to use office chair I&#39;ve ever used, and that's saying a lot . High back, for tall people like all of our family, is fantastic . The head support cushion can be positioned where it suits you best . The adjustable handsets can be moved vertically or horizontally . The back angle adjustment is easy, lumbar support can also be adjusted by height and firmness .positive

The chair is described as the most comfortable and easy to use office chair the user has ever used.
The high back is praised for its suitability for tall people in the user's family.
The head support cushion is noted for its adjustable positioning to suit the user's preference.
The adjustable handsets are highlighted for their vertical and horizontal movement.
The back angle adjustment and adjustable lumbar support are mentioned as easy to use.None positive

Easy assembly
High quality build
Comfortable

I cannot speak highly enough about this gaming/office chair. From the moment you open the box you realise you have purchased a quality product. Its the little things that make a huge difference and secret labs also include in the box foam mats to allow you build the chair without marking the chair or the flooring. The chair goes together perfectly no pushing pulling or modifying any parts, everything just slots into place first time with the little tool kit provided. Once built there are so many adjustments you can make to the seating position I cannot believe that anyone who seats in it regardless of size or shape could not find a setting that was extremely comfortable. I use this chair at my desk and then spin it around to do some gaming with a slight adjustment to seating position and it works brilliantly for both. All in all whilst the price may put some people off I would urge you to make the extra investment as I am absolutely certain you will not be disappointed. I speak as someone who has purchased many chairs over the years for both myself and staff members and this chair is head and shoulders above any others I have bought.From the moment you open the box you realise you have purchased a quality product . Secret labs also include in the box foam mats to allow you build the chair without marking the chair or the flooring . The chair goes together perfectly no pushing pulling or modifying any parts .positive

The reviewer emphasizes that the chair's quality is apparent from the moment the box is opened, with attention to detail and thoughtful inclusions.
They mention that the box includes foam mats to protect the chair and the flooring during assembly, which they find helpful.
The assembly process is described as straightforward, with parts easily fitting together without the need for adjustments or modifications. The included tool kit makes assembly efficient.
The chair offers a wide range of adjustments, allowing users to find a comfortable seating position, regardless of their size or shape.
The reviewer mentions that the chair serves them well for both desk work and gaming, with easy adjustments for different activities.
They suggest that the higher price of the chair may deter some buyers but strongly recommend making the extra investment due to their belief that it delivers superior quality compared to other chairs they have purchased.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable

I bought this chair because of all the adjustable features on it would allow me to make a comfortable office chair while working from home. I am quite small (5ft 2”) and don’t weigh very much and found the chair to be slightly too big for me in the seat but find that with a cushion the chair is comfortable. The seat was quite firm when originally sat down on it but it has softened up since and is springy. My favourite thing is the adjustable arm rests, they’re great for different sitting positions. The chair is really well made, cannot fault the quality. If I were to buy again, perhaps I would opt for an official ergonomic chair, providing I had the money, but I am still happy with my purchase. I would like to say to Secret lab that I do think your after market care could be much better as you are providing a premium product so would expect you to go above and beyond for customers. I bought this chair because of all the adjustable features on it would allow me to make a comfortable office chair while working from home . I am quite small (5ft 2”) and don’t weigh very much and found the chair to be slightly too big for me in the seat but find that with a cushion the chair is comfortable . My favourite thing is the adjustable arm rests, they're great for different sitting positions .positive

The user appreciates the chair's adjustable features for creating a comfortable office chair while working from home.
Although being quite small (5ft 2"), they find the chair slightly too big in the seat, but a cushion helps make it comfortable.
The adjustable armrests are highlighted as a favorite feature, great for accommodating different sitting positions.None positive

Slightly too large for a 5'2" person
Good armrest adjustability
Comfortable

The firm seat needs a breaking-in period
Poor customer support

I bought this as a Christmas present for my husband. I was a bit shocked when it arrived as I wasn’t aware how big and heavy the box would be! (so hiding it wasn’t easy! haha)<br>My husband was over the moon when he opened it up on Christmas morning!<br>Very easy to put together, all though the instructions wasn’t that clear but we found the video instructions on the website which are amazing and great step by step visual instructions!<br>Once put together my husband said how great the quality was and so impressed with it. He sat on it most of the day on his Xbox and said it’s so comfortable. He is so impressed and pleased with this product! I totally recommend this to anyone looking for a amazing quality gaming chair!<br>10/10 Quality, 10/10 comfort 10/10 10/10 Easy to clean too.<br>Thank you Secret Lab, you’ve made my husbands Christmas.I bought this as a Christmas present for my husband . I was a bit shocked when it arrived as I wasn’t aware how big and heavy the box would be! I was over the moon when he opened it up on Christmas morning! I totally recommend this to anyone looking for a amazing quality gaming chair!positive

The chair was purchased as a Christmas present for the user's husband.
The user expresses delight when the chair arrived and their husband opened it on Christmas morning.
The chair is highly recommended to anyone in search of an amazing quality gaming chair.The user was a bit shocked by the size and weight of the box, which might have been an initial concern.positive

Easy assembly
Comfortable
Easy to clean
10/10

I bought my Secret Lab Titan 2020 nearly a month ago now after spending the better part of 5 months just about putting up with my old random chair off of amazon. The unbranded chair I had originally bought and had been using wasn&#39;t exactly cheap, at around £250 at the time. However I was skeptical of spending out anymore of that on a chair. After using my Titan for a while now, I wish i&#39;d have just spent out earlier.<br><br>I&#39;m 6ft 3&quot; and not exactly skinny. I usually find that with most chairs, including other gaming chairs, my legs are most of the way off of the seat. And quite snug to the sides of the base. As well as not being able to rest my head back comfortably due to most backrests being a little too short. With the Titan on the other hand, I have tons of room to squirm about and adjust, as well as being able to both rest my head back fully, and lay back fully with the recline without hanging awkwardly off the chair either side. I can even get my legs up comfortably.<br>In terms of comfort, the chair is quite firm and supportive. Since I&#39;ve had it, I don&#39;t feel is lost any of this and has kept it&#39;s supportiveness. The SoftWeave fabric feels extremely abrasive resistant and durable. But at the same time quite soft and plush, both through clothes and on my skin. The arm rests are made of a plush but also firm foam, and can be adjusted pretty finely. It is good to note that, at most, I&#39;m usually sat in the chair for between 4 and 8 hours. Towards the 8, 9, and so on hours, the backs of my legs do start to ache a little. But after adjusting to sit further back in the seat, or to either side, that normally sorts it out for another 45mins to an hour.<br>Overall when it comes to build quality, most of the chair is made from solid, machined metal. The parts that aren&#39;t, such as the shrouds on the arms and the casters, still feel extremely high quality.<br><br>The only negative comments I would have for this chair:<br>When you initially lean back in this chair, there is a fairly noticeable metallic clunk. It&#39;s not loud enough to be picked up by my microphone when on call, or to be heard through my closed back or even open back headphones. But you can definitely feel it, and it is audible when I&#39;m using my speakers, or just not wearing headphones.<br>Also when I lock the chair in place, after unlocking it, it normally takes me giving it a good wobble back and forth to actually get the chair to start tilting and moving again.<br><br>In conclusion to all that, I would 100% say that the chair is worth its price. Even when compared to some other, not so cheap, options out there. The SoftWeave fabric feels extremely abrasive resistant and durable . The arm rests are made of a plush but also firm foam, and can be adjusted pretty finely . Most of the chair is made from solid, machined metal .positive

The Secret Lab Titan 2020 chair is a significant improvement over a previous chair, offering much better comfort and adjustability.
The reviewer, who is 6ft 3", finds the Titan provides ample room, allowing for comfortable leg positioning and headrest usage.
The chair is firm and supportive, retaining its supportiveness over time.
The SoftWeave fabric is both abrasive-resistant and plush, providing comfort for extended sitting periods.
The chair's build quality is excellent, with most components made from solid, machined metal.
Most of the chair's parts, including the shrouds on the arms and casters, feel high quality.

There is a noticeable metallic clunk when initially leaning back in the chair, although it is not loud enough to be picked up by a microphone.
Unlocking the chair after locking it may require some wobbling to get it to start tilting and moving again.positive

High quality build
Comfortable

I bought my height adjustment desk with all the accessories and a Batman Chair size S. It it all good quality and sturdy, the only 2 remarks I have is that it is hard to move the chair around on the carpet. But this is to be expected from wheels and carpet. The second is about the desk wobbling at max height. But this is not a big issue, it’s very unlikely to use it that high anyway. At a normal sitting position is rock solid l, no wobble whatsoever.<br>5 ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ Height adjustment desk with all the accessories and a Batman Chair size S. It is hard to move the chair around on the carpet . The second is about the desk wobbling at max height . At a normal sitting position is rock solid l, no wobble whatsoever .positive

The purchased height adjustment desk, accessories, and Batman Chair (size S) are described as good quality and sturdy.
No wobbling is observed at a normal sitting position, and the setup is considered rock-solid.
The user rates their experience with 5 stars.

It's mentioned that it can be challenging to move the chair around on the carpet, which is expected due to the chair's wheels and carpet interaction.
Some wobbling is noted at the maximum height of the desk, but it's not a significant issue as that height is rarely used.positive

Good build quality
Hard to move on carpet
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

I am overall really happy with the chair. Ordered the Titan XL with soft fabric in black. Nice quality material and looks really good. I am not a big fan of those futuristic looking gaming products but the chair looks very unobtrusive and fits perfectly into my home office. Just one thing to keep in mind is the size. I am 1.91m and the website recommended ordering the XL version. However, I have a comparatively slim built (83kg) and the chair feels super wide, so that I can&#39;t really benefit from the side bolsters. I already contacted the customer support for a potential return to order the regular size and the support staff has been very responsive and supportive so far. I would definitely recommend Secretlab to anyone who is after a good quality chair for a fair price.Titan XL with soft fabric in black . Nice quality material and looks really good . I am not a big fan of those futuristic looking gaming products but the chair looks very unobtrusive .positive

The user appreciates the Titan XL chair with soft fabric in black.
The chair is noted for its nice quality material and attractive appearance.
Despite not being a fan of futuristic-looking gaming products, they find the chair to be unobtrusive.None positive

Nice aesthetics
Good quality build

They bought a size too large

I am absolutely delighted with my Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 Lannister House Game of Thrones Edition chair. I have owned it now for just over two months and I can honestly say it is the most comfortable gaming chair I have ever bought. Yes you pay a premium for a chair like this but they say that you get what you pay for and that is so true in this case.<br><br>I cannot fault my whole experience with Secretlab, from the browsing experience on their website to the actual purchase and the customer service. The delivery of the chair was much quicker than I was expecting despite the understandable warning on the website that delays to delivery could be expected due to high demand.<br><br>Before committing to my purchase I watched a number of product reviews on YouTube and read numerous independent websites featuring the Secretlab Titan and comparing it to other gaming chairs and office chairs. This is, after all, the chair I use for working from home since access to my usual office is still restricted. I was impressed with the comments about how easy the Titan Evo 2022 is to assemble and I wasn&#39;t disappointed with my own experience. My brother helped me to put my chair together but as per the video demonstrations I could easily have assembled it myself if I had needed to. Compare assembling a Secretlab chair to a cheap £100 gaming chair from Ebay, there is no comparison. Secretlab knocks the competition out of the park. It took me slightly longer than half an hour to put it together but that was because I was taking photos of progress assembling the chair.<br><br>The packaging that the Secretlab Titan chair came in was impressive and reflective of this premium product. I would go so far as to say that the whole unboxing experience was very similar to the pleasure that comes with opening an Apple product. I even kept the empty box for a week or so in case I had to return the chair and it was an excuse just to admire the design on the outside of it.<br><br>As for the actual user experience, all I can say is WOW! The engineers at Secretlab really have done their homework when it comes to designing a chair that is truly ergonomic. The back support is exceptional. The 4-way adjustable lumbar support really does do the job and I have been able to configure the chair exactly to my body shape for the most comfortable experience.<br><br>The main reason I was shopping for a new chair was because my previous chair was contributing to major back and neck problems that I was developing due to poor posture caused by sitting in the wrong position for long periods of the day working from home at my computer. My old chair just did not have the correct lumbar support I needed to keep my body in a healthy, natural position. My Secretlab Titan Evo Lannister Edition has changed all of that. What a difference it has made to my home working environment and I love relaxing in it too after a day&#39;s work. Thanks Secretlab, your chairs may be more expensive than some of your competitors&#39; offerings but you just can&#39;t put a price on good health and having the right equipment to help you work without risking long-term damage to your body. I&#39;m glad I chose Secretlab and I haven&#39;t looked back since.The Titan Evo 2022 is the most comfortable gaming chair I have ever bought . The engineers at Secretlab really have done their homework when it comes to designing a chair that is truly ergonomic . The 4-way adjustable lumbar support really does do the job .positive

The Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 Lannister House Game of Thrones Edition chair is described as the most comfortable gaming chair the user has ever owned.
Despite the premium price, the user believes that the chair justifies the cost.
The entire experience with Secretlab, from browsing the website to customer service and delivery, is highly praised.
The chair's assembly is considered easy and comparable to unboxing an Apple product.
The packaging and unboxing experience are impressive, reflecting the premium nature of the product.
The chair's ergonomic design, exceptional back support, and 4-way adjustable lumbar support are highly appreciated.
The chair has helped alleviate back and neck problems caused by poor posture, significantly improving the user's working environment.
The user is glad they chose Secretlab for the right equipment to ensure good health and work without risking long-term damage to the body.None positive

Comfortable
Good buying experience
Good adjustability
Back and neck pain relief

I am a petite female and I thought I would have trouble fixing the chair on my own but the process of putting it together was a no brainer.<br><br>I watched the video online before I started and followed the printed instructions. I was surprised that I did not need additional tools as everything I need comes in the box from Secret Lab.<br><br>Once I put the chair together, I followed the manual and adjust the chair to best fit my comfort level.<br><br>I am about 157cm and less than 60kg. I bought the regular SecretLab Titan 2022 Black Softweave materials so that taller members of my family can sit on it too.<br><br>I love the material of the chair and also particularly like the soft gel arm rest that it comes with. I have absolutely no regret in buying the chair for myself! Perfect for working and gaming at home.I am a petite female and I thought I would have trouble fixing the chair on my own but the process of putting it together was a no brainer . I was surprised that I did not need additional tools as everything I need comes in the box from Secret Lab .positive

The chair assembly process was straightforward and didn't require additional tools.
The reviewer, a petite female, found the chair comfortable and suitable for her needs.
The chair's SoftWeave material and soft gel armrests were particularly liked.
The reviewer has no regrets about purchasing the chair and finds it perfect for both work and gaming at home.positive

Easy to assemble for a petite female
Comfortable
Nice upholstery

I am 2m high and got arround 130 kg of weight.<br>Therefore I killed some chairs in my livetime by just using it.<br>Bought a Titan XL as my main gaming chair and loved it.<br>Even some &quot;normal&quot; sized people who sat in the chair ased me about it. They really liked the quality.<br>Now bought a second one for my Studio after I bought a 200 Euro chair from Amazon (had great reviews and looked good.<br>But after using it for a few days I hated the quality... hated, that the side pillows squezed my back and after it unclicked the back part of the chair after I relaxed and put some weight of mine onto the back I was so angry that I threw the Amazon chair straight into the trash and ordered my second secretlab chair.<br>Now I think about buying a third one for my office.I am 2m high and got arround 130 kg of weight . Therefore I killed some chairs in my livetime by just using it . Bought a Titan XL as my main gaming chair and loved it . Now bought a second one for my Studio after he bought a 200 Euro chair from Amazon .positive

The user, who is 2 meters tall and weighs around 130 kg, has found the Titan XL chair to be suitable and durable.
They have purchased a second Titan XL chair for their studio, as they were dissatisfied with the quality of a different chair purchased from Amazon.
Normal-sized people who have tried the Titan XL chair have also appreciated its quality and comfort.None positive

Good it for large sizes
Thinking of buying another Titan

I actually did a lot of research on looking for a new chair before I purchased. I currently work from home and outside of work I spend a decent amount of time gaming so it&#39;s fair to say a good chair is as important as the rest of my setup. I put effort into researching those, why wouldn&#39;t I put the same effort into the thing that&#39;s supporting me through the day?<br><br>I will say, I came across mixed reviews. The reviews that were good were glaringly good and the ones that weren&#39;t so were only really focusing on the comfort of the chair - comments of it being &quot;too firm&quot;. I will admit, this did worry me and I almost went for a different chair. I bit the bullet though, with the plan to test the firmness before assembling the chair and returning it if it wasn&#39;t suitable.<br><br>I can now say I am very glad I bought the Titan Evo 2022. I&#39;ll admit, I bought it during the Christmas sale and didn&#39;t get a massive saving, but it was enough to make me go for it.<br><br>The chair is the right level of firmness for me to where I can sit on it for 12 hours and be completely fine. I had one of those knock-off racer chairs for about £100 before this and that left me sore after a couple of hours. The Titan Evo just gets everything right.<br><br>I LOVE the armrests. I had issues with the previous ones where they didn&#39;t even reach the height of my desk so I had to get third party extensions which lost their comfort quickly. These armrests aren&#39;t even at max height and can align with my desk which is great! I also really like the ability to change the angle as it definitely helps when I need to reach a bit further with certain games (namely FPS games).<br><br>The headrest is super comfortable and I adore that it&#39;s magnetic. I often find myself leaning back and putting my arms behind the headrest trying to play with the clasps that I was used to doing from my old one only to remember they don&#39;t exist on this. I&#39;ve got it at the perfect height and I never have to adjust it, whereas before it didn&#39;t even get to the ideal positioning. I very rarely have to adjust it and if I do it&#39;s micro adjustments. The magnet is fairly strong to where I can rest my head without moving the pillow unless I actively try to move the pillow.<br><br>I do appreciate the reclining feature on gaming chairs however I find myself never using it on the Titan Evo. Not because it&#39;s bad, but because the rocking is enough to where I can lean back comfortably when relaxing and watching shows and then sit up without having to pull a lever. I also really like that you can lock it while leaning back. It&#39;s just really great overall.<br><br>And now, the lumbar support. It&#39;s really subtle, not like one of those large cushions that just aim for the curvature of your spine. I think SecretLab have got it bang on. I did thing it seemed a bit pointless with how much it went out, but after experiencing it I take it back. It&#39;s great and I never have to touch it. It would be nice if it didn&#39;t require as much turning to get from no lumbar support to full, but I can appreciate that it gives you a lot more control with the more turns you do.<br><br>All-in-all, I do not regret the purchase. I got the fabric weave fully blacked out as I&#39;ve turned into a recluse following *recent world events* and I couldn&#39;t be happier with it. Would happily recommend. The Titan Evo 2022 has the right level of firmness for me to where I can sit on it for 12 hours and be completely fine . The headrest is super comfortable and I adore that it&#39;s magnetic . The lumbar support is subtle, not like one of those large cushions that just aim for the curvature of your spine .positive

Extensive research was conducted before purchasing the Titan Evo 2022 chair.
The chair's firmness is suitable for extended 12-hour use, contrasting with a previous uncomfortable chair.
The armrests are highly appreciated, reaching the right height and offering adjustable angles.
The magnetic headrest is super comfortable, with strong magnets keeping it in place.
The rocking feature is preferred over reclining, allowing comfortable transitions without a lever.
Subtle and adjustable lumbar support is commended for its effectiveness.
The fabric weave fully blacked out version is satisfying, and the purchase is not regretted.
A willingness to recommend the chair to others.The need for multiple turns to adjust the lumbar support from no support to full is noted as a minor inconvenience, though it's appreciated for control.positive

Good features
High quality build
Comfortable Firm seat

I absolutely love this chair, I am a big guy and this is the only chair that excels in supporting me, making me feel comfortable and having plenty of seat length for my long legs. The armrests are great with customisation in terms of movement, I only wish they could slide forward a bit more but it&#39;s not much of an issue at all.<br><br>The back support is very customisable once sorted is superbly comfortable. I look forward to adding additional support with the backrest pillow once it&#39;s available.<br><br>As for the headrest Pillow, it&#39;s great, magnetic and super comfortable, absolutely genius construction, you won&#39;t find better.<br><br>The SoftWeave fabric version I bought is perfect for not being sticky in the summer and not being cold to the touch in winter whilst nice to the touch, I only have to make sure to keep it clean because of course it will be harder than a simple wipe as it is the fabric version after all.<br><br>The customer support helped me to no end when I needed things sorted and they resolved things quickly and appropriately, making the expense even more worth it! I am incredibly grateful to Secretlab for their service in all regards. I absolutely love this chair, I am a big guy and this is the only chair that excels in supporting me, making me feel comfortable and having plenty of seat length for my long legs . The armrests are great with customisation in terms of movement, I only wish they could slide forward a bit more but it&#39;s not much of an issue at all . The SoftWeave fabric version I bought is perfect for not being sticky in the summer and not being cold to the touch in winter .positive

The chair is highly praised for its support and comfort, especially for bigger individuals, making it an excellent choice.
The armrests are appreciated for their customization options, though the user wishes they could slide forward a bit more.
The back support is highly customizable and ultimately provides superb comfort.
The headrest pillow is described as great, with magnetic attachment and exceptional comfort.
The SoftWeave fabric version is favored for being comfortable in both hot and cold weather, though it requires regular cleaning.
The customer support provided by Secretlab is commended for its quick and appropriate resolution of issues, making the chair's expense even more worthwhile.None positive

Good for big guys
Good features
Softweave fabric

I absolutely love my secret labs Titan XL, I can sit in it all day without issue and even take a nap. The fabric material is durable and breathable making extended gaming sessions more enjoyable.<br><br>Durability was a major factor in my purchasing decision and I am not disappointed, the chair feels very sturdy and will last many years to come.<br><br>Set up was super simple and easy to do by yourself.<br><br>Summary is if you are in the market for a new chair and want it to be comfortable and last a long time then go for secret labs, you won&#39;t be disappointed.Secret labs Titan XL is durable and breathable . The fabric material is breathable making extended gaming sessions more enjoyable . Set up was super simple and easy to do by yourself .positive

The Secretlab Titan XL is described as durable and breathable.
The fabric material is noted for its breathability, enhancing comfort during extended gaming sessions.
The setup process is praised for being super simple and easy to do alone.None positive

Comfortable 
Good for napping
Soft, breathable fabric upholstery
Easy setup

Human assistance on the internet helped me choose the right product. Ordering and delivery was good. Excellent package to protect the parts but perhaps I’d have liked a more ‘green’ package if possible. Two people were used to build the chair. We should have allowed more floor space. The large sized information sheet was brilliant. The chair itself had a harder seat and back than I expected. Head rest good. Heartily recommend for others.Ordering and delivery was good. Excellent package to protect the parts but perhaps I'd have liked a more ‘green’ package if possible .positive

Human assistance on the internet helped in making the right product choice.
Ordering and delivery are described as good.
The packaging is excellent for protecting the parts.
The large-sized information sheet is praised.
The headrest is considered good.
A hearty recommendation is given for the product.

he user would have preferred a more environmentally friendly packaging option.
Assembling the chair required more floor space than expected.
The chair's seat and back are described as harder than expected.positive

Good customer support
Recommended to others

Too much packaging 
Assembly required two people
Seat firmer than expected

Honestly the best chair I&#39;ve used. Unboxing experience was premium. Assembly took about 20 minutes, it was easy with clear instructions. Chair looks and feels durable. I&#39;m a 100kg 165cm guy so I got the Regular size. The magnetic pillow is just at the right height. The chair also can get hot over time especially on a hot day so there&#39;s a bit of discomfort sitting on a leather chair. With a fan or AC, you can easily sit on it all day. Colder days, no problem. I personally love the adjustability of the armrest. Built-in adjustable lumbar support is *chef&#39;s kiss*. Only had it for a few months so can&#39;t say how it holds up long term, but looking forward to at least 4 years with this chair! No problem with it so far so can&#39;t say much about customer service. But I did have to cancel a previous order because of a delay and that was easily cancelled and refunded. CS rep nice and helpful. Assembly took about 20 minutes, it was easy with clear instructions . Built-in adjustable lumbar support is *chef&#39;s kiss*. The chair can get hot over time especially on a hot day .positive
Assembly is described as taking about 20 minutes, and it's considered easy with clear instructions.
The built-in adjustable lumbar support is highly praised.The chair is noted to get hot over time, especially on hot days.positive

Easy assembly
Good armrest adjustability
Good lumbar support
Good customer service The seat can get hot without using AC

Hi<br><br>As I told by email, packaging and build quality are out of comparisons with other brands.<br><br>The chair is beautiful and comfortable. A bit high for my wife but we loved the design of Titan vs Omega. The plain sit is much better. She mitigate this with the help of PlushCell.<br><br>The levers are not easy to manage, this is something to improve, but they work good.<br><br>We decided for Secret Lab over other options because of Alexis Prieto and his reviews in YouTube, say thanks to him too.<br><br>We will also consider Secret for future upgrade of my Cougar Argo.<br><br>Thanks,<br>Alex A bit high for my wife but we loved the design of Titan vs Omega . She mitigate this with the help of PlushCell . The levers are not easy to manage, this is something to improve .positive

The packaging and build quality are exceptional compared to other brands.
The chair is beautiful and comfortable.
The design of the Titan model is preferred over the Omega.
The PlushCell helps mitigate the chair's height for the user's wife.
Despite some difficulty, the levers work well.
The decision to choose Secretlab was influenced by Alexis Prieto's YouTube reviews.
The user plans to consider Secretlab for future upgrades.The levers are mentioned as not easy to manage, suggesting room for improvement.positive

Good build quality
Impressive packaging
Comfortable

Levers under the seat work well but are hard to manage

Having watched many many reviews on YouTube of this product I was convinced to purchase it. Yes it&#39;s not cheap. But my mantra of Buy Cheap Buy Twice can really be relevant in this sector of chairs. Also being on the erherm...large side I needed something able to hold my weight. After an absolute breeze of assembly I was blown away by the quality and the actual comfort of this product. Don&#39;t mess about with cheaper stuff. You&#39;ll only regret it down the line.Reviewer was blown away by the quality and the actual comfort of this product . Yes it&#39;s not cheap. But my mantra of Buy Cheap Buy Twice can really be relevant in this sector .positive
The reviewer is impressed by the quality and comfort of the product.
They acknowledge that the product is not cheap but believe in the mantra of "Buy Cheap Buy Twice," suggesting that investing in a higher-quality product is worthwhile.positive

Easy assembly
Good build quality
Comfortable
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

Having never had a proper chair for years, I put some time into researching this chair. I am very glad I went for this.<br><br>When it arrived it was packed very well with clear instructions and a nice set of tools for putting together. Assembly was easy enough but you may need help as the backrest is heavy (a good thing!).<br><br>Once it was all together I did find the cushion rather firm, however after a bit of time this has grown on me, it helps when sitting for long periods.<br><br>I do enjoy the neck cushion, it seems a great idea having it held by magnets, its much easier to get into the correct position.<br><br>Not sure what else to say, every part of the chair is great and no complaints. Worth the money! Assembly was easy enough but you may need help as the backrest is heavy (a good thing!). I did find the cushion rather firm but after a bit of time this has grown on me, it helps when sitting for long periods .positive

The reviewer mentions that they researched the chair thoroughly before making a purchase.
They express satisfaction with the chair's packaging, clear instructions, and the included set of tools for assembly.
Assembly is described as relatively easy, although they note that the backrest is heavy, which suggests sturdiness.
Initially, they found the cushion to be firm but have grown to appreciate it, particularly for long periods of sitting.
The magnetic neck cushion is appreciated for its ease of adjustment and proper positioning.
Overall, the reviewer has no complaints about any aspect of the chair and believes it is worth the investment.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable Firm seat needs a breaking-in period

Great chair, Love the unique Dark knight design as a Batman fan.<br>The box it comes with is heavy, once opened up it had a big paper with the instructions simply stated.<br>The assembly was done myself within half hour - instructions were really easy to follow although I would still recommend having a Youtube video of how to assemble in the background.<br><br>The chair itself is exactly how its advertised, comfy, very adjustable and the head pillow is magnetic which is super convenient.<br><br>One thing to note is the arm rest on both side are not stable they can wobble when moved, this isnt a problem for me at all but could be for others.<br><br>Overall I am happy with the purchase, it slightly exceeded my expectations. The box it comes with is heavy, once opened up it had a big paper with the instructions simply stated . The assembly was done myself within half hour - instructions were really easy to follow . The head pillow is magnetic which is super convenient .positive

The user notes that the box the chair comes in is heavy, suggesting a substantial product.
They found the assembly process straightforward and manageable on their own, taking about half an hour.
The user appreciates the clear and easy-to-follow assembly instructions.
The magnetic head pillow is described as super convenient.None positive

Nice aesthetics
Good packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable Shaky armrests

Great chair with high quality build, premium material and highly adjustable component. The assembly process was well explained and not too difficult.<br><br>However, I&#39;m 168cm tall and my heels don&#39;t fully touch the ground even with the chair on the lowest setting.<br>I&#39;m also having a hard time properly adjusting the lumbar support. This could be because it is not well adapted to people my size, or maybe simply to the lack of guidance. But I find myself tweaking the lumbar support regularly in search for the perfect setting.<br>Finally, I found that I&#39;m too lightweight (60kg) to rock the chair back. It would However rock back properly for my heavier friends.The assembly process was well explained and not too difficult . But I&#39;m 168cm tall and my heels don't fully touch the ground even with the chair on the lowest setting .neutral

The chair has a high-quality build and premium materials.
The assembly process was well explained and not too difficult.
It is highly adjustable and offers flexibility in component settings.

The reviewer, who is 168cm tall, has their heels not fully touching the ground even with the chair on the lowest setting, indicating a potential issue with adjustment for shorter individuals.
Adjusting the lumbar support has been challenging, possibly due to a lack of guidance or adaptation for individuals of the reviewer's size.
The chair's rocking feature is not effective for the reviewer's lightweight (60kg), requiring more weight to function properly.neutral

Good build quality
Good adjustability

The seat is too high for their short legs
Struggling to master the lumbar support
They are too light to rock the chair

Got this as a birthday present circa 2 weeks ago. Easy enough to set up and clear instructions.<br><br>Was apprehensive sitting in it initially as it is the same style as all other gaming chairs; which are generally not good for posture anyway compared to a mid - high range office chair for the same price (eg Herman Millers).<br><br>After having a sore posterior for a bit (excercise related) It took some time to get used to it probably about 2 weeks. I would stress to make sure you set up the lumbar support immediately. I have a pretty rounded spine and I believe at maximum inflation and right height it should suit most people (I have the small fabric weave variant). I would say to invest in a a foot stool also as if you are on the older side (35) and still bustin out big gaming sessions, as it will make a difference to your posture.<br><br>Overall it is comfy, make sure all your other stuff is in order - right distance from your screen and the chair will fit right in. My butt and back are already thanking me.<br><br>As my wife says it&#39;s an investment, so while pricey, you can&#39;t put a price in wellbeing.Got this as a birthday present circa 2 weeks ago . Easy enough to set up and clear instructions . I would stress to make sure you set up lumbar support immediately .positive
The user received the chair as a birthday present, which is appreciated.
The chair is noted as easy enough to set up, with clear instructions provided.None positive

Easy assembly
High quality build
Comfortable Needs a breaking-in period

Got the chair with some loose stitching on the back rest. For it&#39;s premium price, I was also expecting for a premium quality. This issue is visible to the eye so I don&#39;t expect it to pass QA checking so I sent a warranty enquiry and the woman I&#39;ve talked to was happy to send a replacement for the back rest and assured me it isn&#39;t a refurbished. But, when I got the replacement, it came with more issues than the back rest I currently have such as loosely fitted cover and thread issues. At this point I&#39;m no longer happy as I feel like we&#39;ve just wasted time and resources. So I told them to get the replacement part they sent me as I&#39;d rather take the old one. But, they came back saying they&#39;ll no longer pick it up due to logistic challenges and asked me dispose it myself. I was planning to post it online so I can also get the extended warranty but I don&#39;t think I can recommend this product after this experience. Got the chair with some loose stitching on the back rest . For it&#39;s premium price, I was also expecting for a premium quality . But, when I got the replacement, it came with more issues .negative
The user received prompt customer service when they reported an issue with their chair.
Secretlab offered to send a replacement part for the backrest.

The initial chair had loose stitching on the backrest, which the user found disappointing given the chair's premium price.
The replacement part sent by Secretlab had more issues, including a loosely fitted cover and thread problems, which led to further dissatisfaction.
The user no longer felt happy with the experience and wanted to return the replacement part for the original chair.
Secretlab declined to pick up the replacement part due to logistical challenges and advised the user to dispose of it themselves.
The user expresses a lack of confidence in recommending the product after their experience.negative

Good customer support
Loose stitching
Replacement parts were even worse
Company unable to pick up the defective part (customer had to dispose of it)

Good chair, wish they mentioned on their site/prior to purchase that it creeks a lot due to the new lumbar support they put in this new model, instead of just supplying a leaflet in the box after it arrived (instructions suggest this is resolved by turning the lumbar bar knobs up and down repeatedly, but I&#39;ve done this countless times and it still creeks again after a few days - I&#39;d be interested to see the testing this went through after the noise happened after less than 1 week of use for me and it drives me insane every time I move). The reason I got rid of my old chair was a noise issue because I tend to move around a fair amount and with remote working/spending hours in a chair, I wanted to invest in something good and quiet.<br><br>The new seat shape is nice, it allows enough space for cross legged sitting too, whilst also feeling comfortable sat regularly. The magnetic headrest is a clean looking new feature, but if you fidget a lot, it&#39;s not really as stable as a banded headrest and falls. The magnetic armrests are a good idea and nice addition to this model - it&#39;d be nice to see future interchangeable designs, or if they ever get damaged, it&#39;s nice to know they can be replaced. The chair is easy to manoeuvre around, is aesthetically pleasing and if it&#39;s good for long periods of use without damaging my body, then that&#39;s the main thing really!<br><br>Another little thing to note too - the colour names/pictures might be a little misleading. I ordered the black Softweave Plus Fabric and it had more white thread than I expected/than it looks like in the picture (or maybe it&#39;s just seeing it up close in person where the contrast of coloured threads looks more amplified?) which isn&#39;t a problem for me personally, but a &#39;black&#39; chair that contains a large amount of white thread intertwined with it is a little odd naming. I also know a friend who got the &#39;Arctic White&#39; chair, but it&#39;s more light gray than white. I get these are only little snags, but if you&#39;re spending this much on a chair to last you a long time and want it to complete a certain aesthetic/might be more sensitive to colours for whatever reason, then it might not fully meet expectations.<br><br>Overall though, comfortable chair that should last years before needing replacing and is designed for long periods of use, the only criticisms really are transparency with the new lumbar support (since researched and found others with the same issues, but none of these I&#39;ve found in these reviews, which I thought was odd) and maybe the off colouring advertisement and semi-flimsy magnetic headrest. If given the option to re-purchase, I&#39;d probably go for the older model which I&#39;ve had prior, but still happy enough with this chair. Good chair, wish they mentioned on their site/prior to purchase that it creeks a lot due to the new lumbar support they put in this new model, instead of just supplying a leaflet in the box after it arrived . Magnetic headrest is a clean looking new feature, but if you fidget a lot, it&#39;s not really as stable as a banded headrest and falls . Magnetic armrests are a good idea and nice addition to this model .positive

The chair is described as comfortable and designed for long periods of use.
The new seat shape is appreciated for allowing cross-legged sitting and regular comfort.
The magnetic headrest and armrests are seen as nice additions to the model.
The chair is easy to maneuver and aesthetically pleasing.

The chair is reported to creak a lot due to the new lumbar support, and the user found this issue frustrating.
The magnetic headrest is mentioned as not as stable as a banded headrest and can fall if the user fidgets a lot.
The color names and pictures on the website might be misleading, with some chairs having unexpected thread colors.
The user suggests that transparency about the lumbar support issue and the color accuracy in advertisements could be improved.
If given the option to repurchase, the user might choose the older model, although they are still happy with the current chair.positive

Comfortable
Good features

From initial purchase to aftersales support, I cannot fault the team at Secretlab.<br><br>They have been very quick to respond to any message I have sent them and their tracking information has been bang on every time.<br><br>From ordering to arrival, the chair took 3 days to arrive.<br><br>The quality of the packaging is truly impressive, let alone the chair itself, which is clearly in a league of its own. The included instructions and toolkit are a nice touch to an already impressive and high-spec package.<br><br>The chair goes together very easily and the included guides and videos available online are there if you do end up struggling.<br><br>One point to note for those expecting a soft and fluffy seating experience: you will not find it here, but that isn&#39;t a negative. The foam of the chair is solid and offers great support, so I&#39;m expecting it to stand the test of time.<br><br>The arms are very adjustable and will be able to suit almost all setups. As a future improvement, the ability to tilt the degree of the armrests would be great.<br><br>I was bang smack on the upper end of the Omega suggested dimensions, so opted for the Titan and I&#39;m glad I did, as the extra room is welcome and means I can even sit on the chair cross-legged if I so wish.<br><br>On that note, if you want to feel like you&#39;re in a bucket seat and held in, go for the Omega, as the Titan does give you noticeable more room.<br><br>The price can be daunting, but for the quality of the chair you get and the support that comes with it, I&#39;d buy one again in a heartbeat.<br><br>Consider me an official fanboy!

Positive feedback on the Secretlab team's performance, including fast responses and accurate tracking information.
Quick delivery within 3 days of ordering.
High-quality packaging.
Impressive chair quality.
Appreciation for included instructions and toolkit.
Solid foam offering great support.
Adjustable armrests, although the reviewer suggests adding tilt adjustment.
Satisfactory extra room provided by the Titan chair compared to the Omega.
Mention of the chair's price being worth it for the quality and support.
The reviewer is highly satisfied with the Secretlab chair and even mentions being an official fan of the brand.positive

The Secretlab team's performance from initial purchase to after-sales support is faultless.
The team is quick to respond to messages, and their tracking information is accurate.
The chair was delivered in just 3 days from ordering.
The quality of the packaging and the chair itself is highly impressive.
Clear instructions and a toolkit are included with the package.
Assembling the chair is straightforward, and online guides and videos are available if needed.
The chair's foam is solid, providing great support and durability.
Adjustable arms are suitable for various setups.
The extra room in the Titan model is appreciated, allowing for cross-legged sitting.
The price may be daunting, but the quality of the chair and support justify it.

The chair does not provide a soft and fluffy seating experience, but the user doesn't see this as a negative due to the solid and supportive foam.
A suggestion for improvement is the ability to tilt the degree of the armrests.
The user suggests going for the Omega model if you want to feel like you're in a bucket seat with a snug fit, as the Titan offers more room.positive

Good customer support
Fast delivery
High-quality packaging
Easy assembly
Comfortable padded seat
Worth the price

For reference I have used Steelcase gesture/Leap for a few years and cheap generic offices chairs as well. I am keeping this chair as a good value for money and I couldnt find something with a large headrest and recline for after work hours in this price range.<br>Pros:<br>I can see how some people are super fans for Secretlab chairs, they feel premium, rock solid, no squeaky sounds anywhere, the recline is brilliant for watching videos and sure a massive upgrade from using cheap generic office chairs.<br>Cons:<br>- The minor stuff: Took at least 3 weeks for the chair edge to not be painful to my thighs, The chair right arm is a bit tigher by about 3-4 cm difference in width, they come preinstalled but at the lowest setting on both there is clear difference. not a major issue because you can move and adjust them but you would expect out of the factory would be better settings.<br>- The difference between this and the steelcase (double the price) is the arm rest. on secretlab it needs to go much lower for better ergonomics and so it fits more people.<br><br>- The **** stuff: The lumbar is too high, might work for very tall people, taller than the size guide says. The base of the seat is a great fit for me at 100kg but the support on the back is **** .. like uncomfortably high, even had a few people try of different heights (6, 6&#39;3) but they had the same issue.<br><br>- The seat edge really digs into your thighs for a few weeks until it breaks in. What this means is this chair works really well with a foot rest and maybe a tiny lumbar pillow. I now have the lumbar all the way down or using a $15 ikea cushion to fix it.<br><br>overall, it&#39;s great for gaming/watching movies and fixing your back posture if you like firm chairs and value the high back more than extra ergonomics. The base of the seat is a great fit for me at 100kg but the support on the back is uncomfortably high . The lumbar is too high, might work for very tall people, taller than the size guide says . The seat edge digs into your thighs for a few weeks until it breaks in .negative

The Secretlab chair is appreciated for feeling premium and solid.
It provides a comfortable recline, making it an upgrade from cheaper generic office chairs.
Good value for money, particularly for after-work relaxation and video watching.

It took a few weeks for the chair's edge to become comfortable for the user's thighs.
There's a slight difference in width between the two arms, which is not expected from the factory setting.
The armrests could be more adjustable for better ergonomics.
The lumbar support is too high for the user and could be problematic for individuals of different heights.
The seat edge initially digs into the thighs until it breaks in, requiring a footrest or lumbar pillow for added comfort.negative

Former Leap / Gesture chair owner
The Titan is good value for money
Nice recline features

The breaking-in period took a few weeks
One armrest is tighter than the other
Better for gaming or watching movies than office work

Firstly the good, the build quality is solid. There are plenty of metal parts, magnets and decent quality plastics. The chair is built to last, no doubt about that hence the two star rating. Unfortunately that is where the good ends because the chair is just flat out uncomfortable. The chair seat base is hard as you might have read and doesn&#39;t &#39;give&#39; with time, but this is not as much of an issue as the rock hard back of the chair. It cannot support your entire back top to bottom no matter how you adjust the lumbar support, meaning you have to choose between upper or lower back pain. The chair back and lumbar support is also uncomfortably firm, which has given me a bad back for the first time in my life. I didn&#39;t consider it at the time but if the built in lumbar support was fit for purpose then why would they need to sell three different varieties of lumbar cushions for £50+ each?<br>They say that the base and back will &#39;give&#39; with time and become more comfortable, however if you fall for that nonsense then you will have had the chair for over 14 days and not be able to return it.<br>I regret purchasing this chair every single day, but cannot return it due to Secret Labs unfair return policy, which basically leaves you stuck with it. I&#39;ll be selling mine privately and replacing it with an (actual) ergonomic chair which doesn&#39;t leave me with crippling back pain.<br>Don&#39;t fall for it, go elsewhere. The chair is built to last, no doubt about that hence the two star rating . The build quality is solid but the back and lumbar support is uncomfortably firm . It cannot support your entire back top to bottom, meaning you have to choose between upper or lower .negative
The chair is commended for its solid build quality, with metal parts, magnets, and quality plastics.
The user acknowledges that the chair is built to last.

The primary issue is the chair's discomfort. The seat base is described as hard and unyielding, and the back of the chair is uncomfortably firm.
The built-in lumbar support is criticized for not effectively supporting the entire back, leaving users to choose between upper or lower back support.
The user claims that the chair does not become more comfortable with time, as suggested by the manufacturer.
The return policy of Secretlab is criticized as unfair because it requires returning the chair within 14 days, which may not be enough time for users to determine its long-term comfort.
The user regrets the purchase and plans to sell the chair privately to replace it with an ergonomic chair.negative

Good build quality Uncomfortable
Poor return policy

First off, the chair looks fantastic, with a premium finish throughout. Putting it together was reasonably straightforward and doable by myself in a reasonable amount of time.<br><br>This is not a super comfy, sit and relax chair. It is firmer than I expected and doesn&#39;t feel comfortable necessarily whilst using it. For me, I did immediately notice that my back did not feel as sore after working in it for a morning, which has continued to be the case. With the considerable financial investment, maybe I am trying harder to adopt better posture than before, but the chair does support me to do this (adjustable arm rests are great, I have mine in at a 45 angle which supports my arms while I type).<br><br>Overall this is a premium finish desk chair that looks great and has removed pain and fatigue from working at it. Could it be a little comfier - yes - but I hope there is some more settling in to do and the firmness will lead to longevity. Recommended if you&#39;re willing to do some work adjusting the chair and not expecting a soft chair. This is not a super comfy, sit and relax chair. It is firmer than I expected and doesn&#39;t feel comfortable necessarily whilst using it . Recommended if you&#38;re willing to do some work adjusting the chair and not expecting a soft chair .neutral

The chair has a fantastic, premium finish.
Assembly was reasonably straightforward and manageable by a single person.
The chair's design promotes better posture and comfort.
Adjustable armrests are a great feature.
The chair has reduced back soreness and fatigue when used for work.

The chair is firmer than expected and may not be super comfortable for relaxation.
The user hopes that over time, the firmness may lead to increased longevity.
Recommended for those willing to make chair adjustments and not expecting an overly soft experience.neutral

High quality build
Relieved back pain Seat too firm

First of all this is one of the first gaming chairs i have bought after having my old one for at least 10 years.<br><br>The chair is very comfortable however it is rather heavy be careful if you live in a flat because you may have issues getting it up the stairs due to it being rather heavy at around 35kg so make sure you have a friend to help you with it.<br><br>The magnetic head cushion is great it stays in place rather well however i have not messed around with the built in lumbar support yet.<br><br>I love the adjustable arm rests they are great no real complaint there.<br><br>Build quality of the chair is just fantastic feels really solid feels like it would last quite along time. (I hope)<br><br>I am around about 5&#39;11/6&#39;0 in height and i went for the Titan and it i think it is okay in terms of height however i would say its abit wide for me but that is because i am too skinny.<br><br>So all in all its a fantastic chair would recommend however it does put a considerable hole in your wallet so the price is the only bad thing about it really. Would love too see the prices come down in the future.This is one of the first gaming chairs i have bought after having my old one for at least 10 years . The chair is very comfortable however it is rather heavy at around 35kg so make sure you have a friend to help you with it .positive

The chair is described as very comfortable.
The magnetic head cushion is appreciated for staying in place.
Adjustable armrests are praised with no real complaints.
The build quality of the chair is fantastic, feeling solid and durable.
The chair is considered to be suitable for long-term use.

The chair is relatively heavy, making it challenging for individuals living in flats to move it up stairs.
Some users may find the price to be on the higher side, and they express a desire to see lower prices in the future.positive

Comfortable
Good headrest pillow
Good build quality
Good adjustability Too expensive

Finally my back doesn&#39;t hurt anymore. my elbows don&#39;t go numb anymore... and my neck is finally more relaxed. If you are reading this, it is very likely that you also spend a lot of time in front of the PC. Without a doubt, it is a high quality chair, the details and materials used are top quality. I have been using this chair for 2 months and I am very satisfied. It is important to choose the model according to your height and weight! I recommend TITAN (it has lumbar adjustment) it is very important for a correct position of the back! I won&#39;t say that I became more productive thanks to this chair... But I&#39;m definitely more relaxed now during the time I spend in front of the PC. It is a high quality chair, the details and materials used are top quality . I have been using this chair for 2 months and I am very satisfied . It is important to choose the model according to your height and weight .positive

The user no longer experiences back pain, numbness in the elbows, and has a more relaxed neck.
The chair is considered high quality with top-quality materials and details.
After 2 months of use, the user is very satisfied with the chair.
It's emphasized to choose the chair model based on your height and weight, with a recommendation for the TITAN model for its lumbar adjustment.
The chair has contributed to a more relaxed and comfortable experience during extended PC usage.None positive

Back pain relief
Good build quality
Comfortable
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

Fell in love with this chair from the moment I received it in the box.<br>Everything about this chair is high quality, made with attention to detail starting with the package. The chair parts are sturdy and built good.<br>The chair is so comfortable, I love the firmness of it, it is just right for me and my poor back. I was scared the chair in size Small would still be too big for me as I’m only 5’2 (157cm) tall. But it turned out great, I think I still need a foot stool for the best experience, I wish secretlab made them but they don’t unfortunately.<br>I’be been using the chair for work, 8-9 hours a day minimum for over a month now. My lower back and bum pain is now gone from sitting on bad quality furniture, it is easier to hold the posture on it, I’m enjoying the adjustable features.<br>And the way the chair looks.. just look at her ✨ it’s fabulous ✨ The chair is so comfortable, I love the firmness of it, it is just right for me and my poor back . I was scared the chair in size Small would still be too big for me as I’m only 5’2 (157cm) tall . I wish secretlab made them but they don’t unfortunately .positive

The reviewer fell in love with the chair from the moment it was unboxed, appreciating the high quality and attention to detail.
Every part of the chair, including the package, is well-built and sturdy.
The chair is very comfortable, with the right level of firmness, which is suitable for the reviewer's back.
Despite being only 5'2" tall, the size Small of the chair is a great fit, and the reviewer has been using it for work 8-9 hours a day without lower back and bum pain.
The chair's adjustable features have improved the reviewer's posture.
The chair's appearance is fabulous, and the reviewer is in love with how it looks.None positive

Good uild quality
Comfortable
Improved posture
Nice aesthetics

Excellent company and chair.<br><br>The “unboxing experience” was fantastic. Easy to follow instructions as well as a video. All in all maybe 30 minutes to get the chair upright.<br><br>Incredibly comfortable and the Dark Knight version really does look impressive. Exceeded expectations from the build to the stitching to the overall comfort.<br><br>No squeaking either which was a problem The Dark Knight version really does look impressive, says reviewer . Exceeded expectations from the build to the stitching to the overall comfort . No squeaking either which was a problem .positive

The reviewer had an excellent experience with the company and the chair.
The unboxing experience was fantastic, with easy-to-follow instructions and a video, taking only around 30 minutes to assemble the chair.
The chair is incredibly comfortable, and the Dark Knight version exceeded expectations in terms of build quality, stitching, and overall comfort.
The chair does not have any squeaking issues, which was a problem with previous chairs.None positive

Good unboxing experience
Comfortable
Nice styling
Quality exceeded expectations

Everything from the unboxing, to the assembly, to the use of it was perfect. You know you&#39;re getting a premium product when you can just tell by the packaging and the unboxing experiencing. And the use of it is superb!<br>The only reason this isn&#39;t 5 stars (and i think i&#39;m being harsh by only giving 4. Would probably give it a 4.7 if i could) is i would have liked the cable management area at the back to be a little wider. It can be a little tight with big hands trying to cable manage everything, especially extension leads and power cords.<br><br>Overall though, ZERO regrets! Everything from the unboxing to the assembly, to the use of it was perfect . Only reason this isn&#39;t 5 stars is the cable management area at the back to be a little wider . Overall though, ZERO regrets!positive

The unboxing, assembly, and overall experience with the chair are described as perfect.
The premium quality of the product is evident from the packaging and unboxing.
The chair's use is considered superb.
The user has zero regrets about the purchase.None positive

Good experience
Premium quality
Good packaging
Easy assembly

Everything about ordering this chair was straight forward and easy. Being able to split the payments made it easier for us.<br><br>The chair arrived promptly and was delivered in a great condition.<br><br>Unboxing this mammoth Titan 2002 gaming chair Joker edition was an experience in itself. All the packaging was themed as much as the chair itself. Assembly was simple and didn&#39;t take very long, the included tool kit and instructions were brilliant.<br><br>I bought the chair for my husband as standard office chairs do not always cater for his 6ft4 self. This chair is perfect and everything is so adjustable that it works just as well for him as it does for my 5ft4 stature when I occasionally use the office. My husband says the chair is comfortable and he doesn&#39;t find himself shifting around all day to ease aches and pains and actually feels very happy sat there for long meetings etc.<br><br>The chair feels very sturdy and appears to be very high quality. The detail in the design of the Joker theme is fantastic.<br><br>It was not the cheapest option out there but I&#39;d buy it again. Really happy with this purchase and I&#39;d confidently recommend to others.Everything about ordering this chair was straight forward and easy . The included tool kit and instructions were brilliant . My husband says the chair is comfortable and he doesn't find himself shifting around all day to ease aches and pains .positive

The process of ordering the chair is described as straightforward and easy.
The included tool kit and instructions are praised as brilliant.
The user's husband finds the chair to be comfortable, and they don't experience the need to constantly shift around to ease aches and pains.None positive

Easy ordering
Easy assembly
Nice styling
COmfortable

Easy setup but the quality is not worth the money. The noise of the chair is what made me hate it; everything squeaks, rattles and clunks when you move. Everything was tightened properly, so that is no excuse.<br><br>The chair is comfortable enough but nothing spectacular. The lumbar support doesn&#39;t make much difference. The magentic pillow is irritating and moves constantly under the pressure of your head.<br><br>The armrests rattle and feel loose under the pressure of your elbow.<br><br>The flaps that control the height and recline features feel cheap and filmsy.<br><br>The chair will be sold, returning it would be a nightmarish process. The noise of the chair is what made me hate it, everything squeaks, rattles and clunks when you move . Easy setup but the quality is not worth the money . The chair is comfortable enough but nothing spectacular .negative

The user expresses strong dislike for the chair due to the noise it makes, including squeaks, rattles, and clunks when moving.
They find the quality of the chair not worth the money spent.
While they consider the chair to be comfortable, they don't find it particularly remarkable.negative Easy setup

Poor quality build
Noisy backrest
Comfortable, but not SUPER comfortable
Levers under the seat feel flimsy

Do not buy a TITAN EVO 2022 SERIES before reading this. 10% of reviews for this chair on this site have given it a 1-Star rating, with I expect a very honest review on its faults. 90% of customers have given it a 4-Star rating because they are too ashamed to admit they have spent nearly £500 after Googling &#39;The Best Gaming Chair&#39; and ending up on Secretlab&#39;s website through sponsored and paid adverts.<br><br>Does the chair look awesome? Yes<br><br>Does the packaging it comes in look like it cost more than the chair to make? Yes<br><br>Is the chair comfy? No, absolutely not, read the 1-Star reviews, it&#39;s like sitting in wood and unless you are of a very heavy/built frame it&#39;s far too large the side supports do nothing and may as well not be there.<br><br>Is there post-sales customer service any good? No, absolutely not, they asked me to send a video of how to form the seat by putting my hand on it and sending it to them. It is clear that they have been scripted on how to deal with these complaints.<br><br>In summary, I regret every £1 I spent on this chair, I would happily have paid more to Secretlab to provide me with a chair that was fit for purpose.<br><br>No doubt you will try and hide this review in the same way you contacted Trust Pilot to try and have my honest review removed - very dirty tactics! 10% of reviews for this chair on this site have given it a 1-Star rating, with I expect a very honest review on its faults . 90% of customers have given the 4-star rating because they are too ashamed to admit they have spent nearly £500 on this chair .negative

The chair's appearance is praised for looking awesome.

The packaging is described as extravagant and expensive-looking.

The comfort of the chair is criticized, with the user stating that it feels like sitting on wood. They believe the chair is too large unless you have a very heavy or built frame, and they find the side supports ineffective.

Post-sales customer service is deemed unsatisfactory. The user mentions having been asked to send a video demonstrating the seat's form by placing their hand on it. They also express skepticism about the scripted nature of the customer service interactions.

The user expresses regret about every pound spent on the chair and suggests they would have paid more for a chair that was suitable for its intended purpose.

The review hints at potential attempts to suppress negative reviews and implies that there were efforts to remove their review from Trustpilot.negative
Nice design
Good packaging

Uncomfortable
Poor support
Dishonest reviews

Delivered well before Xmas as I wanted to make sure I had the chair on Xmas day as it was a present for my son . After moving it into his room ( the unopened box is heavy) we took about ten minutes to read instructions and build the chair. He is over the moon with it . It&#39;s well built . Comfy . Very adjustable and I was happy I had invested my hard earned in a worthwhile product now the but.. I hadn&#39;t opened the box prior and &quot;let the foam breath &#39; it stunk his room out so much I moved him into a spare room and the chair into a ventilated area after a few days the smell was acceptable and it went back into service. If I was aware of this issue I would have aired the components before gifting it to him . Surely is this was advertised as a by product we as consumers could take some steps to counteract it . Apart from that I would without doubt recommend the product its not cheap but does show its worthDelivered well before Xmas as I wanted to make sure I had the chair on Xmas day as it was a present for my son . After moving it into his room ( the unopened box is heavy) we took about ten minutes to read instructions and build the chair . It&#39;s well built . Comfy and I was happy I had invested my hard earned in a worthwhile product now the but.. I hadn't opened the box prior and . let the foam breath . It stunk his room out so much I moved him into a spare room and the chair into a ventilated area after a few days thepositive
The chair was delivered well before Christmas, allowing the user to present it as a gift to their son.
The user found the chair to be well-built and comfortable, feeling satisfied with their investment.The user mentions that the chair emitted a strong smell when first opened, which caused them to move their son to a spare room and the chair to a ventilated area.positive

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Good adjhustability
Comfortable Chemical smell

Definitely highly recommend it.<br><br>Pros - Good thigh support, good lower lumbar support (if you sit deep in the chair), robust good build quality.<br><br>The chair can comfortably accommodate even those of us blessed with massive buttocks, the wheel base is robust and I like the fact that it is not bare steel but rather painted over. The wheels are excellent as well. The arms rests are comfortable too and the ability to change armrests easily adds to the life of the product.<br><br>Cons: Firm cushion, extremely environmentally UNFRIENDLY packaging, scope for cost optimization<br><br>The cushion is definitely on the firmer side, one of the firmest ones I have ever sat on. You do not get many designs if you choose the fabric ones, which is a bummer.<br><br>The packaging of this product really ****** me off, the amount of single-use/un-recyclable plastic used to package this chair is truly shameful. The could delivery a fully assembled chair and still have a lesser carbon footprint than when they deliver it packaged. It is 2023, not 1970. There is also a huge scope of cost optimisation. There was no need to include an extremely sturdy piece of instruction board, which I presume would have costed a good chunk, they could have instead replaced it with a small QR code on a paper sticker pasted on the product. I’ve been designing products since 2010 and this is by far the worst product I have seen in terms of cost optimisation, something for Secret Labs to look into for sure. Overall I am happy with the chair and the comfort. Good thigh support, good lower lumbar support (if you sit deep in the chair), robust good build quality . Firm cushion is definitely on the firmer side, one of the firmest ones I have ever sat on . Packaging of this product really ****** me off, the amount of single-use/un-recyclable plastic used to package this chair is truly shameful .Positive

The chair offers good thigh support and lower lumbar support (when sitting deep in the chair).
The chair is robust and can comfortably accommodate users with larger builds.
The wheel base is robust and painted, and the wheels are of high quality.
The armrests are comfortable, and the ability to change armrests adds to the product's lifespan.

The cushion is firm, which may not be suitable for everyone.
Limited design options for fabric chairs.
The excessive use of single-use/un-recyclable plastic packaging is environmentally unfriendly and problematic.
There's room for cost optimization, such as reducing the use of non-essential materials in the packaging.Positive

High quality build
Comfortable Excess packaging bad for environment

Construction of the chair was a simple affair, taking around half an hour at a leisurely pace. Instructions were clear, tools supplier were of a high quality, and the packaging was easily the best packaging I have come across. Granted they quickly filled my recycling bin! However it left no doubt that my investment wasn&#39;t extraordinarily well protected during shipping.<br><br>Once assembled I took my first sit, and honestly was surprised and actually slightly disappointed at how firm it was - BUT, I needn&#39;t have been, in hindsight this was more due to how little support my previous chair had offered.<br><br>I have been using the Titan now for 5 weeks and haven&#39;t looked back, it is supremely comfortable. In my old chair I would need to take comfort breaks to stretch my neck and back, now it&#39;s to rest my eyes. The soft-weave fabric lives up to it&#39;s name and is very soft to touch.<br><br>I happened to sit in my old chair again a few days ago, and eugh. It was uncomfortably spongy and the material felt really low quality compared to the Secret Labs one.<br><br>I am so happy with my purchase, and although I expect this chair should last a good number of years, I will have no qualms about buying another when the time comes. In the mean time I will continue to recommend Secret Labs to anyone who&#39;ll listen! Construction of the chair was a simple affair, taking around half an hour at a leisurely pace . The soft-weave fabric lives up to it&#39;s name and is very soft to touch . The packaging was easily the best packaging I have come across .positive

The construction of the chair was straightforward and well-documented, with clear instructions, high-quality tools, and excellent packaging for protection during shipping.
The chair turned out to be much firmer than the user initially expected, which was a pleasant surprise.
After using the Titan for 5 weeks, the user finds it supremely comfortable and no longer needs comfort breaks for neck and back pain.
The soft-weave fabric is soft to the touch and comfortable.
Comparing the Secret Lab chair to the old one, the old chair was uncomfortably spongy and had lower-quality materials.
The user is extremely happy with their purchase and is open to buying another Secret Lab chair in the future, and they are enthusiastic about recommending Secret Labs to others.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable

Firm seat

Comfort is hard to describe. I think I could protentially describe the feeling using sounds like &quot;aaah&quot;! &quot;Wow&quot;! &quot;hmmm&quot;. I had been using a basic office chair with no arm rests for years - about 5. What it did to my body was - poor posture and all the ailments that came with it, like Neck and back ache and issues. Sitting on the Secret Lab chair was absolutely mind blowing. I realised I had forgotten what comfort felt like as I had been ignoring the signs of the negative impact of the chair I had then. For someone who spends most of their day in front of a PC, it is extremely important to have comfortable seating that lets you relax the rest of the body. Especially if you combine this with a standing desk, this can be gamechanging! That&#39;s what I did. Beautifully crafted chair with really good adjustments that supports me and lets me sit, lie back and rest my arms. Also love the magenetically attached head rest pillow. Very thoughtful engineering with focus on how the end user could easily put things together and enjoy the chair without having to spend hours. I am now a fan and would totally recommend this brand&#39;s products. Comfort is hard to describe. Beautifully crafted chair with really good adjustments that supports me and lets me sit, lie back and rest my arms . Also love the magenetically attached head rest pillow .positive

They express a profound sense of comfort upon using the Secretlab chair, describing it with sounds like "aaah," "Wow," and "hmmm." This experience contrasts with their previous basic office chair, which led to poor posture and physical discomfort.

The user emphasizes the importance of comfort when spending most of their day in front of a computer, especially when combined with a standing desk.

They praise the chair's craftsmanship, good adjustments, and thoughtful engineering that supports their posture and overall comfort.

The user appreciates features like the magnetic headrest pillow and the ease of assembly, which allows for a hassle-free experience.

They state that they are now a fan of the brand's products and would recommend them to others.None positive
Comfortable
Improved posture

Comfort and Ergonomics:<br>The Titan XL is designed with ergonomics in mind, providing excellent lumbar and neck support through an adjustable head pillow and built-in lumbar support system. It also features a recline function and adjustable armrests, allowing you to find the most comfortable position for your body type.<br>Size and Weight Capacity:<br>This chair is specifically designed to accommodate larger and taller individuals. The Titan XL is designed with ergonomics in mind, providing excellent lumbar and neck support . It also features a recline function and adjustable armrests . This chair is specifically designed to accommodate larger and taller individuals .positive

The Titan XL chair is designed with ergonomics in mind, offering excellent lumbar and neck support.
It includes an adjustable head pillow and a built-in lumbar support system for improved comfort.
The chair features a recline function, allowing users to find their preferred position for added comfort.
Adjustable armrests provide customization options to suit various body types.

The Titan XL chair is specifically designed to accommodate larger and taller individuals.
It is suitable for those who need a chair with a higher weight capacity and extra space for a comfortable fit.positive

Good lumbar support
Good adjustability
A good fit for larger sizes
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Original Summary Sentiment GPT-4 Positives GPT-4 Negatives
Sentiment 
(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

Chair turned up in a very large box which was very well packed. But heavy, which wasn&#39;t an issue for me, but I mention in case people don&#39;t realise these chairs can weigh quite a bit. Instructions on how to remove items and put together was superb, I used the YouTube video but there is a chart included. Tools and parts are very robust. I&#39;m no DIY enthusiast but it was a doddle to do myself. I know these chairs aren&#39;t cheap, but once you start putting the parts together, and then sitting on the completed chair you realise why. 100% recommend purchasing.Chair turned up in a very large box which was very well packed . Instructions on how to remove items and put together was superb . Tools and parts are very robust .positive

The chair was delivered in a well-packed, large box.
The reviewer found the chair to be heavy, which could be important for others to note.
They were impressed by the quality and robustness of the included tools and parts.
The reviewer, despite not being a DIY enthusiast, found assembly straightforward.
They acknowledged that Secretlab chairs may not be the cheapest option but emphasized the value in terms of build quality and comfort.
The reviewer wholeheartedly recommends purchasing a Secretlab chair.None positive

Good packaging
Easy assembly
High quality build
Worth the money

Build quality is great!<br>The seat is a bit on the firm side and same of the arm rests, I prefer something a little bit softer like a car seat.<br>Adjustability is great apart from the lumber support not matter what position I put it in it does not feel comfortable so I have had to retract it and put a cushion behind me.<br>For paying nearly £400 for a chair it is marginally better than my other office chair that I purchased for nearly half the price.<br>Before buying my next chair I will likely look around at other options before considering SecretLab again.Build quality is great! The seat is a bit on the firm side and I prefer something a little bit softer like a car seat .Adjustability is great apart from the lumber support not matter what position I put it in it does not feel comfortable so I have had to retract it and put a cushion behind me .neutral The build quality of the chair is great.

The seat and some of the armrests are firmer than the reviewer's preference, with a preference for softer cushioning, similar to a car seat.
Adjustability is generally good, but the lumbar support doesn't provide a comfortable experience, forcing the reviewer to use a cushion instead.
The chair, despite its price, is only marginally better than a previous office chair purchased at a lower cost.
The reviewer is likely to explore other chair options before considering SecretLab again in the future.neutral

Good build quality
Good adjustability

The seat is too firm
Uncomfortable lumbar support
Overpriced

Bought XL, the seat is flat - no enough foam thickness for xl person, if you do not have enough fat you get hip joints pain after 2hr seating. The backrest profile is completely flat and lumbar adjustment is nowhere near enough (not scaled to tall person, again painful after longer period. Base has sharp edges on which you can hurt your feet. Oh. And the chair smells really BAD. Its been a month and it still smells repulsively. Computer room is next to bedroom so chair needed to go away - because I could not sleep and was afrait that this smell is cancerogenic. Support wrote me long answers letters, but I did not get any real support. They even started promising seat replacement - only to deny it in next e-mail. Also proposed cleaning supplies for the smell. Now I think It was just an empty promise as the one for seat replacement, but then I just plainly refused because if something smells so bad - adding moisture from cleaning supplies would only make things worse...<br>When I finally gave up and asked them to stop contacting me - they could not even honor that - and still spammed my mailbox. And hey - I write this because I GOT ANOTHER MAIL asking for review, despite &quot;no more contact&quot; demand !!! Bought XL, the seat is flat - no enough foam thickness for xl person, if you do not have enough fat you get hip joints pain after 2hr seating . Backrest profile is completely flat and lumbar adjustment is nowhere near enough . Base has sharp edges on which you can hurt your feet . And the chair smells really BAD. Its been a month and it still smells repulsively .negative

The user finds that the seat lacks sufficient foam thickness for an XL person, leading to hip joint pain after 2 hours of sitting.
The backrest profile is described as completely flat, and the lumbar adjustment is considered inadequate.
The chair's base is noted to have sharp edges that can cause foot injuries.
The chair is reported to have a strong and unpleasant odor that persists for a month.negative

Flat, uncomfortable seat
Uncomfortable back support
Strong chemical smell
Poor customer support

Bought this chair for office work from home and the quality of the material are beyond than what I expected, very comfortable and polished design.<br>Most important part for me are the wheels as I move with the chair lots, they are soft and quiet, doesn’t leave any damage, scratches or marks on the wooden parquet flooring, they run smooth and feels like I’m sitting in a top of a carpet.<br>Once of those rare times when you spend your money and you feel every penny was worth it, specially at the beginning I had doubts buying from secretlab since I never used them before and returned a previous expensive Rocker chair from Argos due to the bad quality and I thought this maybe be a similar company with expensive prices and bad quality, I admit I was wrong. All this was due to some bad reviews I was reading.<br>Only down side they have is their support doesn’t have access to track your delivery and they need to escalate to another team where you will need to wait 24 hours to hear about the status of your delivery, I hope they give access to their 1st line support to be able to track this for customer and contact the courier instead of making us wait 24h to hear a reply. Bought this chair for office work from home and the quality of the material are beyond than what I expected, very comfortable and polished design . Most important part for me are the wheels as I move with the chair lots, they are soft and quiet, doesn’t leave any damage, scratches or marks on the wooden parquet flooring .positive

The chair's material quality exceeded expectations.
Very comfortable and features a polished design.
The wheels are soft, quiet, and gentle on wooden parquet flooring, providing a smooth and top-notch carpet-like experience.
The purchase is considered a great value for the money spent.
The initial doubts about Secretlab's quality were proven wrong after a disappointing experience with a previous chair from a different company.The customer support does not offer direct access to track deliveries, and tracking requires escalation to another team, causing a 24-hour wait for updates.positive

Good build quality
Comfortable
Nice aesthetics Slow courier delivery

Best chair I’ve ever had! As soon as I unboxed it I could really see how premium quality it was! Everything was boxed so sleekly, I was so impressed before even setting the chair up! Instructions was also so clear compared to some things you get. A massive upgrade from any other gaming chairs I’ve used in the past. The actual chair it’s self looks stunning and a bonus that my back doesn’t hurt anymore!! Would highly recommend spending the bit extra on this chair, it’s totally worth it. Best chair I’ve ever had! As soon as I unboxed it I could really see how premium quality it was! Everything was boxed so sleekly, I was so impressed before even setting the chair up! Instructions was also so clear compared to some things you get . Would highly recommend spending the bit extra on this chair, it's totally worth it .positive

Described as the best chair the user has ever had.
The chair is noted for its premium quality, which is evident as soon as it's unboxed.
The packaging is praised for being sleek and impressive.
Clear instructions are mentioned, making the setup process easy.
The user highly recommends investing a bit more in this chair, considering it worth the extra cost.None positive

Fun desk unboxing
Easy assembly

Prefer a larger cable management tray

Before i bought this chair i was going trough chairs every 2 to 3 months. They just could not handle the heavy use. Now on my first day of using Sicretlab Titan i understood that my search is done. Already while asembling the chair you can feel the quality of the materials what it’s made of. And the sitting is just everything you ask for. Its not too soft and not too strong. Just perfect fit and you can feel how it suport your back. Thanks secretlab for making my hours at the PC more comfortable and healthier than before.Sicretlab Titan is the perfect chair for PC gamers . It's not too soft and not too strong. Just perfect fit and you can feel how it suport your back .positive

The Secretlab Titan chair is described as a high-quality, durable solution, unlike previous chairs that needed frequent replacements.
The assembly process already showcases the chair's quality in the materials used.
The sitting experience is considered perfect, providing the right balance of softness and support for the back.
The user expresses gratitude to Secretlab for making their hours at the PC more comfortable and healthier.None positive

Good build quality
Comfortable

Been using standard &quot;Gaming&quot; chairs for a few years now, never really spent more than £200 on a chair really. I started working from home last year and it became apparent that what I was using was causing me back pain.<br><br>I&#39;d seen Secret Labs advertised near everywhere and decided that it was time to just spend the money and see if it was worth it. Well after using the chair every day now for almost a month, the back pain has pretty much gone. The adjustable lumbar is a life saver and the memory foam pillow is amazing. Build quality of these chairs is next level, if you&#39;re considering buying one, do it. The adjustable lumbar is a life saver and the memory foam pillow is amazing . Build quality of these chairs is next level . If you are considering buying one, do it .positive

The user had been using standard "gaming" chairs in a lower price range for a few years.
After starting to work from home and experiencing back pain, the user decided to invest in a Secret Labs chair.
After nearly a month of daily use, the back pain has significantly improved.
The adjustable lumbar support and memory foam pillow have been highly beneficial.
The build quality of Secret Labs chairs is praised as being of the next level.
The user recommends others to consider buying a Secret Labs chair for their comfort and support.None positive

Back pain relief
Good adjustability
Supportive lumbar

Beautifully presented packaging, was like unboxing a limited edition ‘Hot Toy’! All tools included. Easy to follow assembly instructions. Took a little over an hour to put together (I include, unpacking, building and clear up in that time. All assembly was completed single handedly) All in all a mechanically sound and comfortable chair. Very pleased with the purchase. My one small critique would be that the price point is a little high for a leatherette chair, however maybe not spending so much on the packaging which let’s be honest is disposable may help to reduce the price of the chair? Took a little over an hour to put together (I include, unpacking, building and clear up in that time) All in all a mechanically sound and comfortable chair . Price point is a little high for a leatherette chair .positive

The packaging is beautifully presented, creating an enjoyable unboxing experience.
All necessary tools are included, and the assembly instructions are easy to follow.
The assembly process took a little over an hour, and the reviewer managed to complete it single-handedly.
The chair is described as mechanically sound and comfortable, leading to overall satisfaction with the purchase.The reviewer suggests that the price point of the chair might be a bit high for a leatherette chair. They propose that reducing the cost of packaging, which is disposable, could potentially help lower the chair's price.positive

Good packaging
Fun unboxing
Comfortable
Good build quality

At first the chair felt very firm, and I was quite nervous that I’d paid a lot of money for it and it initially wasn’t the best feeling. But after 2 weeks of breaking in, the chair is absolutely amazing. The seat has shaped perfectly for me glutes, and thighs and when I sit down now, it doesn’t feel like a soft pillow or really firm, I don’t feel anything but that’s good if you know what I mean? It’s just supportive, like I don’t feel like I need to shuffle around and change seating position, it’s just holding me in the right spot, and my seating posture is so much better now for long sessions.<br><br>Out of the box the seat is immaculately packages, and very easy to assemble. Unfortunately this is where my only criticism comes in and that’s the packinging itself. Although it’s very pretty and neat, there is wayyy too much foam, cardboard and general plastic. I think Secretlabs should do a better job at minimising the waste.<br><br>Overall I love the chair, the design is great, the soft weave fabric is lovely to sit on, keeps you cooler on hot days, but also quite warm in the cold so seems like a perfect balance for my use. Awesome chair! At first the chair felt very firm, and I was quite nervous that I’d paid a lot of money for it and it initially wasn’t the best feeling . After 2 weeks of breaking in, the chair is absolutely amazing. The seat has shaped perfectly for me glutes, and thighs .positive
The chair is described as feeling amazing after a period of breaking in.
The seat is noted to have shaped perfectly to the user's glutes and thighs.Initially, the chair is mentioned as feeling very firm, causing some nervousness due to the price paid.positive

Easy assembly
Good packaging
Comfortable
Breathable Softweave Needs a breaking-in period

As soon as you open the box you know its a top quality product as everything is well packaged and laid out. After building the chair i can honestly say its the most comfortable gaming chair i have ever owned. I love it so much i even bought the Cyberpunk skin to keep it in top notch condition for as long as possible. The build quality is exceptional and the whole experience has been fantastic. I would recommend anyone looking for a gaming chair to check out Secret Lab as their products are amazing.The build quality is exceptional and the whole experience has been fantastic . As soon as you open the box you know its a top quality product . I would recommend anyone looking for a gaming chair to check out Secret Lab .positive

The user was impressed with the high-quality packaging and presentation upon opening the box.
The chair was described as the most comfortable gaming chair the user has ever owned.
The user also purchased the Cyberpunk skin to maintain the chair's condition.
The build quality of the chair is exceptional.
The overall experience with Secret Lab and their products has been fantastic.
The user highly recommends Secret Lab to anyone in search of a gaming chair.None positive

Good packaging
Comfortable
Good build quality

As previously mentioned in my first review I was so impressed with the chair I purchased for my son, I purchased one for myself 2 days later. My son got the Targaryen chair and I got the batman chair. Having had the chairs a couple of weeks now, we are still very impressed with them. They are with out a doubt the most comfortable and supportive chairs we have sat in. After an hour of gaming in my old chair, my back would be in bits. I don&#39;t have that issue with the new chair. I can not recommend these chairs enough. I have told all my friends and family to get one. Reviewer was so impressed with the chair I purchased for my son, I purchased one for myself 2 days later . My son got the Targaryen chair and I got the batman chair . They are with out a doubt the most comfortable and supportive chairs we have sat in .positive

The user was so impressed with the chair they purchased for their son that they bought one for themselves a few days later.
The Targaryen and Batman chairs have been in use for a couple of weeks and continue to impress.
These chairs are considered the most comfortable and supportive the user and their son have ever sat in.
The new chair has significantly reduced discomfort and back issues during gaming compared to the old chair.
The user highly recommends these chairs and has encouraged friends and family to consider getting one.None positive

Comfortable
Back pain relief
Owns multiple Titan chairs

As my job moved permanently to working from home I decided to make the effort to properly set up an office rather than my sitting at the dinner table. I wanted a decent chair as I spend 8+ hours a day behind the desk. A lot of &#39;gamer&#39; chairs have a very tight bucket seat and although I&#39;m not a large chap I do prefer the option to move around a bit in the seat. The Titan Evo 2022 has the looks and the ergonomics to do the job.<br>Arriving very quickly despite warnings of supply interruptions in a surprisingly large box its apparent even from the packaging that time and care has been taken at every step. Detailed instructions starting at how to unbox to finally tightening the last bolt and handy easy-peel stickers directing you to salient points made construction a breeze.<br>I&#39;ve been using the chair daily for over a month now and it is certainly proving robust and comfortable. The large amount of fidelity over the positioning means I&#39;m still tweaking it to find the best balance between comfort and good posture. All the options are there though.The Titan Evo 2022 has the looks and the ergonomics to do the job . It is proving robust and comfortable to work from home . The large amount of fidelity over the positioning means I&#39;m still tweaking it .positive

The Titan Evo 2022 chair is chosen for a home office setup, providing comfort for long work hours.
Unlike many "gamer" chairs, it offers more flexibility with a spacious seat.
The chair's looks and ergonomics are appreciated.
It arrived quickly, despite warnings of supply interruptions, and the packaging indicates care and attention to detail.
Detailed instructions and easy-peel stickers made assembly easy.
After over a month of daily use, the chair is found to be robust and comfortable.
The user appreciates the wide range of customization options for finding the perfect balance between comfort and good posture.None positive

Good build quality
Impressive packaging
Comfortable
Good adjustability
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(Human reviewed) Likes (Human editor) Dislikes (Human editor)

As a streamer I have been using a old none comfortable chair for the past couple of years. Recently one of my viewers donated to my stream so as I could get the chair I have been wanting for the past year and a half and wow I was impressed.<br><br>Easy to assemble, perfect in quality and looks, comfortable and aesthetically pleasing boxed and built. Thought and experience has been placed into this product and with my new corner desk set up it marries in so nicely and completes my experience as a gamer and streamer and the look of my setup.<br><br>Thank you Secretlab for being able to make my dream of a great chair come true,<br><br>KrakenPrince Trovo Streamer and Avid Gamer As a streamer I have been using a old none comfortable chair for the past couple of years . Recently one of my viewers donated to my stream so as I could get the chair I've been wanting for a year and a half . Easy to assemble, perfect in quality and looks, comfortable and aesthetically pleasing boxed and built .positive

The user, a streamer, received a chair as a donation from one of their viewers.
The chair is described as easy to assemble.
It's noted to be perfect in terms of quality and looks.
The chair is found to be comfortable and aesthetically pleasing.
Both the unboxing experience and the built chair are praised.None positive

Easy to assemble
Nice aesthetics
Good build quality
Thoughtful features

As a larger built gentleman I&#39;ve gone through a number of chairs that were supposed to support a heavy set person but in fact fell short of the mark.<br><br>That is not so with the Titan Evo.<br><br>The box it arrives in is enormous, so be sure you&#39;ve got room to bring it in and unpack it. The instructions to assemble it couldn&#39;t be easier to follow.<br><br>Once assembled the chair looks magnificent. The material (hybrid leatherette) feels great, the joints and parts all seem extremely sturdy. It feels like no expense was spared in creating it.<br><br>All in all, the whole experience from ordering to sitting was 5 Star. I definitely recommend. The Titan Evo is a hybrid leatherette chair designed to support a heavy set person . The box it arrives in is enormous, so be sure you&#39;ve got room to bring it in and unpack it .positive

The Titan Evo is suitable for larger individuals, providing the necessary support and durability.
The assembly instructions are easy to follow, making it straightforward to put the chair together.
The chair has a magnificent appearance with high-quality hybrid leatherette material, sturdy joints, and parts.
The overall experience, from ordering to sitting, is rated as 5-star, and the user highly recommends it.None positive

Good for big guys
Good packaging
Nice aesthetics

Appearance:The components were properly sealed and had no defects/damage.<br>Quality:all the seat functions are working properly. im seated comfortably with my feet touching the floor.<br><br>It took me an hour and a half to assemble the whole thing. The instructions were clear and straightforward. I just had difficulty lifting it up due to my slim body.<br><br>Definitely a great buy. It may be pricey but it&#39;s worth it.The components were properly sealed and had no defects/damage . The instructions were clear and straightforward . It may be pricey but it&#39;s worth it .positive

The components of the chair arrived properly sealed without any defects or damage.
The assembly instructions are described as clear and straightforward.
The chair, despite being pricey, is considered worth the cost.None positive

Nice aesthetics
Good build quality Too heavy to lift

Appearance:great<br>Suitability:A bit firm at first but it will suit your body after a month<br>Quality:superb<br><br>A really good comfort chair and doesn’t let your body sore.<br><br>Just a reminder, get the right chair size for your body. If your 5’8” below, I highly recommend you get the smallest size for best experience.<br><br>You may also encounter an issue with the assembly that the backrest screw holes don’t align with the one at the seat. It may look frustrating because it does not show like it on their assembly-guide videos, however, with more force to push backrest down, the holes can align. Due to that, you might need an extra hand especially if you are not used to heavy labor. The chair is a really good comfort chair and doesn't let your body sore . If your 5’8” below, I highly recommend you get the smallest size for best experience . The backrest screw holes don't align with the one at the seat .positive The chair is praised as a comfortable option that prevents body soreness.
The user recommends the smallest size for individuals 5'8" and below for the best experience.
The backrest screw holes are noted to not align with the ones at the seat, which could be a potential assembly issue.positive

Nice aesthetics
Comfortable Difficult assembly

After weeks of researching between gaming chairs and office chairs, I ended up going for the Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 Hybrid Leatherette - Royal. (Regular Size) As someone who is 6&#39;2 188cm, I find the chair to be a great size for me!<br><br>I will say that the first week or two was a bit difficult. I was struggling to find a comfortable position and I had some back pain, however, I read other reviews that stated there&#39;s an adjustment period for both YOU and the CHAIR...a &quot;break-in period&quot;. The early discomfort was actually down to having such terrible posture for pretty much my entire life. 2+ weeks in and I no longer have pain and find the chair very comfortable, as well as very adjustable.<br><br>(I even had a friend try it out and he ended up buying one the next day!)<br><br>Additionally, I read reviews that stated the seat was too &quot;firm&quot; but personally I don&#39;t find it too firm. It did seem to get a bit softer after a week, as I broke it in. Now I find it to be a perfect balance between firm for support and cushion for comfort.<br><br>So basically, if you have terrible posture and you&#39;re looking for a chair for both work, as well as lounging/gaming, then I would definitely recommend this chair. It has definitely helped with my back and posture! Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 Hybrid Leatherette - Royal (Regular Size) As someone who is 6&#39;2 188cm, I find the chair to be a great size for me! The first week or two was difficult to find a comfortable position and I had some back pain .positive The user finds the Secretlab Titan Evo 2022 Hybrid Leatherette chair in Royal (Regular Size) to be a great size for someone who is 6'2" (188cm).The user experienced some difficulty finding a comfortable position during the first week or two of use and had some back pain.positive

Improved posture
Firm, comfortable seat
Good features

After buying the chair I was excited to get the delivery notification. As advertised on the website, the dispatch would take one working day. Unfortunately, there was a delay on Secretlab&#39;s warehouse, resulting in 5 work days delay to dispatch. In addition to this, Secretelab chose to send the chair using the economy option, which added a total of 15 working days of delivery time (door to door). I would strongly recommend Secretelab to take a more customer focused approach in this situations, and offer a fast shipping service when there is a delay because of Secretlab operation. A more personalised feedback on the numerous enquires I placed over the period of 3 weeks would have be greatly appreciated. (Shipping 4/10)<br><br>Upon receiving the chair, I was pleased from the packaging and build quality of the chair. This thing is build to last and has many adjustments to get comfortable. I was surprised to see how tough the foam is. As a result, if you are looking for couch-level comfort, you will be disappointing. Having said that, it is still comfortable to sit for many hours. (Package and Build Quality 10/10)<br><br>I am 1.77m tall and I had to add a seat pillow in order to raise my back and be comfortable with the lumbar support, otherwise, using the support is painful after a while. Therefore, if you are not a big person, omega chair maybe the one for you.<br><br>In addition, the arm rests are wider than I would have wanted (again, omega maybe the better option for me), which is a problem when typing on the keyboard. While I get support for my arms when using the mouse and keyboard, when typing, one of my hands is not supported as I have to turn a little bit towards the keyboard (hard to explain, sorry for the confusion). To solve this problem you can lower the armrest and just get close to the desk for long typing sessions. Regarding gaming, it is perfect, the adjustments makes it easy to find the best gaming position for you. (Comfort: 6/10)<br><br>To sum up, I would recommend the Titan chair to people who loves gaming and are above 1.80m (otherwise get the omega). If comfort and productivity is your priority and not build quality or looks, I suggest looking somewhere else first at that price range, I am sure you can find a more comfortable or cheaper options as well. I am happy with my purchase, however, it is not faultless as they make it look like in reviews. (Overall: 7/10) After buying the chair, I was excited to get the delivery notification . As advertised on the website, the dispatch would take one working day . Unfortunately, there was a delay on Secretlab&#39;s warehouse, resulting in 5 work days delay to dispatch . I would strongly recommend Secretelab to take a more customer focused approach in this situations .neutral

Pleased with the packaging and build quality of the chair.
The chair is well-constructed and has many adjustment options.
Comfortable for extended sitting, even if not couch-level comfort.
Perfect for gaming with easy adjustments to find the best gaming position.

Delays in dispatch and shipping time caused frustration, suggesting a need for a more customer-focused approach in such situations.
Foam is tough, so not suitable for those seeking couch-level comfort.
Lumbar support may require a seat pillow for smaller individuals.
Wider armrests can be a drawback for typing, especially if one hand is not adequately supported.
Comfort may be rated at 6/10, and it's suggested that other options may be considered if comfort and productivity are a priority over build quality and aesthetics.
The recommendation is for the Titan chair for gamers above 1.80m, and the Omega chair for smaller individuals.
Overall satisfaction with the purchase but not without some flaws, rated at 7/10.neutral

Good packaging
Good build quality
Comfortable

Firm foam seat
Slow delivery
Shaky armrests

After being fed up of spending £50 every 6 months on a chair, I decided to bite the bullet and spend a sizeable sum on a decent chair.<br><br>I decided on the 2022 range and ordered in frost blue. It shipped before the dispatch date and arrived very quickly. I was very surprised at the sheer size of the box my new chair came in, it was very bulky, very heavy and I needed assistance getting it through the threshold of my home. Nothing too bad there as there were parts on the site stating it was big and heavy.<br><br>The quality of the chair is not something to be sniffed at, unlike the strange smell coming from the box itself, which was wet, but thankfully the parts inside were dry and smell free. Packaged in a lot of plastic and cardboard to protect the fabric and metal. It was assembled a lot quicker than the video guide said it would be and, after using the chair every day for 3 weeks, I have not gotten a bad back and am still very comfortable in the chair.<br><br>I will say that due to how short I am, I do find that my arms don&#39;t quite reach the arm rests comfortably at the highest setting, but using the other settings for chair adjustments means that I can quickly and easily adjust the rest of the chair to suit my posture. After being fed up of spending £50 every 6 months on a chair, I decided to bite the bullet and spend a sizeable sum on a decent chair . I decided on the 2022 range and ordered in frost blue .positive

The user decided to invest in a higher-quality chair to avoid frequent replacements of cheaper ones.
They ordered the 2022 range chair in frost blue, which was shipped before the dispatch date and arrived quickly.
The user appreciates the quality of the chair and its comfort.
Despite being short and having some issues with armrest reach, they find the chair adjustable enough to suit their posture.positive

Fast shipping
Easy assembly
Back pain relief
Improved posture

3 or 4 years ago i wanted to buy the titan, however i &quot;couldnt justify the cost&quot; so i spent half the money on another &quot;good&quot; brand gaming chair. After only 6 months of use, the chair i bought started to crack and lose the padding volume.<br><br>Now having bought the chair i originally wanted, i have learned a very valuable lesson, buy cheap, buy twice.<br><br>If you are on two minds about buying any of these chairs, and you have the money, you are just struggling to justify the price, then just do not hesitate, get a secret labs one, it will save you in the longrun. After only 6 months of use, the chair i bought started to crack and lose the padding volume . Buy cheap, buy twice. Get a secret labs one, it will save you .positive

The reviewer initially hesitated to buy the Secret Lab Titan due to the cost and purchased a cheaper alternative.
The cheaper chair experienced issues with cracking and padding volume loss after just 6 months of use.
After learning the lesson that "buy cheap, buy twice," the reviewer eventually purchased the Secret Lab Titan and is now highly satisfied with the decision.
The reviewer encourages others who may be hesitating due to the price to invest in a Secret Lab chair, emphasizing the long-term savings it can offer.None positive

High quality build

1. The chair is spacious enough and comfortable for me, and feels strong; I&#39;m 6ft and weigh about 18 stone. It feels like it will last a long time.<br>2. I love the 4D arms - very comfortable and customizable.<br>3. Unfortunately it doesn&#39;t seem to gas lift very high when it&#39;s at it&#39;s maximum height.<br>4. I would have thought that the built in lumbar support would protrude more - it&#39;s not that good.<br>5. The chair is a quite creaky, and I have been adjusting the lumbar a lot to try to fix this, but it&#39;s making little difference.<br>6. The lumbar knobs aren&#39;t that good because you have no idea at what setting they&#39;re at, and could therefore possibly break easily if accidently over-tightened.<br>7. You need 2 people to assemble the chair; It&#39;s not a 1 man job.<br>8. The magnet on the head cushion could have been stronger - falls off often.<br>9. The arm cushions are quite easily dislodged and fall off a lot - i.e. magnets not strong enough.<br>10. The seat could have incorporated had a forward tilt to it&#39;s tilt mechanism, not just back.<br>11. The chair can over balance and tip forward easily when sat on carpet and you&#39;re shifting it forwards towards your desk - perhaps wheels need improvement.<br>12. The softweave fabric is good quality. Mine is in black and looks good and appears hardwearing. Comfortable and doesn&#39;t make you sweat like some other materials. The chair is spacious enough and comfortable for me, and feels strong; I&#39;m 6ft and weigh about 18 stone . I love the 4D arms - very comfortable and customizable . Unfortunately the chair doesn&#38;t seem to gas lift very high when it&#40;s at it’s maximum height . The magnet on the head cushion could have been stronger - falls off often .neutral

Spacious and comfortable, suitable for taller and heavier individuals.
4D arms provide comfort and customization.
Good quality softweave fabric in black.
Sturdy and durable construction.
The chair offers some adjustability for lumbar support.
Comfortable material that doesn't cause sweating.

Gas lift may not provide sufficient height at maximum setting.
Built-in lumbar support could be more pronounced.
Chair exhibits creaking, and lumbar adjustments may not eliminate the noise.
Lack of clear indicators for lumbar knob settings.
Assembly requires two people.
Weak magnet on the head cushion causes it to fall off.
Arm cushions easily dislodge and may not stay in place.
No forward tilt mechanism for the seat.
Chair may tip forward on carpeted surfaces, potentially due to wheel design.neutral

Comfortable
Nice Softweave fabric

Noisy lumbar
Two people needed for assembly
Weak headrest magnet
Wishes for a forward seat tilt

£350 is a lot of money to spend on a chair when previously, the most your chair has cost has been ~£60. I expected buyer&#39;s remorse, going into this purchase as I thought upon sitting in my new chair, that it would feel the same as any other, and that my purchase was nothing more than an impulse buy.<br><br>The COVID situation did mean that I ended up waiting for ~6 weeks as opposed to 1-2 days, but Charlotte, who took care of me throughout the process and answered any queries I had with care, alleviated all my worries in that time, even when my chair had still not dispatched on the due date.<br><br>Upon delivery, the chair was very well packed; the unboxing experience was very enjoyable and the assembly was logical and thought-out. It&#39;s clear that secretlab is constantly reiterating it&#39;s assembly process to make it as convenient as possible and it&#39;s very much appreciated.<br><br>Sitting in the chair itself, it&#39;s perfect. I no longer feel pain in my back- something I thought might be overstated in other reviews, and is something I desperately needed for myself. The adjustable arms and tilt/recline allow me to continuously modify the chair to fit my needs, rather than forcing my body to fit to an unmodifiable one.<br><br>The firm chair is extremely comfortable, it is very well built, it feels premium and I have found no defects or faults, a few weeks on. Even if I do find issues down the line, with the service I received, I&#39;m sure I&#39;m in great hands.<br><br>I highly recommend this chair and am considering a second one for the office. £350 is a lot of money to spend on a chair when previously, the most your chair has cost has been around £60 . The adjustable arms and tilt/recline allow you to modify the chair to fit your needs, rather than forcing your body to fit to an unmodifiable one .positive

Despite the higher cost, there is no buyer's remorse.
Charlotte provided excellent customer support and alleviated worries during a longer wait due to the COVID situation.
The chair was well-packed, offering an enjoyable unboxing experience.
Assembly is logical and well-thought-out, with a constant effort to make it convenient.
The chair effectively eliminates back pain and is highly adjustable to individual needs.
The firm chair is extremely comfortable, well-built, and feels premium.
No defects or faults have been found after a few weeks of use.
The user highly recommends the chair and is considering purchasing a second one for the office.None positive

Good customer support
Easy assembly
Good features
Comfortable
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